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Abstract
Accurate representations of objects and light sources in a scene model are a cru-
cial prerequisite for realistic image synthesis using computer graphics techniques.
This thesis presents techniques for the efcient acquisition of real world objects
and real world light sources, as well as an assessment of the quality of the acquired
models.
Making use of color management techniques, we setup an appearance repro-
duction pipeline that ensures best-possible reproduction of local light reection
with the available input and output devices. We introduce a hierarchical model for
the subsurface light transport in translucent objects, derive an acquisition method-
ology, and acquire models of several translucent objects that can be rendered in-
teractively. Since geometry models of real world objects are often acquired using
3D range scanners, we also present a method based on the concept of modulation
transfer functions to evaluate their accuracy.
In order to illuminate a scene with realistic light sources, we propose a method
to acquire a model of the near-eld emission pattern of a light source with optical
preltering. We apply this method to several light sources with different emission
characteristics and demonstrate the integration of the acquired models into both,
global illumination as well as hardware-accelerated rendering systems.
Kurzfassung
Exakte Repräsentationen der Objekte und Lichtquellen in einem Modell einer
Szene sind eine unerlässliche Voraussetzung für die realistische Bilderzeugung
mit Techniken der Computergraphik. Diese Dissertation beschäftigt sich mit der
efzienten Digitalisierung von realen Objekten und realen Lichtquellen. Dabei
werden sowohl neue Digitalisierungstechniken als auch Methoden zur Bestim-
mung der Qualität der erzeugten Modelle vorgestellt.
Wir schlagen eine Verarbeitungskette zur Digitalisierung und Wiedergabe
der Farbe und Spekularität von Objekten vor, die durch Ausnutzung von Farb-
management-Techniken eine bestmögliche Wiedergabe des Objekts unter Ver-
wendung der gegebenen Ein- und Ausgabegeräte ermöglicht. Wir führen wei-
terhin ein hierarchisches Modell für den Lichttransport im Inneren von Objekten
aus durchscheinenden Materialien sowie eine zugehörige Akquisitionsmethode
ein und digitalisieren mehrere reale Objekte. Die dabei erzeugten Modelle können
in Echtzeit angezeigt werden. Die Geometrie realer Objekte spielt eine entschei-
dende Rolle in vielen Anwendungen und wird oftmals unter Verwendung von
3D Scannern digitalisiert. Wir entwickeln daher eine Methode zur Bestimmung
der Genauigkeit eines 3D Scanners, die auf dem Konzept der Modulationstrans-
iv
ferfunktion basiert.
Um eine Szene mit realen Lichtquellen beleuchten zu können, schlagen wir
ferner eine Methode zur Erfassung der Nahfeldabstrahlung eine Lichtquelle vor,
bei der vor der Digitalisierung ein optischer Filterungsschritt durchgeführt wird.
Wir wenden diese Methode zur Digitalisierung mehrerer Lichtquellen mit unter-
schiedlichen Abstrahlcharakteristika an und zeigen auf, wie die dabei erzeugten
Modelle in globalen Beleuchtungsberechnungen sowie bei der Bildsynthese mit-
tels moderner Graphikkarten verwendet werden können.
vSummary
Accurate representations of objects and light sources in a scene model are a cru-
cial prerequisite for realistic image synthesis using computer graphics techniques.
Such models can be generated using a variety of methods (e.g., in a CAD based
construction process or by physical simulation techniques). But given a real world
object or a real world light source, the most reliable method to create an accurate
representation of the object or light source is to acquire its properties using a
suitable acquisition technique. This thesis therefore presents techniques for the
efcient acquisition of real world objects and real world light sources. It also
includes an assessment of the quality of the acquired models.
The appearance of an object showing only local light reection can be mod-
eled by a bidirectional reectance distribution function (BRDF). We incorporate
color management techniques into the appearance acquisition in order to reference
the acquired models to a well-dened standard color space. On the output side of
the appearance reproduction pipeline, we again use color management techniques
to adapt the generated image data to the output device. Under the assumption that
the color management system correctly describes the properties of the involved
input and output devices we can achieve best-possible reproduction of local light
reection with the available input and output devices. We validate both, the ac-
quired models as well as nal renderings of the models, by comparing them to
ground truth.
Translucent objects are characterized by diffuse light transport inside the ob-
ject. To describe their light interaction behavior, instead of a BRDF the more
complex bidirectional scattering-surface reectance distribution function (BSS-
RDF) is required. We introduce a hierarchical model for diffuse subsurface light
transport in translucent objects that approximates the BSSRDF by a diffuse re-
ectance function. We derive an acquisition methodology and setup an acquisi-
tion system that illuminates individual surface points of a translucent object and
observes the object’s response. The system is used to acquire models of several
translucent objects and renderings of the acquired models are compared to pho-
tographs of the real objects under similar illumination conditions. The acquired
models can be rendered interactively using modern graphics hardware but can also
be incorporated into many other rendering systems.
Geometry models of real world objects are often acquired using 3D range
scanning systems. Their accuracy is not only important for realistic rendering
but also for many other acquisition techniques that require a geometry model as
part of the input data. We present a method based on the concept of modulation
transfer functions (MTF) to evaluate the accuracy of a 3D range scanner. We
acquire a scan of a sharp edge and compute its Fourier transform. By comparing
the resulting frequency spectrum with the frequency spectrum of an ideal sharp
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edge we determine the MTF of the 3D range scanner. The computed MTF is a
particularly relevant accuracy measure as it determines how well sharp features,
that are contained in many real world objects, can be acquired.
Apart from realistic models of real world objects, realistic illumination is very
important for high quality scene rendering. In order to be able to illuminate a
scene with realistic light sources, we propose a method to acquire the near-eld
emission characteristics of real world light sources. Such a near-eld model de-
scribes the emitted radiance for any position in space and any emission direction.
In order to ensure correct sampling and to avoid aliasing artifacts, we perform an
optical preltering step that projects the emitted radiance into a nite set of basis
functions. The acquired models can be efciently integrated into both global illu-
mination as well as hardware-accelerated rendering systems. We acquire models
of several light sources with different emission characteristics and compare the
reconstructed emission pattern projected onto at surfaces to photographs of the
real world light sources illuminating similar diffuse surfaces.
In summary, this thesis contributes to both, acquisition techniques for real
world objects and real world light sources and their validation. It covers a broad
range of properties of real world objects including their geometry, their interaction
with light, and their light emission characteristic. It helps to improve the quality of
the models used as foundation for realistic image synthesis and allows for using
accurate models of real world objects and real world light sources in rendering
applications.
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Zusammenfassung
Exakte Repräsentationen der Objekte und Lichtquellen in einem Modell einer
Szene sind eine unerläßliche Voraussetzung für die realistische Bilderzeugung mit
Techniken der Computergraphik. Solche Modelle von Objekten und Lichtquellen
können durch einer Reihe von Methoden erzeugt werden (zum Beispiel in einem
Konstruktionsprozess mittels CAD-Systemen oder mit physikalischen Simula-
tionstechniken). Die zuverlässigste Methode, um ein exaktes Modell eines echten
Objektes oder einer echten Lichtquelle zu erzeugen, ist jedoch die Digitalisiertung
ihrer Eigenschaften unter Verwendung geeigneter Akquisitionstechniken. Diese
Arbeit stellt daher Techniken zur efzienten Digitalisierung von echten Objekten
und echten Lichtquellen vor. Sie enthält außerdem Methoden, die die Beurteilung
der Qualität der digitalisierten Modelle erlauben.
Das Aussehen eines Objekts, das Licht an der Oberäche nur lokal reektiert,
kann mittels einer bidirektionalen Reektanzverteilungsfunktion (Bidirectional
Reectance Distribution Function, BRDF) beschrieben werden. Wir integrieren
Farbmanagementtechniken in ein Verfahrung zur Digitalisierung von Farbe und
Spekularität eines Objektes mit dem Ziel, daß die digitalisierten Datensätze in
einem wohldenierten Farbraum vorliegen. Wir wenden weiterhin zur Ausgabe
der erzeugten Bilddaten Techniken das Farbmanagements an, um die Bilder an
die Eigenschaften der verwendeten Ausgabegeräte anzupassen. Unter der Voraus-
setzung, daß das Farbmanagementsystem die Eigenschaften der verwendeten Ein-
und Ausgabegeräte korrekt beschreibt, können wir so eine bestmögliche Repro-
duktion der lokalen Reektionseigenschaften mit den gegebenen Geräten erzie-
len. Wir überprüfen die Genauigkeit der erzeugten Modelle und der aus den
Modellen erzeugten Bilder, indem wir sie mit unabhängig gemessenen Werten
beziehungsweise dem wahren Aussehen unter gegebenen Beleuchtungsbedingun-
gen vergleichen.
Objekte aus durchscheinenden Materialien sind durch diffusen Lichttransport
im Inneren der Objekte charakterisiert. Um dieses Verhalten zu beschreiben, wird
anstatt einer BRDF die mächtigere bidirektionale Reektanzverteilungsfunktion
für streuende Materialien (Bidirectional Scattering-Surface Reectance Distribu-
tion Function, BSSRDF) benötigt. Wir führen ein hierarchisches Modell für den
diffusen Lichttransport in durchscheinenden Objekten ein, das die BSSRDF mit-
tels einer diffusen Reektanzfunktion annähert. Wir leiten daraus eine Digita-
lisierungsmethode ab und konstruieren einen Akquisitionsaufbau, der einzelne
Oberächenpunkte eines durchscheinenden Objektes beleuchtet und die Impuls-
antwort des Objektes aufzeichnet. Wir digitalisieren mehrere durchscheinende
Objekte mit diesem Aufbau und vergleichen aus den Modellen erzeugte Bilder
mit Photographien der echten Objekte unter ähnlichen Beleuchtungsbedingungen.
Die erzeugten Modelle können unter Verwendung moderner Graphikkarten inter-
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aktiv dargestellt werden. Sie können aber auch direkt in viele andere Systeme zur
Bildsynthese integriert werden.
Geometriemodelle echter Objekte werden oft unter Verwendung von 3D Scan-
nern erzeugt. Die Genauigkeit dieser Modelle ist nicht nur wichtig für reali-
stische Bildsyntheseverfahren sondern auch für viele Digitalisierungsverfahren,
die ein Geometriemodell als Teil der Eingabedaten voraussetzen. Wir stellen da-
her eine Methode zur Messung der Genauigkeit eines 3D Scanners vor, die auf
dem Konzept der Modulationstransferfunktion (Modulation Transfer Function,
MTF) beruht. Wir führen dazu einen einzelnen 3D Scan einer scharfen Kante
durch und berechnen daraus die Fouriertransformation. Wir vergleichen das re-
sultierende Frequenzspektrum mit dem Frequenzspektrum einer idealen scharfen
Kante und berechnen daraus die MTF des 3D Scanners. Die Modulationstrans-
ferfunktion ist ein besonders wichtiges Genauigkeitsmaß, da sie angibt, wie gut
scharfe Details digitalisiert werden können, die in vielen echten Objekten vorkom-
men.
Abgesehen von exakten Modellen echter Objekte, ist auch eine realistische
Beleuchtung für die qualitativ hochwertige Bildsynthese erforderlich. Wir schla-
gen eine Methode zur Digitalisierung des Nahfeldes einer Lichtquelle vor, um
eine Szene mit einer echten Lichtquelle beleuchten zu können. Das Nahfeld
beschreibt die Lichtabstrahlung für alle Punkte und alle Abstrahlungsrichtungen.
Wir führen einen optischen Filterungsschritt durch, der die Lichtabstrahlung in
einen endlichdimensionalen Raum von Basisfunktionen projiziert, um eine kor-
rekte Abtastung zu erhalten und Aliasingartefakte zu vermeiden. Die digita-
lisierten Modelle eignen sich sowohl zur efzienten Verwendung im Rahmen
von globalen Beleuchtungsberechnungen als auch für die Bildsynthese mittels
moderner Graphikkarten. Wir digitalisieren verschiedene Lichtquellen mit un-
terschiedlichen Abstrahleigenschaften und vergleichen das rekonstruierte Ab-
strahlverhalten mit dem Abstrahlverhalten der echten Lichtquellen, indem wir die
Projektionen auf eine ache Oberäche betrachten.
Zusammenfassend enthält diese Dissertation Beiträge zu Digitalisierungstech-
niken für echte Objekte und echte Lichtquellen sowie Methoden zur Validierung
dieser Techniken. Die Arbeit deckt ein breites Spektrum von Eigenschaften
realer Objekte einschließlich Geometrie, ihrer Interaktion mit Licht sowie ihrer
Lichtabstrahlcharakteristik ab. Sie trägt dazu bei, die Qualität von Modellen,
die als Grundlage für die realistische Bilderzeugung verwendet werden, zu
verbessern und ermöglicht es, Modelle echter Objekte und echter Lichtquellen
in der Bilderzeugung zu verwenden.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Photorealistic rendering of complex scenes can nowadays be performed even on
commodity PC hardware at interactive rates. Ofine rendering algorithms can
generate images that are virtually indistinguishable from reality. As improve-
ments in hardware capability follow or even surpass Moore’s law [Moore65] and
more efcient rendering algorithms are constantly introduced, there is also a rising
demand for more and more complex and realistic input data modeling all relevant
properties of a scene. This generally includes the scene geometry as well as light
emission and its interaction with objects consisting of various materials.
Accurate scene models can originate from a variety of sources: If highly de-
tailed CAD data is generated in an engineering process such as the construction
of a new car, aircraft or building, it can also be used for rendering purposes pro-
vided that the optical properties are modeled as well. Artists are able to build
compelling models of individual objects and whole environments that are tailored
to a specic application  an approach often used by the movie industry. Further-
more, physical simulations of natural phenomena or mathematical models such as
fractal geometry can create realistically looking input data.
But given a real world object, none of the above methods is well suited to
generate a realistic model of its geometry and interaction with light or its light
emission characteristics for the case of a light source. In particular, small im-
perfections characteristic to an individual specimen  even if it is generated by
industrial mass production methods  pose a huge challenge. This thesis focuses
therefore on measurement based modeling approaches that capture properties of
real world objects and real world light sources relevant for realistic image synthe-
sis.
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1.1 Problem Statement
The complexity of the properties of real world objects make acquiring a general
and complete representation extremely hard or even impossible. The rst chal-
lenge in acquiring the properties of a real world object is therefore normally to
dene a suitable model that allows for an accurate representation of the property
or properties under consideration. For computer graphics applications, it is often
possible to use a simplied, approximative model as long as it is still sufciently
accurate for realistic image synthesis.
The next task is then to devise an acquisiton method that estimates the model
parameters so that it best approximates the properties of the real world object. This
normally requires the use of various physical devices that need to be carefully cal-
ibrated and operated under controlled conditions. The acquired data is then used
in a modeling or optimization step to determine the correct model parameters.
The acquired models must then be converted into a format that allows for
efcient access to the relevant information by the target applications. The require-
ments of different applications, e.g., a global illumination system or a hardware-
accelerated rendering system, may differ quite strongly so that the models need
to be adapted to each application scenario. It is therefore advisable to be already
aware of the nal requirements when designing a model and an acquisition ap-
proach.
Finally, the quality of the acquired models should be validated to ensure that
they accurately represent the given object properties. Validation is usually per-
formed by comparing the models to ground truth or by assessing the quality in a
user study.
This dissertation covers four topics related to real world acquisition techniques
that are also represented in Figure 1.1. We rst present a method to estimate
the accuracy of 3D range scanners commonly used to acquire the geometry of
an object. We then extend an appearance acquisition and reproduction pipeline
by a color management system in order to ensure correct color and appearance
acquisition. Finally, we introduce methods to acquire the near-eld of a light
source and the reection properties of translucent materials. All methods result
in models that can be efciently integrated into both global illumination systems
and hardware-accelerated rendering approaches.
1.2 Main Contributions
Throughout the course of this dissertation, parts have already been pub-
lished at different conferences and in various journals [Goesele00, Goesele01,
Heidrich01, Goesele03b, Granier03, Lensch03b, Goesele03a, Goesele04a,
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Figure 1.1: Topics addressed in this dissertation. Top left: 3D range scan of a
sharp edge used for 3D scanner accuracy estimation. Top right: Color-calibrated
(left) and uncalibrated appearance dataset of a carafe. Middle: Rendering using
an acquired light source model of a car headlight and bike light in acquisition
setup. Bottom: Partially illuminated model of a translucent horse with local and
global light propagation.
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Lensch04, Goesele04b]. These publications are the foundation of this thesis
which incorporates them under the topic of real world acquisition techniques and
presents improvements and updated results.
The main contributions of this dissertation can be summarized as follows:
• The setup of an acquisition lab tailored to the acquisition of real world ob-
jects and real world light sources and a description of the used hardware.
• An extension of the concept of modulation transfer functions (MTF) to
3D scanning systems and an efcient measurement methodology. Given
a single 3D scan of a slanted edge, the accuracy of the scanning system can
be determined for the practically relevant case of sharp feature edges in an
object.
• The integration of an acquisition algorithm for spatially varying bidirec-
tional reectance distribution functions (BRDF) into a completely color-
managed processing pipeline. The nal models can thus be validated
through ground-truth color measurements using a spectrophotometer and
the error between rendered model and the real object under identical illumi-
nation conditions can be quantied.
• An acquisition algorithm for real light sources that takes specically in-
cludes correct preltering before the sampling stage. The acquired light
source models can be used to illuminate arbitrary scenes in a global illu-
mination framework but can also be rendered using programmable shader
hardware of current graphics cards.
• A hierarchical model for the bidirectional scattering-surface reectance dis-
tribution function (BSSRDF) for translucent objects and a corresponding
acquisition algorithm to acquire such a model for translucent real-world ob-
jects. The model can be integrated into many current rendering algorithms
for translucent materials.
1.3 Chapter Overview
The remainder of this dissertation is structured as follows: Chapter 2 summarizes
the fundamentals of physics and computer graphics relevant to the covered topics.
We then discuss the acquisition hardware and software used as foundation for our
work (Chapter 3). Our method to determine the modulation transfer function of
a 3D scanning system is introduced in Chapter 4 and the color-managed BRDF
pipeline is presented in Chapter 5. Next, we discuss our image-based lightsource
model and the corresponding acquisition and rendering system (Chapter 6). We
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derive then in Chapter 7 a hierarchical reection model for translucent objects,
show how its parameters can be measured for real objects and introduce an ef-
cient rendering algorithm. The dissertation ends with the conclusion and an
outlook on future work (Chapter 8).
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Chapter 2
Background
The image we perceive if we look at an object depends on a whole series of effects
(Figure 2.1): Light is emitted by a light source and illuminates an object. A
portion of the energy is absorbed by the object whereas the remainder is reected 
either directly at the surface or after passing through parts of the volume occupied
by the object. The light nally reaches an observer’s eye. Alternatively, it is
digitized by some acquisition device such as a digital camera.
This thesis focuses on acquisition techniques for computer graphics applica-
tions. This includes capturing the light emission properties of real-world light
sources and acquiring the interaction behavior of light with translucent objects.
But it draws also on all other parts of the visual pipeline. We therefore review
rst the underlying physics of light and give then an overview over light sources
and their properties. We next describe ways and models of how light interacts
with objects. We briey review the rendering equation and show how it is used
in inverse rendering to gain information about the properties of light sources and
materials.
2.1 Models of Light
One of the fundamental aspects of computer graphics are the properties of light,
the interaction of light with various materials, and the reception of light by either
the human visual system or by an imaging system. We will in the following review
the basic physical terms and concepts of light relevant to computer graphics. More
in depth descriptions can be found in standard physics textbooks such as Born and
Wolf [Born99], specic computer graphics applications are for example described
in Glassner [Glassner94] or Cohen and Wallace [Cohen93].
The physics of light can be described by several different models. Quantum
Optics, the most comprehensive model, is derived from the principles of quantum
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Figure 2.1: The visual pipeline. Light is emitted by a light source and illumi-
nates an object. The object interacts with the light, both, on its surface and within
its whole volume and reects a portion of the light. A human observer looks at the
scene and interprets the physical signal that arrives at his eyes. Alternatively, it
is acquired by a digital camera system.
mechanics. Its relevance to computer graphics and vision is limited to effects such
as the interaction of individual photons (light particles) and matter in an imaging
sensor (photoeffect).
Light can also be described as an electromagnetic wave since it is a form
of electromagnetic radiation. Wave Optics can model a broad range of optical
phenomena such as interference or diffraction. For example, star-shaped patterns
in captured images of bright light sources are often caused by diffraction at the
edges of the aperture blades (see Figure 2.2).
Wave optics can be approximated by Geometrical Optics or Ray Optics if the
wavelength λ of light is much shorter then the size of relevant features.1 Light is
modeled as independent rays transporting energy through space; contributions of
multiple rays can be summed based on the principle of superposition. The inter-
actions of light with matter can be described in geometrical terms. Most computer
graphics and vision applications use this model. It is, e.g., the foundation for ray
1Born and Wolf [Born99] define geometrical optics as an approximation to wave optics ne-
glecting the wavelength of light, i.e., observing the limiting case λ→ 0.
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Figure 2.2: 10-sided star around a bright light source caused by diffraction at
the edges of the camera lens’ pentagonal aperture. The image also shows other
effects such as lens are caused by reections inside the optical system.
tracing systems [Appel68, Rubin80] but also for the OpenGL rendering system
[Segal98].
Particles are a discretization of geometrical optics often used in computer
graphics with no physical equivalent. Light is modeled as a ow of discrete parti-
cles (similar to photons) carrying energy. In contrast to particles in quantum op-
tics, there is no interaction between the particles. Important examples are Monte
Carlo simulations of light transport [DutrØ03] or photon mapping [Jensen01b].
2.2 Radiometry and Photometry
Radiometry is the measurement of electromagnetic energy and covers a wide
range of wavelengths including infrared, visible, and ultraviolet light. In con-
trast to that, photometry covers only the visible spectrum and takes the sensitivity
of the human visual system into account.
2.2.1 Radiometric Quantities
Radiant Energy Q: Basic quantity describing the energy transported by light of
all wavelengths measured in Joule [J = W · s = kg ·m2/s2].
Radiant Flux or Radiant Power Φ: Radiant energy per unit time or power of
the radiation measured in Watt [W = J/s = kg ·m2/s3].
Φ :=
dQ
dt
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Radiant Intensity I: Radiant Flux per solid angle ω measured in [W/sr].
I :=
dΦ
dω
The radiant intensity is often used to describe a point light source. The radi-
ant intensity of an isotropic point light source is for example I = Φ/(4pi ·sr)
since a full sphere has a solid angle of 4pi · sr.
Radiant Flux Area Density u: Differential ux per differential areaAmeasured
in [W/m2].
u :=
dΦ
dA
Two important special cases are the (incident) Irradiance E (differential
ux per differential area incident at a surface location) and Radiant Exitance
or Radiosity B (differential ux per differential area exiting at a surface
location).
Radiance L: Radiant ux per unit projected area per unit solid angle (arriving or
leaving from a surface location at an angle θ to the surface normal) mea-
sured in [W/(m2 · sr)].
L :=
d2Φ
cos θ · dA · dω
Radiance can be interpreted as the number of photons per time passsing
through a small area from a certain direction. It is exactly what is perceived
by an observer  be it a human eye or an electronic device  and is therefore
one of the most important quantity for image-based modeling. Radiance has
the important property of being constant along a ray in empty space. This
is the inherent reason for the fact that the signal seen by an imaging system
is independent of the distance to the object. On the rendering side, radiance
is (at least implicitly) used by most rendering systems such as ray tracing.
All of the above radiometric quantities can also be evaluated for a specic
wavelength λ instead of the whole spectrum. The unit of a spectral term is the unit
of the corresponding radiometric term divided by the unit of length [m]. Spectral
radiosity Bλ or B(λ) has therefore the unit [W/m3].
2.2.2 Photometric Quantities
Photometry is the psychophysical measurement of the visual sensation produced
by the electromagnetic spectrum. It therefore only covers the visible spectrum
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Radiometric Radiometric Photometric Photometric
Quantity Unit Quantity Unit
Radiant Energy [J ] Luminous Energy [talbot]
Radiant Flux [W = J/s] Luminous Flux [lm = talbot/s]
Radiant Intensity [W/sr] Luminous Intensity [cd = lm/sr]
Irradiance
[W/m2]
Illuminance
[lx = lm/m2]Radiosity Luminosity
Radiance [W/(m2 · sr)] Luminance [nit = cd/m2]
Table 2.1: Basic radiometric quantities and their photometric counterparts. The
new units talbot, lumen (lm), lux (lx) and nit can be derived from the SI unit
candela (cd).
which is generally considered to be wavelengths from about 380 to 780nm. Dif-
ferent wavelengths within the visible spectrum correspond to different colors rang-
ing from violet to red. Each photometric quantity can be computed from the
corresponding spectral radiometric quantity by convolving it with the spectral ef-
ciency function V (λ) [CIE86]. Luminosity Bv  the photometric quantity corre-
sponding to radiosity  is therefore dened as
Bv =
∫
B(λ) · V (λ)dλ
and is measured in lux [lx]. Table 2.1 summarizes and compares radiometric and
photometric quantities and their units.
2.3 Light Sources
A light source or luminaire contains generally one or several illuminants  the
actual devices that emit visible light. The remaining parts of a luminaire such as
focusing optics or diffusing elements shape the emitted radiation pattern, provide
the mechanical structure for the luminaire, or might even serve purely artistic
purposes.
2.3.1 Light Generation and Illuminants
A variety of mechanisms can be used to generate visible light. We will in this
section discuss the mechanisms most relevant to modern illuminants.
Heat generated by nuclear ssion processes is responsible for sun and star
light. The heat caused by a combustion process is also the oldest way used by
humans to generate light  burning wood or the ames of oil lamps were already
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Figure 2.3: Scene with plastic patches illuminated by an HMI arc lamp (near
daylight spectrum, left) and green LEDs (right). Note the black and green
effect in the right image due to the narrow spectrum of the LEDs. The patches
on the right show uorescence: the green LED light is absorbed and emitted at a
different wavelength.
used in ancient times to illuminate human dwellings. Modern lamps use the same
principle: Inside a tungsten lamp a piece of wire is heated up by an electrical
current so that it emits light; in an arc lamp, the electrical current leads to hot
plasma that emits light.
In neon tubes and other gas discharge lamps, gas inside a glass tube is excited
and emits light of distinct wavelength. This principle is also the base of uorescent
tubes and modern low-energy bulbs. Hereby mercury vapor is excited and emits
invisible, ultraviolet light. A layer of uorescent material on the inside of the glass
tube absorbs this radiation and immediately re-emits it in the visible spectrum
using uorescense.
Due to their rapidly increasing power, high efciency and durability, light
emitting diodes (LED) are currently becoming an important illuminant. The re-
combination of holes and electrons in an semiconductor diode leads to excessive
energy which is emitted from the diode as light within a narrow frequency spec-
trum.
A huge variety of other physical and chemical processes  lasers, organical
LEDs, chemoluminescense to name a few  can also lead to the emission of light.
They are however of limited practical relevance for illumination purposes and
therefore not discussed.
2.3.2 Spectral Properties
The spectrum of light directly inuences the color of a light source that is ob-
served by a human observer or an imaging system. It is however also important
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Figure 2.4: Common elements to modify the radiation pattern of a luminaire.
Left: A lamp screen with diffuse transmission. Middle: Ofce lamp with reective
components. Right: Spotlight with polygonal aperture and projective lens.
for the observed color of surfaces that are illuminated by a light source. In the ab-
sence of uorescence or phosphorescence effects, this process can be modeled as
a convolution of the illuminant spectrum with the reective spectrum of the mate-
rial. If the illuminant spectrum contains sharp peaks as is the case for many LEDs
or gas discharge lamps, a colorful scene might be observed as being black and
white (or rather red, green, blue, . . .  see Figure 2.3 for an example). But even
smooth spectra such as the reddish spectrum of a tungsten bulb have a signicant
inuence on the observed color.
The international commission on illumination (Commission Internationale de
l’Éclairage, CIE) therefore dened multiple standard illuminants such as illumi-
nant A (corresponding to a tungsten lament lamp with a correlated color temper-
ature of 2856 Kelvin) or illuminant D65 (daylight with a correlated color temper-
ature of approximately 6500 Kelvin) [CIE86]. These illuminants can be used in
order to analyze the general interaction behavior between light and materials.
2.3.3 Radiation Patterns of Luminaires
Luminaires can fulll different purposes: A car headlight should illuminate the
relevant part of the road without blinding other drivers. The emission characteris-
tics should therefore be very directionally dependent. In contrast to that the main
purpose of a brake light is to be a clearly visible warning sign for other drivers;
its radiation pattern should be in general diffuse although individual peeks can
improve visibility.
Luminaires contain various elements modifying the emission characteristics
of the illuminants in order to shape its radiation pattern. Diffusely reecting or
diffusely transmitting elements provide a large emissive area leading to direction-
ally as well as spatially uniform illumination (see Figure 2.4 (left)). The element
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Figure 2.5: Light Source Congurations. Left: A uniform point light source at
~xe illuminating a point ~xi. nˆi is the surface normal. ωˆe = −ωˆi is the normalized
direction vector from ~xe to ~xi. Middle: A spotlight with opening angle α and
center direction ωˆs. Right: Area light source. The plane A is used to parameterize
the emission position and direction.
itself is easily visible from all directions. The emission direction can be controlled
within some limits, e.g., by a diffuse reector with concave shape.
Specular reectors (mirrors) allow for a much better control with hardly any
loss of intensity and are therefore used in some ofce lamps where a uniform
illumination of the working area is required (see Figure 2.4 (middle)). Parabolic
reectors are also often employed in ashlights or car headlights to focus the
emitted light.
Refractive elements such as lenses can also focus light or change the light
direction. Strong spotlights often use a lens system and a changeable aperture to
achieve maximum exibility in lighting effects (Figure 2.4 (right)). Lenses are
also used in slide projectors to project an image of an object.
2.3.4 Light Sources and Light Source Representations
Light sources can be characterized according to their emission characteristics into
point and area light sources.
Point Light Sources
A point light source is characterized by the fact that all light is emitted from a
single point in space ~xe. There are several types of point light sources dened by
their emission characteristics.
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If light is emitted equally in all directions, the light source is a uniform point
light source. The irradiance caused by such a light source at a receiver at ~xi is
given as:
E(~xi) = Ie · V (~xe, ~xi) · 〈ωˆi · nˆi〉|~xe − ~xi|2
Ie is the radiant intensity and |~xe − ~xi|2 is the squared distance between the light
source position ~xe and ~xi. The unit direction vector from ~xi to ~xe is denoted by
ωˆi.
2 The visibility term V (~xe, ~xi) encodes both the visibility between the two
points (i.e., whether the line of sight is blocked) and the orientation of the surface.
It is dened as:
V (~xe, ~xi) :=
{
1 ~xe visible from ~xi and 〈ωˆi · nˆi〉 > 0
0 else
.
We assume that the HMI light source described in Section 3.3.1 acts as an uniform
point light source within the working area.
A spot light is a uniform point light source that emits light only within a cone
of directions around a center direction ωˆs, i.e.,
Ie(ωˆe) =
{
Ie 〈ωˆs · ωˆe〉 > cosα
0 else
.
The opening angle of the spotlight is α. Note that ωˆe = −ωˆi due to the geometry
of the setup.
For a textured point light source [Segal92], the intensity Ie(ωˆe) can vary freely
with the emission direction ωˆe. Goniometric diagrams [Verbeck84] are textured
point light sources often used to characterize the emission characteristics of a (real
or articial) luminaire. They are frequently provided by light source manufactur-
ers for their luminaires.
Area Light Source
While point light sources are convenient for modeling and rendering purposes,
most real world light sources are area light sources with nite spatial extent. The
irradiance caused at position ~xi by an area light source can be computed as fol-
lows:
E(~xi) =
∫
A
V (~xe, ~xi) · Le(~xe, ωˆe) · 〈ωˆe · nˆe〉〈ωˆi · nˆi〉|~xe − ~xi|2 d~xe.
2Vectors ~x with arrow~ refer to positions in space whereas vectors nˆ or ωˆ with hat ˆ refer to
normalized directions.
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Figure 2.6: 2D plot of a goniometric diagram. The yellow circle marks the posi-
tion of the point light source, the arrows denote the emission intensity for a given
direction.
We use a plane A to parameterize the emitted radiance Le(~xe, ωˆe) at position ~xe
within A. ωˆe is the emission direction (see Figure 2.5).
Note that this approach can also be used to parameterize a luminaire with
volumetric emission characteristics.
2.3.5 Near-Field and Far-Field of a Luminaire
The emission characteristics of an area light source shows in general both angular
and spatial variation and can therefore be described by a four-dimensional func-
tion Le(~xe, ωˆe) where ~xe determines a surface position and ωˆe gives the emission
direction. Le(~xe, ωˆe) encodes the near-eld of a luminaire.
In contrast to that, the far-eld of a luminaire is only parameterized by the
emission direction assuming that all light is emitted from a single point in space.
Consequently, the far-eld Le(ωˆe) varies only with ωˆe. Goniometric diagrams
therefore only represent the far-eld of a luminaire.
As a rule of thumb, the emission characteristics of a luminaire can be approxi-
mated by its far eld, if it is observed from a distance of at least ve times its active
diameter [Ashdown95]. The active diameter is dened as the largest diameter of
the light emitting area of the luminaire. This ve times rule ensures that the error
in estimated irradiance is below 1 % provided that the emission does not vary over
the luminaire’s surface [Murdoch81]. If the distance between emitter and receiver
is too small to apply this approximation, the luminaire can be logically split into
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several smaller units so that each of them can be approximated by a point light
source.
Near-Field Effects
For a typical lighting design application such as computing the irradiance in an
ofce environment, an area light source can be approximated with sufcient ac-
curacy by its far-eld. But there are several effects that can only be reproduced
using a luminaire’s near-eld representation.
For any point ~x in space, a point light source is either visible or the line-of-
sight between the point light source’s position and ~x is blocked by an obstacle. ~x
is therefore either illuminated or in shadow leading to hard shadows. If the light
is however emitted by an area light source, the view of the light source from ~x
can also be partially blocked. The shadow becomes a soft shadow consisting of a
penumbra region where the light source is partially blocked and an umbra region
where it is blocked completely. Soft shadows can therefore only occur if the near-
eld of a luminaire is modeled independent of the distance between a luminaire
and ~x.
Caustics are brighter areas where light is focused (most often due to reection
or refraction). A common example is light shining through a glass of water and
producing a bright pattern on an object behind the glass. Caustics can also be
caused by elements of a luminaire such as a reector that focuses the emitted light
at some points in 3D space. A faithful model of a luminaire including caustics
must therefore include light emitted from various positions on the light source
hitting the same point in space. This is impossible using the far-eld assumption.
A slide projector can be seen as a special type of luminaire. If it is modeled as
a textured point light source, which seems to be at rst glance the corresponding
model, the projected image will always be in focus. In order to model the fact that
the projection is only focused within some volume (similar to caustics), again a
near-eld representation is required.
2.4 Interaction of Light and Matter
The interaction of light and matter is a complex physical process. Various aspects
can be studied using the models of light presented in Section 2.1. We will focus
here on the parts relevant to computer graphics and the topics covered in this
dissertation and refer to the literature (e.g., the books by Glassner [Glassner94] or
Born and Wolf [Born99]) for a more general description.
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Figure 2.7: Light ray hitting a material boundary. The ray is split into a reected
and a refracted ray.
2.4.1 Physics of Reflection and Refraction at a Material
Boundary
When light crosses the boundary between different materials its behavior is mainly
determined by the indices of refraction of the two materials. The index of refrac-
tion ηλ is dened by the ratio of the speed of light in an material vλ to the speed
of light in vacuum c
ηλ = c/vλ
and depends on the wavelength λ.
A single-wavelength light ray hitting a material boundary will in general be
split into a reected and a refracted ray (see Figure 2.7). The three rays and
the surface normal are all in the same plane, the plane of incidence. Snell’s law
determines the direction of the two new rays while magnitude of the reected and
refracted ux can be computed using the Fresnel equations.
Snell’s Law
The angle θt between the surface normal nˆ and the transmitted ray ~t can be com-
puted from the angle θi between the incoming ray~i and the surface normal:
η1 sin θi = η2 sin θt.
The angle θr between the reected ray ~r and the surface normal is equal to θi:
θi = θr.
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Fresnel Equations
In addition to the indices of refraction η, the magnitude of reected and refracted
ux depend also on polarization:
ρ‖ =
η2 cos θ1 − η1 cos θ2
η2 cos θ1 + η1 cos θ2
ρ⊥ =
η1 cos θ1 − η2 cos θ2
η2 cos θ1 + η1 cos θ2
.
ρ‖ is the reection coefcient for light with the electric eld parallel to the plane
of incidence whereas ρ⊥ is the reection coefcient for light with the electric eld
perpendicular to the plane of incidence.
The specular reectance (also called Fresnel reection coefcient Fr) for un-
polarized light becomes then:
Fr(θ) =
1
2
(ρ2‖ + ρ
2
⊥) =
dΦr
dΦi
.
For the refracted ray, the Fresnel transmission coefcient can be computed as:
Ft(θ) = 1− Fr(θ).
Schlick [Schlick94] proposed a good approximation to the Fresnel reection
coefcient for unpolarized light based on the Fresnel reection coefcient at nor-
mal incidence F0:
Fr(θ) ≈ F0 + (1− F0)(1− cos θ)5.
It is possible to describe the interaction of light and matter entirely using their
physical interaction principles such as Snell’s law or the Fresnel equations. Al-
ternatively, we can observe the actual interaction using suitable techniques and
derive models that reect this interaction behavior. The remainder of this sec-
tion describes two functions (the BSSRDF and the BRDF) that can describe light
interaction with different materials.
2.4.2 Bidirectional Scattering-Surface Reflection Distri-
bution Function (BSSRDF)
The bidirectional scattering-surface reectance distribution function (BSSRDF)
[Nicodemus77] provides a general model of light transport inside an object and is
dened as follows:
S(~xi, ωˆi; ~xo, ωˆo) :=
dL→(~xo, ωˆo)
dΦ←(~xi, ωˆi)
(2.1)
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Figure 2.8: Geometric conguration of a BSSRDF.
The BSSRDF S is the ratio of reected radiance L→(~xo, ωˆo) leaving the surface
at a point ~xo in direction ωˆo to the incident ux Φ←(~xi, ωˆi) arriving at a point ~xi
from a direction ωˆi. The unit of S is [m−2 · sr−1].
Given the incoming radiance L←(~xi, ωˆi) and the BSSRDF S for an object, the
outgoing radiance L→(~xo, ωˆo) at a point ~xo in direction ωˆo can be computed by
integrating over the whole surface A and all incoming directions Ω
L→(~xo, ωˆo) =
∫
A
∫
Ω
L←(~xi, ωˆi)S(~xi, ωˆi; ~xo, ωˆo)〈nˆi · ωˆi〉dωˆid~xi. (2.2)
The BSSRDF varies also with the wavelength λ of the incoming light. Apart
from multi-spectral applications, this dependence is in computer graphics often
approximated by dening and evaluating the BSSRDFs separately per color chan-
nel.
To include uorescence and phosphorescence where light within a range of
wavelengths is absorbed and re-emitted at some later time in a different range of
wavelengths would require additional parameters.3
Approximations for Scattering Materials
A BSSRDF is often used to model the light transport in scattering materials such
as skin or marble. The photons interact in this case with the object’s material.
After multiple scattering events, their propagation direction does not depend any
more on ωˆi [Ishimaru78]. It is therefore sometimes convenient to split S into
3Fluorescent materials re-emit the light no later than 10 ns after absorption whereas phospho-
rescent re-emit the light after more than 10 ns – sometimes even after hours.
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a sum of a single scattering contribution S(1) and a multiple scattering compo-
nent Sd
S(~xi, ωˆi; ~xo, ωˆo) = S
(1)(~xi, ωˆi; ~xo, ωˆo) + Sd(~xi, ωˆi; ~xo, ωˆo)
in order to treat both of them separately [Jensen01c].
2.4.3 Bidirectional Reflectance-Distribution Function
(BRDF)
Without subsurface light transport, all light arriving at an object’s surface is either
reected or absorbed at the point of incidence. This behavior can be described by
the bidirectional reectance-distribution function (BRDF) [Nicodemus77] which
simplies the BSSRDF by setting ~xi = ~xj . The BRDF is dened as
fr(~x; ωˆi, ωˆo) :=
dL→(~x, ωˆo)
dE←(~x, ωˆi)
. (2.3)
The BRDF fr is the ratio of reected radiance L→(~x, ωˆo) leaving the surface at
a point ~x in direction ωˆo to the irradiance E←(~x, ωˆi) arriving at the same point ~x
from a direction ωˆi. The unit of fr is [sr−1].
Given the incident radiance L←(~x, ωˆi) and the BRDF fr for an object, the
outgoing radiance L→(~xo, ωˆo) at ~xo in direction ωˆo can be computed by integrating
over all incoming directions Ω
L→(~x, ωˆo) =
∫
Ω
L←(~x, ωˆi)fr(~x; ωˆi, ωˆo)〈nˆi · ωˆi〉dωˆi. (2.4)
Simplifications for Isotropic and Homogeneous Materials
The BRDF in its most general form is a six-dimensional function: Two parameters
x the position ~x on the surface. The directions of the incident and exitant ray
require another two parameters each. If an object has uniform reection behavior
at all surface positions (homogeneous material), the BRDF can be represented by
a four-dimensional function fr(ωˆi, ωˆo).
For isotropic materials, incoming and outgoing directions ωˆi = (θi, φi) and
ωˆo = (θo, φo) can be rotated around the surface normal without change:
fr(~x; θi, φi, θo, φo) = fr(~x; θi, φi + δ, θo, φo + δ).
An isotropic BRDF fr(~x; θi, θo, φi − φo) is therefore a ve-dimensional function,
and a homogeneous and isotropic BRDF fr(θi, θo, φi− φo) is a three-dimensional
function.
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Physical Properties of a BRDF
In order to be physically valid, a BRDF must fulll the Helmholtz reciprocity rule
which states that the roles of incident and reected energy can be exchanged:
fr(~x; ωˆi, ωˆo) = fr(~x; ωˆo, ωˆi).
Furthermore, a BRDF must not reect more energy than it receives, i.e., it
must conserve energy:∫
Ω
fr(~x; ωˆi, ωˆo)〈nˆi · ωˆi〉dωˆo ≤ 1 ∀ωˆi ∈ Ω.
Note that a material may well absorb part of the energy and reect less energy
than it receives.
Reflectance
While the BRDF as dened in Equation 2.3 is a derivative quantity that can take
on arbitrary large values, the reectance ρ(~x) is the ratio of reected to incident
ux [Nicodemus77]:
ρ(~x) :=
dΦ→(~x)
dΦ←(~x)
=
∫
Ω
∫
Ω
L←(~x, ωˆi)fr(~x; ωˆi, ωˆo)dωˆidωˆo∫
Ω
L←(~x, ωˆi)dωˆi
.
ρ(~x) is the fraction of light that is reected by a surface. The remaining part is
either transmitted or absorbed. For non-emitting surfaces, ρ(~x) must be in the
range [0..1] to ensure energy conservation.
2.4.4 Reflection Models
Real objects can have a complex reection behavior that can in the most general
case only be modeled by a tabulated BRDF that explicitly gives the reection co-
efcients for a large number of congurations. For many materials, the reection
behavior can however be approximated by various reection models.
Diffuse Reflection
A surface with ideal diffuse reection reects incident light equally in all direc-
tions, i.e., the BRDF is constant:
fr(~xi, ωˆi, ωˆo) = kd =
ρd
pi
.
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For this so called Lambertian reection, outgoing radiance depends only on kd
and the area foreshortening given by the incident polar angle θi:
L→(~x, ωˆo) = kd
∫
Ω
L←(~x, ωˆi) cos θidωˆi.
Glossy Reflection
The Phong reection model [Phong75] was historically one of the most popular
shading models. It consists of a diffuse term and a specular lobe. Unfortunately, it
is neither energy conserving nor reciprocal and cannot model the reection behav-
ior of most real materials. Several improvements to the Phong model have been
proposed such as the Blinn-Phong model [Blinn77]:
fr(~x, ωˆi, ωˆo) = kd + ks
〈nˆ · hˆ〉n
〈nˆ · ωˆi〉 .
The halfway vector hˆ = (ωˆi + ωˆo)/2 lies inbetween the incoming and outgoing
light direction. The specular exponent n controls the width of the specular lobe
and therefore the extent of the highlights.
In Chapter 5, we use the Lafortune model [Lafortune97]
fr(~x, ωˆi, ωˆo) = kd +
∑
j
[Cx,j · ωˆi,xωˆo,x + Cy,j · ωˆi,yωˆo,y + Cz,j · ωˆi,zωˆo,z]nj .
to model the reection properties of real world objects. Similar to the Blinn-Phong
model, the Lafortune model consists of a diffuse term and a set of specular lobes.
The lobe is described by a weighted inner product of the directions ωˆi and ωˆo that
is risen to the nth power. Depending on the coefcients C, a lobe can be forward-
reective (Cx,j < 0), retro-reective (Cx,j > 0), or anisotropic (Cx,j 6= Cy,j). The
ratio of Cx,j or Cy,j to Cz,j determines the off-specularity of the lobe.
2.4.5 Reflection Models for Subsurface-Scattering Mate-
rial
Unlike for BRDFs, general BSSRDF models that can be used to describe the
reection properties of subsurface-scattering material are rare. Jensen et al.
[Jensen01c] introduced a model for the diffuse light propagation Sd in translu-
cent materials to computer graphics that is now widely used.
The model assumes an innite half-space of homogeneous, optically thick
material with given material properties (reduced scattering coefcient σ ′s, absorp-
tion coefcient σa, relative index of refraction η  see Ishimaru [Ishimaru78] and
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Figure 2.9: The geometry of the setup for the BSSRDF model of Jensen et al.
[Jensen01c].
zr = 1/σ
′
t
zv = zr + 4AD
dr = ‖~xr − ~xo‖, with ~xr = ~xi − zrnˆi
dv = ‖~xv − ~xo‖, with ~xv = ~xi + zvnˆi
A =
1 + Fdr
1− Fdr
Fdr = −1.440
η2
+
0.710
η
+ 0.668 + 0.0636η
D = 1/3σ′t
σtr =
√
3σaσ′t
σ′t = σa + σ
′
s
α′ = σ′s/σ
′
t
Figure 2.10: Additional denitions used in the BSSRDF model of Jensen et al.
[Jensen01c]. See text for more details.
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Figure 2.11: The BSSRDF model of Jensen et al. [Jensen01c] evaluated
for marble. The graphs show the diffuse reectance due to subsurface
scattering Rd for a measured sample of marble with σ′s=(2.19,2.62,3.00),
σa=(0.0021,0.0041,0.0071) and η=1.5 (parameters extracted from [Jensen01c]).
Rd(r) indicates the radiosity at a distance r in a plane, due to unit incident power
at the origin.
Jensen et al. [Jensen01c] for a description of these parameters and a method to
recover them for real materials). Light propagation is modeled by a dipole ap-
proximation as follows:
S(~xi, ωˆi; ~xo, ωˆo) =
1
pi
Ft(η, ωˆi)Rd(~xi, ~xo)Ft(η, ωˆo)
Rd(~xi, ~xo) =
α′
4pi
[
zr(1 + σtrdr)
e−σtrdr
d3r
+ zv(1 + σtrdv)
e−σtrdv
d3v
]
Figure 2.9 shows the geometrical conguration of the setup and Figure 2.10 de-
nes the remaining parameters. An example evaluation of the model using mea-
sured parameters for marble taken from [Jensen01c] is given in Figure 2.11.
2.5 Rendering Equation
The rendering equation in it’s most basic form
L→(~x, ωˆ) = Le(~x, ωˆ) + Lr(~x, ωˆ) (2.5)
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states that the outgoing radiance L→(~x, ωˆ) is equal to the sum of emitted radiance
Le(~x, ωˆ) and reected radiance Lr(~x, ωˆ). It is the mathematical foundation for all
rendering algorithms.
If the reection of all objects in a scene can be described by a BRDF, we can
insert Equation 2.4 in the above denition to get [Kajiya86]:
L→(~x, ωˆ) = Le(~x, ωˆ) +
∫
Ω
L←(~x, ωˆi)fr(~x; ωˆi, ωˆ)〈nˆ · ωˆi〉dωˆi.
If the rendered scene contains objects with non-local reection properties, we
need to revert to using a BSSRDF to describe the reection properties. Inserting
Equation 2.2 results in:
L→(~x, ωˆ) = Le(~x, ωˆ) +
∫
A
∫
Ω
L←(~xi, ωˆi)S(~xi, ωˆi; ~x, ωˆ)〈nˆi · ωˆi〉dωˆid~xi.
The double integral increases the effort considerably but allows for taking effects
such as subsurface scattering into account.
2.6 Inverse Rendering
Given a complete description of a scene including the illumination and reection
properties, the rendering equation (Equation 2.5) can be used to synthesize an im-
age of a scene by computing the radiance per pixel. The goal of inverse rendering
is to reverse this process and to derive a (partial) scene description from a set of
input images.
Given an image (e.g., captured by a digital camera) with pixel value puv for a
pixel at position (u, v), we can compute the corresponding radiance L(~xuv, ωˆuv)
using a set of geometric and photometric calibration procedures (see Section 3.2
for more details). (~xuv, ωˆuv) dene a ray leaving from a scene object’s surface and
hitting the sensor element corresponding to pixel puv. The scene description can
then in principle be recovered by minimizing the following error function:
Euv =
[
L(~xuv, ωˆuv)− [Le(~xuv, ωˆuv) + Lr(~xuv, ωˆuv)]
]2
. (2.6)
If we assume no distant light transport inside objects, i.e, if the reection behavior
can be described by a BRDF, this results in:
Euv =
[
L(~xuv, ωˆuv)−[Le(~xuv, ωˆuv)+
∫
Ω
L←(~xuv, ωˆi)fr(~xuv; ωˆi, ωˆuv)〈nˆuv · ωˆi〉dωˆi]
]2
(2.7)
Inverse rendering algorithms can be classied using three categories which we
describe in the following sections.
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2.6.1 Photometric Stereo
Photometric stereo refers to the problem of reconstructing the geometry of a scene
given a set of images with known illumination and has been extensively studied in
the area of computer vision [Woodham81]. Given known lighting and reection
properties fr, Equation 2.7 can be used to a estimate a normal nˆuv for each pixel.
The resulting normal map contains the spatial derivative of the geometry and can
be integrated to obtain a smooth geometry.
Photometric stereo algorithms frequently assume that the target object is illu-
minated by a single parallel or point light source and has Lambertian reection
behavior. Surfaces with more complex reection behavior can also be acquired
using a corresponding reection model.
2.6.2 Inverse Lighting
Inverse lighting tries to recover information about the incident illumination from
acquired images. Schoeneman et al. [Schoeneman93] determine the intensity
of discrete light sources to achieve a given lighting scenario while Kawai et al.
[Kawai93] additionally take different light source types into account. Several au-
thors addressed the problem to recover distant illumination from observed lighting
effects [Marschner97, Marschner98, Ramamoorthi01].
In Chapter 6, we present a method to acquire the near-eld of luminaires which
employs a preltering step that selects different portions of the emitted light eld
and captures the projection onto a diffuse surface. The preltering step helps
avoiding many of the classical problems of inverse lighting.
2.6.3 Inverse Reflectometry
The goal of inverse reectometry is to recover the reection properties of objects
in a scene. Both, the BRDF acquisition algorithm employed in Chapter 5 and the
acquisition method for translucent objects presented in Chapter 7 belong into this
category. More details and related work are described in the respective previous
work sections (Sections 5.1 and 7.1).
Note that these three problem categories can also be addressed together if sev-
eral parameters of the inverse problem such as incident lighting and the reection
properties are unknown. An extensive survey of inverse lighting and inverse re-
ectometry techniques can be found in [Patow03].
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Chapter 3
Acquisition Facilities
In this chapter, we describe some basic hardware and software systems that we
used as tools to perform the measurements our models are based on. This includes
a 3D scanning system and the processing software used to acquired the geome-
try models presented in this thesis. We furthermore summarize basic properties
of digital camera systems and discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the actual
cameras used. We discuss the lighting systems including the measurement envi-
ronment and give an overview over the robotic measurement facility employed for
some of the measurements.
Although these tools are assumed to be given for the projects described in this
dissertation, their performance and accuracy is crucial for the quality of the results.
We therefore include also measurements and benchmarks where appropriate.
3.1 Geometry Acquisition
All geometry models used in this dissertation except for the bird model were ac-
quired using a Minolta VI-900 or VI-910 laser range scanner. These active optical
range scanning systems sweep a laser line over the target object and observes the
reection of the line with a video camera. The position of the reected laser line
in the recorded image depends then on the geometry of the setup and the distance
of the illuminated points on the target object from the 3D scanner (see Figure 3.1).
The laser line denes a plane P in space whereas each pixel in an image captured
by the video camera denes a ray ~r in space. If the reection of the laser line on
the target object is visible in a pixel, the intersection of P and ~r yields a single
3D point on the surface of the target object. A single complete scan returns a
depth map where each valid pixel contains a distance value from the 3D scanner
to the object.
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Figure 3.1: The principle of operation of the 3D laser range scanner used to
acquire geometry models. Valid surface points are dened by the intersection of
the laser plane P with a ray ~r (corresponding to positions in the captured image).
The bird model was acquired using a Steinbichler Tricolite structured light
3D scanner. The scanner is based on the same measurement principle but  instead
of sweeping a laser line  it projects a series of stripe patterns onto the object to
dene the intersection plane P .
3.1.1 Performance and Accuracy
The underlying principle of active triangulation-based optical range scanners is
the stereo vision principle [Klette98]. (The laser projector could be replaced by a
second camera leading, however, to the in general difcult stereo correspondence
problem.) A surface point can therefore only be scanned successfully if it is visible
from both, the position of the laser projector and the position of the video camera.
Concave objects may lead to occlusions which often result in holes in the depth
maps and are therefore hard to scan. The larger the baseline (the distance between
laser projector and video camera) of a triangulation-based 3D scanning system,
the more difcult concave objects are to scan. There is however a trade-off as a
larger baseline leads to higher accuracy in the resulting models.
A laser range scanner relies on the constant, near-diffuse local light reection
on the surface of an object. Unfortunately, many of our test objects do not fulll
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Figure 3.2: The alabaster horse. Left and middle: Photographs of the sculp-
ture with and without subsurface scattering under identical illumination condi-
tions. The sculpture was covered with ne dust to turn off subsurface scatter-
ing. Much surface detail is masked by the translucency and active optical range
scanning systems have grave problems to scan the translucent object. Right: Ren-
dering of the acquired geometry model (100 k triangles) with at shading.
this requirement leading to noisy or incomplete depth maps: Colorful objects can
absorb a large portion of the red laser light so that the reected signal becomes
too weak. Likewise, specular surfaces reect hardly any light in off-specular di-
rections so that the laser line may not be recorded by the video camera depending
on surface orientation. Even worse, translucent objects exhibit non-local light re-
ection, i.e., light enters and leaves the surface at possibly distinct locations. In
order to acquire good quality models even for difcult to scan objects, some of the
objects were sprayed with white dust (Helling Met-L-Chek Developer D70) in or-
der to achieve a surface with Lambertian reection. Figure 3.2 shows an example
of a translucent alabaster horse sculpture. The translucent behavior masks many
geometric details that can be easily seen when the object is covered with dust.
We will present in Chapter 4 a method based on the concept of a modulation
transfer function (MTF) that allows us to estimate the accuracy of a 3D scanning
system in frequency space.
3.1.2 3D Geometry Processing Pipeline
A single 3D scan of an object is usually not sufcient to cover its whole surface.
To achieve complete coverage, the object is scanned several times from different
directions (possibly using a turntable to rotate the object in front of the 3D scan-
ner). The individual scans are then aligned and combined into a single data set.
Based on this point cloud, a surface triangulation is constructed and remaining
holes are lled manually or semi-automatically. Various postprocessing opera-
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tions can be applied to the nal triangle mesh, e.g., to remove noise or to reduce
the complexity of the mesh.
The geometry models used in this thesis were assembled and processed us-
ing existing software at the Max-Planck-Institut für Informatik as well as a va-
riety of commercial software tools (e.g., Minolta Polygon Editing Tool, Stein-
bichler COMETplus, INUS Rapidform, Innovmetric Polyworks, TowerGraphics
Easy3DScan, and ViHAP3D’s mesh processing tools). A more detailed overview
over tools and methods for geometry processing can be found in [Kobbelt00].
3.2 Digital Camera Systems
A digital camera can be seen as a measurement device consisting of millions of
input sensors that convert luminance arriving at the pixels into digital values. The
general assumption in image-based modeling applications is that after some cali-
bration steps the acquired images are a faithful representation of reality.
We will in this section rst discuss the general setup of a digital camera con-
centrating on the lens system and the sensor chip. We summarize then common
calibration techniques for geometric and photometric camera calibration.1 We
also mention techniques to judge the accuracy of acquired images. We nally
present the cameras used for this work and discuss their specic properties.
3.2.1 Camera Setup and Components
The two most important components of a digital camera are the lens system and
the imaging sensor that ideally should be tailored to each other. Several mechan-
ical components such as the aperture and the shutter as well as the camera elec-
tronics and host software inuence the system performance, too, but will not be
discussed in detail.
Imaging Sensor
An imaging sensor converts irradiance incident on a light sensitive area into an
electrical signal whose exact nature depends on the sensor technology. Imaging
sensors in digital cameras consist generally of a one or two dimensional array of
sensor elements (sensels) or picture elements (pixels).
1There is some confusion about the meaning of the word calibration: In some areas such as
color science calibration means to set a device into a defined state. In an additional profiling step,
this state is characterized and the characterization is later taken into account in order to achieve
a defined behavior of a device. In computer graphics, calibration is tuning a general model of
the physical device in order to best describe the specific instance on the device. Unless otherwise
noted, we use this second semantics in this thesis.
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Figure 3.3: The Bayer pattern [Bayer76] for color image capture. Left: Arrange-
ment of the individual color sensors. Middle: Color interpolation artifacts in an
image acquired with a Bayer pattern sensor (Jenoptik ProgRes C14, single shot,
fast reconstruction). Right: Ground truth image acquired using 4-shot mode. Note
also the visually higher resolution of the ground truth image.
In the case of a charge coupled device (CCD) sensor, light is absorbed and
creates free electrons that are stored inside the sensor element that serves as ca-
pacitor (e.g., [Janesick01]). At the end of an exposure, the collected charge is
shifted towards one end of the sensor using an analog shift register and digitized
using an analog-digital converter. Due to the physical principles involved, CCD
sensors are highly linear, i.e., the amount of charge collected is proportional to
the irradiance. The main performance limitation are leakage currents caused by
chip defects and thermal noise. Cooling the sensor will greatly improve its perfor-
mance as the noise doubles with every increase in temperature of about 6 Kelvin.
Both, the Kodak DCS 560 and the Jenoptik ProgRes C14 digital cameras (see
Section 3.2.4) employ CCD imaging sensors.
The dynamic range, i.e., the ratio of brightest to darkest non-zero recordable
intensity values of a CCD sensor is not only limited by noise but also by the well
capacity. A sensel of the Sony ICX085AK chip used in the Jenoptik ProgRes C14
camera can typically store about 25,000 electrons so that the dynamic range even
of a noise free sensor is limited to about 1:25,000 requiring less than 15 bit for
digitization. Very bright spots in an image can also lead to blooming artifacts if
the irradiance creates a strong current and charge is overowing from one sensel
to neighboring sensels.
In contrast to CCD sensors, complementary metal oxide semiconductor
(CMOS) sensors are based on the technology used for modern random access
memory chips, processors, or analog circuitry. They are more versatile and ex-
ible but often suffer from stronger image noise. In particular, modern CMOS
cameras can achieve a dynamic range of more than 140 dB which is often re-
quired for computer graphics applications (see, e.g., Kang et al. [Kang03] for an
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overview of camera systems with extended dynamic range). The Silicon Vision
Lars III camera is such a camera with a CMOS imaging sensor.
Color image acquisition is difcult as a single sensor element can capture only
a single value (dened by the convolution of its spectral sensitivity with the spec-
trum of the incident light) but not a full set of RGB tristimulus values. The most
common solution is to cover individual sensels with color lters arranged in a
Bayer pattern [Bayer76] (see Figure 3.3) and to capture individual color compo-
nents at different spatial locations. Spatial resolution is in this case traded for color
information. Tristimulus color values (RGB) are reconstructed for each pixel us-
ing information from neighboring sensels. This reconstruction can introduce color
artifacts so that the pixel values do not necessarily correspond to the irradiance in-
cident at the pixel location.
Alternatively, the image can be simultaneously captured by 3 sensors with
corresponding color lters (3 chip cameras) or at different times using, e.g., a color
lter wheel or tunable lters. Only recently, a new technology was introduced that
makes use of the different penetration depths of light into the chip and stacks three
sensels on top of each other [Lyon02]. It allows to capture tristimulus color values
without spatial or temporal aliasing artifacts.
Lens System
The lens system projects an image of a scene onto the imaging sensor (see Fig-
ure 3.4). A lens with focal length f focuses a point at distance g onto a point at
distance b according to
1
f
=
1
g
+
1
b
leading to a sharp image. At a point b′ farther away, the image is blurred within a
circle of confusion whose diameter d is proportional to the radius of the aperture.
While achieving a sharp image is desirable for an analog, lm-based camera
system, it can be harmful for the sampled imaging system of a digital camera:
If the light sensitive portion of a sensor element covers not its full area, a small
feature could be focused on a light-insensitive part and would not be captured
(see Figure 3.5). It has also the potential of severe aliasing if the ll factor, the
percentage of light sensitive area of a pixel, is much smaller than 100 %. The
ll factor can be increased by adding small lenses on top of the sensor elements
as shown in Figure 3.5. This is however not sufcient for color sensors with
Bayer pattern [Bayer76] where even a small feature should be registered by red,
green, and blue color sensors in order to minimize interpolation artifacts. An
additional antialiasing lter can be used to ensure this by slightly blurring the
projected image.
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To achieve good image quality, it is therefore important that the lens system
matches the imaging sensor. A way to check this is to determine the modula-
tion transfer function (MTF) [Williams99, Burns01] of an imaging system that
describes its properties in frequency space.
The lens system can furthermore lead to a variety of artifacts such as chromatic
aberration (the focal length f varies for different wave lengths of light leading to
color artifacts at image edges), geometric distortions (the acquired image is dis-
torted compared to an image generated using a pin-hole projection), or diffraction
at the aperture blades (visible as star-shaped artifacts around bright features). It
is therefore mandatory to employ high quality lenses and apply where possible
correction techniques in order to acquire high quality data.
3.2.2 Geometric Calibration
The lens system of a digital camera projects an image of a scene onto the imaging
sensor. The mapping between points in space and 2D image coordinates depends
on the position and orientation of the camera (so called extrinsic parameters) and
the intrinsic parameters such as focal length, distortion parameters, and the posi-
tion of the optical axis on the image plane (principal point). Various authors such
as [Tsai87, Heikkilä97, Zhang99] proposed camera models and calibration tech-
niques to estimate extrinsic and intrinsic camera parameters from a set of images
of a calibration target.
For this thesis, we used a calibration toolbox [Bouguet03] (which is based on
the estimation technique by Zhang [Zhang99] and uses a camera model similar
to the model of Heikkilä and SilvØn [Heikkilä97]) to determine the actual focal
length fc = (fc(1), fc(2))T and the distortion coefcients kc = (kc(1), kc(2))T
of a lens. The camera model projects a 3D point P = (Px, Py, Pz)T onto a 2D
image coordinate pp = (xp, yp)T as follows:
(
xp
yp
)
= d(r2)
(
fc(1) · Px/Pz
fc(2) · Py/Pz
)
+
(
cc(1)
cc(2)
)
We assume that the lens is centered with respect to the image sensor and set the
center of projection cc = (cc(1), cc(2))T to the image center. The radial distortion
d(r2) is modeled by
d(r2) = 1 + kc(1)r2 + kc(2)r4
and depends on r2 = (Px/Pz)2 + (Py/Pz)2. We assume that the tangential distor-
tion is not signicant.
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Figure 3.4: Projection by a lens system with adjustable aperture. See text for a
more detailed description.
Figure 3.5: Projection onto a sampled imaging sensor with light insensitive areas
(ll factor < 100 %). Left: A small feature is either focused on a light sensitive
or insensitive area leading potentially to aliasing. Middle: A slightly out-of-focus
projection reduces the aliasing potential but will still result in a focused digital
image if the circle of confusion is smaller than the sensel spacing. Right: Some
cameras include an antialiasing lter to prelter in the optical domain.
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3.2.3 Photometric Calibration
The pixel values stored in a digital image are normally not linearly related to
intensity values in the captured scene. The sRGB standard [IEC99] denes for
example a gamma value of 2.2 in order to avoid quantization artifacts, i.e., a 2.2-
power function needs to be applied to an sRGB color value in order to get a value
linearly related to intensity.2 If linear values are needed it is therefore mandatory
to recover the response curve (also called transfer function or opto-electronic con-
version function (OECF) [ISO99]) that performs the mapping from digital image
values to linear intensity values.
A simple method to recover the response function is to acquire an image of a
uniformly illuminated test target with patches of known reectance and to com-
pute the response curve from the digital image values of the patches. For the pur-
pose of this dissertation, we apply however high-dynamic range imaging methods
that also recover the response curve.
High-Dynamic Range Imaging
Standard digital cameras can only capture intensity values within a quite limited
dynamic range: For a given exposure setting, too dark areas of a scene are usually
mapped to zero (or vanish in the device’s noise oor) while too bright areas are
mapped to some maximum value. For both cases, the digital image values cannot
be mapped back to linear intensity values and therefore are only of limited use for
image-based measurement methods.
The principle of high-dynamic range (HDR) imaging [Debevec97,
Robertson99, Robertson03] is therefore to acquire multiple images of the same
scene with different exposure settings ensuring that at least one meaningful digital
value is available for each pixel. The camera’s response curve I is then computed
from this image series. Using [Robertson99], a HDR image with linear oating
point intensity values of pixel xj at image position j is generated as weighted
average of the linearized input images scaled according to their exposure times ti:
xj =
∑
iwij ti Iyij∑
iwij t
2
i
.
Iyij is the linearized pixel value at position j of input image i. The weighting
function wij is a Gaussian-like function that emphasizes pixel values with high
condence.
2Due to numerical considerations, the sRGB standard [IEC99] specifies more exactly that small
values up to a threshold of 0.0031308 (on a scale of [0..1]) are kept linear while a gamma of 2.4 is
applied to larger values.
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Figure 3.6: The ICC color management pipeline. Each device is linked to the
common prole connection space by an ICC prole. Color data can thus be con-
verted between arbitrary devices minimizing the introduced error.
Color Calibration
The tristimulus color value (e.g., the RGB triplet) recorded for a color patch in
a scene depends not only on the spectral reectance of the patch but also on the
spectrum of the illumination and on the spectral response of the imaging sensors.
The most basic method to ensure correct color acquisition is therefore to perform
a white balancing step. To this end, a neutral white or gray color patch is acquired
under the given illumination and multiplicative scaling factors for the linearized
color values are determined that lead to equal intensity values.
Color Management Systems
In graphical arts and the printing industry, color management systems based on
the ICC prole system [ICC03] are routinely used to achieve consistent colors
throughout the processing work ow.
The principal problem to be addressed is that all input and output devices
usually have their own, uncalibrated color space, typically some form of RGB
or CMYK. An ICC-based color management system provides a prole for each
device that allows to convert between its color space and a common prole con-
nection space (PCS)  either the CIEXYZ or the CIELab color space [CIE86].
This conversion takes also other properties of the devices such as their gamut (the
range of possible colors) or the whitepoint into account. Figure 3.6 shows an
overview over such a color management system. Many current operating systems
have built-in color management systems or are at least able to use color manage-
ment for individual applications.
A crucial part of any ICC-based color management system is the generation
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Figure 3.7: The GretagMacbeth Colorchecker DC used for ICC prole generation
imaged under diffuse illumination.
of appropriate proles. For an input device such as a digital camera or a scan-
ner, a test target with a set of known color patches such as the GretagMacbeth
Colorchecker DC (see Figure 3.7) is imaged. The prole generation software an-
alyzes this data and encodes the transformation between the color space of the
input device and the PCS in an input prole. The core element of an input pro-
le is in most cases a large lookup table which allows to encode a wide range of
transformations.
There are different ways to obtain an output prole that characterizes a dis-
play or printing device. A high-end calibration requires displaying or printing a
well-dened test pattern and measuring the emitted spectrum of each color patch
using a spectrophotometer. By matching the intended color to the measured color,
the ICC output prole is generated. This calibration routine is both time consum-
ing and expensive since a dedicated hardware is required. There are also several
low-end software solutions such as the Little CMS proler [Saguer04] where the
spectrophotometer is replaced by the user who has to compare colors and patterns
yielding an output prole of less quality.
3.2.4 Camera Systems
We use three different digital cameras to complete the projects described in this
dissertation  a professional photographic camera, a high-end color video cam-
era for scientic applications, and a prototype implementation of a high-dynamic
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range video camera.
Kodak DCS 560
The Kodak DCS 560 is a professional photographic SLR camera based on a Canon
EOS-1N body. It contains a 3040×2008 pixel CCD sensor (Bayer pattern) that
produces images with 12 bit color depth in a Kodak proprietary TIFF format and
can be used with most Canon EF autofocus lenses. The camera can be remotely
controlled via a IEEE 1394 FireWire connection using our own software based on
an SDK provided by the manufacturer. A detailed technical specication can be
found in the camera’s manual [Kodak98].
When it was acquired in 1999, the camera provided superior image quality
due to the high resolution of the imaging sensor and the high-quality lenses origi-
nally developed for lm-based SLR cameras. The uncooled CCD sensor however
suffers from severe noise artifacts for longer exposure times (starting at about
1 s exposure time). As the camera is tailored to professional photographers, it
contains undisclosed image optimization software and provides no access to raw
sensor data.
Jenoptik ProgRes C14
The Jenoptik ProgRes C14 video camera was designed for scientic photogra-
phy and features a C-Mount lens connector. Its 1300×1030 pixel CCD sensor is
cooled by a Peltier element and an additional fan to keep image noise at a mini-
mum enabling exposure times of up to 10 min without visible noise. The Bayer
pattern color sensor is mounted onto a piezo micro-scanning actuator and can
be shifted by a whole pixel to sequentially capture per-pixel RGB information.
Additional shifting by sub-pixel steps allows to increase image resolution up to
3900×3090 pixels. The camera records 14 bit intensity values with a typical dy-
namic range of 66 dB. It can be controlled remotely via IEEE 1394 FireWire and
custom software using the provided SDK. The camera is usually used either with
the high-resolution Jenoptik Lametar 2.8/25 mm lens or with a Schneider Cinegon
1.4/4.8 mm wide-angle lens.
The excellent noise characteristics make the C14 an ideal camera for low-light
level applications. Static scenes can be captured with high resolution in multi-
shot mode requiring no color interpolation. Dynamic scenes can however only be
captured in single shot mode with up to 10 frames per second (fps). Scenes with a
strong infrared signal might require an additional infrared cut-off lter to achieve
good color delity.
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Figure 3.8: Scene with a contrast of 1:3,700,000 captured with the Lars III cam-
era. Left: HDR image with medium exposure. Right: Color-coded version (loga-
rithmic) encoding the full dynamic range.
Silicon Vision Lars III
The Silicon Vision Lars III is a prototype implementation of a black-and-white
high-dynamic range video camera (up to 30 fps) with C-Mount lens connector.
Its 768×496 pixel CMOS sensor achieves a ll factor of 100 % by placing the
light sensitive photo diode on top of the per-pixel circuitry. Each sensel decides at
up to 12 time steps (usually powers of 2) whether or not the exposure should be
continued. The collected charge is digitized using 12 bit A/D converters leading
to a linear dynamic range of 120 dB. Figure 3.8 shows a color-coded version of a
HDR image captured with the Lars III camera.
Due to its prototype status, the camera requires extensive tuning using the
supplied SDK and tuning software. The camera is integrated into the acquisition
setup using custom software. We generally use the Jenoptik Lametar 2.8/25 mm
lens with fully opened aperture to minimize artifacts introduced by the interplay
of lens system and HDR scene.
Lars III Photometric Calibration
Performing a photometric calibration to evaluate the linearity of a HDR camera is
difcult as it requires both, a HDR calibration target as well as suitable software.
Furthermore, the exposure time of the Lars III video camera cannot be changed in
a controlled way.
To compute its response curve, we therefore captured 3 video streams (483
images total) of a static scene. While one of the streams was captured without
modications, we added a neutral density lter (gray lter) with 1.41× and 10×
extension factor, respectively, in the optical system for the other two streams.
The extension factors are not powers of 2 in order to avoid interference with the
camera’s switching behavior. As shown in Figure 3.10, the scene contains an
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Figure 3.9: Recovered response curve for the Lars III camera (horizontal axis:
intensity, vertical axis: pixel values). Three of the 483 input image for the re-
sponse curve recovery are shown in Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.10: Three of the input images used to recover the response curve of
the Lars III camera (Figure 3.9). All images show the same scene consisting of
a bright light source as well as specular and diffuse reecting objects in order
to achieve a good luminance distribution. For the middle and right image, the
lens was covered with a 1.41× extension factor gray lter (middle) and a 10×
extension factor gray lter (right), respectively, to emulate varying exposure times.
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HMI light with a metallic reector (Section 3.3.1) and other specular and diffuse
reecting objects to achieve a good luminance distribution.
The images were encoded in a 4+12 bit exponent-mantissa format and fed into
a 16 bit version of an HDR recovery algorithm [Robertson99] to compute the re-
sponse curve (Figure 3.9). It conrms the linear response but also shows artifacts
correlated to the sensor’s switching points. The non-linearities at high intensi-
ties are probably caused by intensity noise in the input images and by the small
number of samples per intensity. The bend at low intensities is at least partially
caused by a problem of the measurement methodology: The neutral density lters
inuence only the irradiance at the image sensor but do not change the exposure
time. The dark current noise (charge collected in some pixels independent of ir-
radiance) is consequently not inuenced by the lters. As the camera contains
a signicant number of pixels with dark current noise of some 10s or 100s, the
recovered response will be unreliable in this range.
3.3 Illumination and Environment
In this section, we rst present the illumination systems used for the projects in
this dissertation and give some details about our acquisition lab.
3.3.1 Point and Area Light Sources
Many measurement applications require control over or at least precise knowledge
of illumination conditions. A uniform point light source which can be assumed to
equally emit light in all directions from a single point in space is well suited for
that purpose: All direct illumination hitting an object arrives from a single direc-
tion. This strongly simplies the inversion of Equation 2.6 required for inverse
rendering (see Section 2.6).
We included therefore in our lab a pair of K5600 Joker-Bug 800 light sources.
Their 800 W HMI burners serve as a good approximation to a point light source
with daylight spectrum. Additional diffusors transform them in area light sources
in order to diffusely illuminate a scene.
3.3.2 Laser System
For the acquisition of translucent objects (see Chapter 7) we used a custom-built
laser system. It consists of three individual lasers  a red diode laser and green
and blue solid-state lasers with wavelengths of 635 nm, 532 nm, and 476 nm and
10 mW optical power per laser. All laser beams are fed into a single optical ber
to ensure exact alignment of the resulting beams. An adjustable collimator at the
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Figure 3.11: The acquisition lab at the Max-Planck-Institut für Informatik. A
test object on the table is illuminated by two HMI light sources with different
reectors.
other end of the ber focuses the beam. A 2D galvanometer scanner deects the
beam with high precision. Care is taken in the whole laser system to reduce laser
speckle to a minimum in order to avoid measurement artifacts.
The intensity of the lasers varies due to noise and shows a drift due to thermal
effects leading to noise and inaccuracies in the measured data. These issues can
be resolved in the acquisition stage by either locking the lasers’ intensity or by
monitoring and calibrating for the variations. The noise can also be suppressed by
smoothing of the acquired data in later stages of a processing pipeline.
3.3.3 Environment
Unless noted otherwise, all acquisitions have been performed in the acquisition lab
at the Max-Planck-Institut für Informatik. The lab’s acquisition area consists of
an 4.8m×4.65m sized room (see Figure 3.11). Its walls and ceiling are covered
with black felt that diffusely reects about 1.4 % of the incoming light. The oor
is covered with black needle eece carpet. This ensures that the inuence of the
environment on the measurements is reduced to negligible levels.
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Figure 3.12: The ACME measurement facility at the University of British
Columbia congured for light source measurements.
3.4 ACME Robotic Measurement Facility
Some of the light source measurements presented in Chapter 6 of this dis-
sertation have been performed using the UBC Active Measurement Facility
(ACME) [Pai99] at the University of British Columbia (UBC) in Vancouver,
Canada. This robotic measurement platform consists of several linear and angular
positioning stages that can be arranged into various congurations on a Newport
optical table. ACME also includes a variety of sensors and actuators that however
have not been used for our measurements. Application software can control the
whole system via a Java API using a client-server architecture.
The light source measurements utilized only the linear translation stages which
were used to precisely move a light source and a small lter relative to a projection
screen. The positioning accuracy and repeatability of the translation stages is on
the order of ±0.00635mm which is clearly sufcient given the minimum step
size of several millimeters employed in the measurements.
The whole ACME setup is located in a large measurement lab that is not tai-
lored to light sensitive measurements. Furthermore, most of the system consists
of shiny metal parts which could inuence the measurements. The whole plat-
form was therefore wrapped in black cloth to shut off ambient light. The actual
measurement area with the light source, the projection screen and the recording
camera was additionally enclosed in a second layer of black cloth that effectively
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removed all stray light and reduced internal reections to a minimum. Figure 3.12
shows the whole setup with partially removed cloth to make also the internal area
accessible.
Chapter 4
Modulation Transfer Function
Estimation for 3D Range
Scanners
Numerous 3D range scanning devices utilizing many different acquisition tech-
nologies have been built in the last decades by industrial as well as academic
developers [Bernardini02, Blais03, Chen00, Scopigno02]. Comparing their per-
formance in terms of accuracy is however difcult as each system has its specic
strengths and weaknesses so that accuracy depends heavily on the test targets and
the test conditions [Chen00]. A system that can faithfully digitize a smooth sur-
face of an object might not be able to acquire a sharp edge between two surfaces
with sufcient accuracy. Beraldin et al. [Beraldin95] used therefore multiple test
targets to determine the accuracy  the deviation from the exact shape  of range
scanning systems for various conditions.
In contrast to previous work, we determine the accuracy of a range scanning
system in terms of its spatial frequency response or its optical transfer function
(OTF). The OTF determines the ability of the scanning system to reproduce dif-
ferent spatial frequencies present in an object. Sharp edges of an object to be
scanned contain arbitrarily high spatial frequency components. A range scanning
system which samples a nite number of surface points will never be able to re-
produce a sharp edge faithfully unless it makes some assumptions about features
present in the original scene. Whether the reconstructed edge looks blurry or
shows aliasing artifacts depends on the OTF of the scanning system  especially
on the modulation transfer function (MTF), the amplitude of the OTF.
Our work is inspired by the elegant and accurate slanted edge OTF measure-
ment technique [Reichenbach91] for 2D imaging devices such as digital cameras
or scanners and extends it into the third dimension. In principle, a single scan of a
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Figure 4.1: The setup used for test scans consisting of a Minolta VI-910 laser
range scanner and the 90◦ calibration target.
test target containing a straight sharp edge is sufcient to compute an estimate of
the OTF. Once such a test target is available, a very simple acquisition setup such
as depicted in Figure 4.1 is sufcient to perform this analysis.
4.1 Previous Work
We rst review previous work on 3D range scanner accuracy and focus then on
methods to determine the OTF of continuous and sampled systems.
4.1.1 Range Scanner Accuracy
Accuracy is commonly dened as the closeness of agreement between the re-
sult of a measurement and the value of the measurand [Taylor94]. Stan-
dard accuracy tests for 3D range scanners are often based on length measure-
ment tests developed for coordinate measurement systems or for photogramme-
try [Bernardini02, Keferstein98]. Hebert and Krotkov [Hebert92] for example use
multiple measurements of targets with known ground truth distance and compute
the RMS error. Most commonly, accuracy is specied as range accuracy or as
a multiple of the standard deviation σ of a Gaussian tted to the measurement
results [Dalton98].
Chen et al. [Chen00] point out that these accuracy values can only be com-
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pared if a standard measurement procedure is used including an exact specication
of the test targets. The test targets should furthermore contain the same features
such as curved surfaces or sharp edges that are encountered during the practical
use of the scanner [Beraldin95].
4.1.2 OTF Measurement
Characterizing imaging devices by their OTF is an established technique since
many decades  an overview can be found for example in [Williams99]. There are
many techniques based on the observation of edge gradients, sine waves, square
waves, or other features to determine the OTF of a continuous system. Using
the Rayleigh criterion [Born99], the resolution of the system can be easily deter-
mined from the OTF [Williams01]. Direct application of these techniques to sam-
pled systems is however difcult due to noise, undersampling, and the anisotropic
sampling performed by most sampled imaging systems [Reichenbach91].
Reichenbach et al. [Reichenbach91] introduced a knife-edge technique for
OTF measurement of sampled imaging systems where a superresolution edge pro-
le is computed from an image of a slanted edge. Multiple scan lines are regis-
tered to each other and combined into a single edge prole to overcome the dif-
culties due to undersampling and anisotropic sampling problems. Noise can be
suppressed by smoothing or by more advanced ltering techniques [Fischer94].
The method is now part of several ISO standards for resolution measurements
such as [ISO00] but can also reveal many other characteristics of an imaging sys-
tem [Burns01, Williams01, Okano98].
Miles et al. [Miles02] determined the OTF of an intensity image acquired by
a ladar range imaging system. They did however not analyze the OTF of the
associated range data.
In contrast to these approaches, we measure the modulation transfer function
of a 3D scanning device using a single acquired range image. We use the MTF
to derive an accuracy measure for range scanning systems that specically takes
the performance at object edges into account. Some work on this has already
been reported by Paakkari and Moring [Paakkari93] who included a set of 3D bar
gratings into their performance tests of range imaging devices and carried out
some limited experiments to determine the frequency response of a range imaging
sensor.
4.2 Measurement Principle
The optical transfer function (OTF) describes the spatial response of a linear
system. It is commonly used to describe the performance of an optical sys-
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tem [Williams99]. The OTF consists of the modulation transfer function (MTF)
encoding the change in amplitude and the phase transfer function (PTF) encoding
the phase difference:
MTF(s) = |O(s)/I(s)|
PTF(s) = φ(O(s))− φ(I(s))
where I is an input sine wave with frequency s and phase φ, O is the correspond-
ing output sine wave with the same frequency but possibly different amplitude
and phase. Using the principle of superposition for linear systems, an arbitrary in-
put signal can be decomposed in its frequency components via Fourier transform,
multiplied with the OTF, and transformed back using inverse Fourier transform to
compute the system’s response to the input signal.
4.2.1 Slanted Edge Analysis for 3D Range Scanners
The OTF of a sampled imaging system such as a digital camera can be com-
puted using the knife-edge technique. While serving well for traditional analog
systems, this technique has certain problems when dealing with sampled systems
such as digital cameras. As one of these problems is undersampling, it is neces-
sary to improve the spatial resolution of the device. The OTF can be measured
beyond the Nyquist frequency of the device by placing an edge target slightly
off-perpendicular to the scanning axes and averaging multiple scan lines (see Fig-
ure 4.2). Hereby whole dimension is sacriced to overcome the Nyquist limit.
We are using a slightly slanted edge of a cube instead of a at knife-edge target
in order to measure the OTF of a 3D scanner. A step edge function corresponding
directly to a knife-edge target would be mathematically better to analyze the fre-
quency response. It introduces however the problem of mixed pixels [Hebert92]
which is of interest for long range scanners but not necessarily for object acquisi-
tion.
The target edge should be as sharp and straight as possible and the two surfaces
adjacent to the edge should be diffuse reecting and at. The angle of the edge
can also inuence the measurements as shown in Section 4.4.2.
The larger the distance to the target, the further away are the sample points
from each other. Note that the Nyquist frequency can only be determined if the
sample points are evenly spaced, i.e., the scan is not an arbitrary unstructured point
cloud and if the scan shows a at surface perpendicular to the scanning direction.
If the scanning device returns points on a grid, it is however possible to compute
the average distance between neighboring points in a certain region from which
an estimate of the Nyquist frequency can be computed.
The focus of the device also affects the frequency response at the target edge.
The edge should therefore be exactly in focus. If the scanner is equipped with an
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edge location
Figure 4.2: Registration and superposition of scanned points. After sampling the
slanted edge with a regular sampling grid (top), the points are registered along
the edge location (middle), and projected onto a plane to form a superresolution
edge prole (bottom).
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autofocus system, the focus setting should be veried because focusing exactly on
a sharp edge can be difcult.
4.2.2 Data Processing
Our data processing starts once a single scan of a slanted edge has been acquired.
The scan is saved as a range image retaining the individual scan lines. Next, it
is automatically segmented by a histogram based technique using local normals.
Two least-squares planes are tted to the reliable data points on both sides of the
edge which excludes the central region near the edge and noisy or incompletely
sampled areas. The intersection of the planes is used to register the individual scan
lines to one of the coordinate axes of the scanner’s imaging sensor by a simple
shearing operation. All data points are then projected onto a plane perpendicular
to the registered line of intersection to form the superresolution edge prole (see
Figure 4.2). Likewise, a perfect edge prole is computed from the sheared
version of the tted planes.
4.2.3 Data Analysis
The two generated proles are then resampled perpendicular to the bisecting line
of the perfect prole into 2n bins centered around the peak of the prole using
twofold oversampling compared to the estimated Nyquist frequency. Hereby some
samples are discarded at both ends of the proles. The ends of the binned proles
are moved to the horizontal axis and the proles are componentwise multiplied
with a modied Welch window [Press94]. Then both proles are rotated around
one end point by 180◦ in order to continue them periodically. The goal of these
operations is that the only high frequency features of the proles are the two peaks.
Continuation errors around the zero line are suppressed. Figure 4.3 shows the two
proles.
Now the Fourier transform can be applied to each prole. If the whole process
contains no numerical errors, the even Fourier coefcients should all be zero and
we therefore neglect them when calculating the MTF estimate. The MTF estimate
is then calculated by dividing the absolute value of the odd Fourier coefcients of
the scanned prole by the corresponding Fourier coefcients of the perfect prole.
Figure 4.5 shows plots of the Fourier coefcients and the calculated MTF estimate.
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Figure 4.3: The superresolution and the perfect edge prole for a single scan.
The insert shows a magnied view of the positive peak.
4.3 The Ideal Modulation Transfer Function
Before we continue by analyzing different MTF measurements, we rst raise the
question how an MTF plot can be interpreted and what the ideal MTF looks
like.
For the case of a 2D imaging system such as a digital camera, Burns and
Williams [Burns01] separate the area of an MTF plot into several regions as given
in Figure 4.4. The ideal MTF should fall completely inside a sweet spot starting
at a unity modulation transfer for a constant signal. The modulus at the Nyquist
frequency should be around 0.1  the resolution limit given by the Rayleigh crite-
rion [Born99, Williams01]. If the MTF falls off too fast, high spatial frequencies
are suppressed and the image looks blurry. An MTF that falls partially into the
sharpening region above the sweet spot indicates that there is a danger of over
sharpening, edge ringing, and increased noise. A signicant amount of signal
beyond the Nyquist frequency indicates undersampling of the scene leading to
aliasing artifacts in the acquired images.
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Figure 4.4: The ideal MTF for a 2D imaging system (adapted from Burns and
Williams [Burns01]). An MTF should ideally fall inside the sweet spot. Dif-
ferent regions around it can be correlated with visible artifacts in the acquired
images.
4.3.1 Three-Dimensional Systems
Whereas most images are viewed as captured or with minor post-processing ap-
plied, 3D range scans are often only the input data for a long chain of processing
steps. Multiple scans are for example aligned and merged into a single point cloud
from which eventually a three-dimensional model of the scanned object is gener-
ated. Each operation inuences the overall MTF.
A generally desirable property is however that signals up to a certain frequency
should be preserved, i.e., the MTF should be unity to ensure a faithful represen-
tation. Likewise, the MTF should be zero for high frequencies to suppress noise.
Whether a steep falloff with the potential of ringing artifacts or a slow falloff that
smoothly suppresses higher frequencies is better remains to be determined.
Merging multiple range scans can potentially increase the overall sampling
rate. The merged scan can in that way sample a signal correctly even if it con-
tains substantial frequency components beyond the Nyquist frequency of each
individual scan. This approach is related to the way the superresolution edge is
constructed for our MTF measurement technique.
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Figure 4.5: Data computed from the proles in Figure 4.3. Odd (top) and even
(middle) coefcients of the FFT on a logarithmic scale. Note the different orders
of magnitude. Bottom: MTF plot for the odd coefcients. The scale of the hori-
zontal axis is derived from the estimated Nyquist frequency and shows the twofold
supersampling.
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4.4 Empirical Analysis
We tested our approach with a Minolta VI-910 laser triangulation scanner that
acquires up to 307,000 points in a single scan by sweeping a laser plane through
space and observing the reected light. A 25 mm lens was mounted on the scanner
and no ltering was applied to the scans unless noted otherwise. More details
about the scanner specication are available at the Minolta web site [Minolta].
The scanner was controlled by Minolta’s Polygon Editing Tool software.
Finding suitable test targets is difcult as they have to contain a sharp edge
with a resolution larger than the measured MTFs. For our tests we used dark
gray blocks of rigid PVC with precision milled edges of 80◦, 90◦, and 100◦ edge
angle. The edge lengths varied between 75 and 108 mm. The results below and in
Section 4.5 suggest that the edges are of sufcient quality, however an independent
test should be performed in the future.
The complete test setup for one conguration is depicted in Figure 4.1.
4.4.1 Analysis of a Single Scan
The proles in Figure 4.3 were computed from a single range scan of the 90◦ tar-
get consisting of 159,780 surface points to which the noise filter of the Polygon
Editing Tool was applied (see Section 4.5.2). After binning the data into 2048 bins
and applying the Fourier transform, even and odd Fourier coefcients are plotted
in separate graphs (see Figure 4.5). The horizontal axis is labeled in multiples of
the sampling resolution. Note that the even coefcients of the perfect edge are
several orders of magnitude smaller than the odd coefcients. Furthermore, the
even coefcients of the scanned edge stay on a constant noise level which is also
reached by the odd coefcients around 0.9 times the sampling resolution.
The MTF plot is quite noisy which could be improved by smoothing it, by
averaging multiple plots, or by ltering the input data such as in [Fischer94].
Nevertheless, the general shape of the curve is clearly visible and shows for ex-
ample a quite substantial contribution beyond the estimated Nyquist limit which is
a potential source of aliasing. Furthermore, the plot has a clear minimum between
0.8 and 1.0 caused by the smoothing effect of the noise removal (see Section 4.5.2
for a detailed comparison). The signal beyond the sampling frequency seems to
be caused by remaining noise in the input data which is conrmed by the results
of the repeatability test in Section 4.4.2.
4.4.2 Repeatability and Robustness
As a repeatability test, we performed 20 scans of the 90◦ target with constant
scanner settings where we slightly varied the position and orientation of the test
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Figure 4.6: Average MTF for 20 scans and standard deviation per frequency.
target. Figure 4.6 shows a plot of the average MTF computed from these scans
and the standard deviation per coefcient. While the technique gets unreliable for
high frequencies beyond twice the Nyquist limit, it shows that the MTF can be
recovered quite robustly for frequencies up to this point.
To evaluate how much the results depend on the edge angle of the test target,
we performed a test series with the 80◦, 90◦, and 100◦ test targets and the VI-
910 with no ltering applied. Each target was scanned 3 times and analyzed (see
Figure 4.7). The averaged MTF plots show that the general shape is largely inde-
pendent of the edge angle. Higher frequencies are however suppressed if the target
angle gets smaller. In principle, this could be a quality problem of the target. We
presume however that the main problem lies in the fact that sharper angled edges
are harder to digitize. It is therefore likely that smoothing errors occur at higher
frequencies. Although this behavior violates the linear system assumption (there
is no unique MTF(s) for a given frequency s), we still believe that our analysis is
applicable and can help to understand the behavior of a scanning device.
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Figure 4.7: Average MTF for 3 scans and different test targets with edge angles
of 80◦, 90◦, and 100◦.
4.5 Further Examples
We show in this section several effects that can be observed by analyzing the MTF
of a 3D scanner. We rst compare the MTFs computed for horizontal and vertical
edges, show then the effects of different ltering operations, and nally compare
the MTFs of two different scanner models.
4.5.1 Horizontal and Vertical MTF
The scanning principle of sweeping a laser plane and observing the reections
on the objects is a highly anisotropic process. This can lead to asymmetries in
the MTFs for horizontal and vertical edge directions. This phenomenon can for
example be observed for atbed image scanners where a linear sensor is moved
across the scan [Williams01]. It is therefore advisable to at least compute MTFs
for both directions using horizontal and vertical edges [Reichenbach91].
The asymmetry of the MTF is conrmed by the plots in Figure 4.8; the falloff
is steeper for the horizontal edge MTF. This can be caused by the fact that the
vertical edge MTF is mainly determined by the resolution of the imaging sensor
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Figure 4.8: Comparison between the MTFs for a horizontal and a vertical edge.
while the horizontal edge MTF depends as well on several other factors such as
the number of positions of the laser plane or the width of the laser line. Further-
more, laser position detection can be more difcult when the projected laser line
is almost parallel to the edge.
4.5.2 Scan Processing
The Minolta Polygon Editing Tool provide several lters that can be applied to a
captured 3D scan after the acquisition but before exporting the data: noise filter-
ing, high quality, and a combination of the two. The effects of this ltering on the
scan and on the computed MTFs are shown in Figure 4.9. It can be clearly seen
that the noise lter suppresses a frequency band around and beyond the Nyquist
frequency whereas the high quality lter has a rather small inuence on the MTF.
The combination of both lters has almost no additional effect on the MTF com-
pared to the noise lter alone.
After exporting, the Polygon Editing Tool also offers the possibility to smooth
the scanned object. We applied this lter 0, 1, 5, and 10 times with a weight of
0.5 to the same scan used above. The resulting MTFs are shown in Figure 4.10.
It can be seen that the MTF drops much earlier if more smoothing is applied. The
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VI-910 VI-700
number of points used for superresolution 159,778 19,336
number of bins used for superresolution 512 128
average distance between sampled points in mm 0.167972 0.440337
Table 4.1: Values used to compute the MTF estimates shown in Figure 4.11
images of the smoothed edges show less aliasing than the unltered version.
4.5.3 Scanner Comparison
When comparing MTFs of different scanners with different resolutions and con-
sequently also different Nyquist limits, either a relative or an absolute comparison
can be performed. For a relative comparison, the MTFs have to be normalized
to the Nyquist frequency. Then the plots allow for a comparison of how well the
scanners behave within their respective theoretical limits. For an absolute compar-
ison, the MTFs have to be normalized to the same resolution so that the behavior
for same scale details can be compared.
We included a Minolta VI-700  an earlier model than the Minolta VI-910
with lower resolution  in the test. Table 4.1 gives the details of two analyzed test
scans whose MTFs are presented in Figure 4.11. The plot shows that the response
of the VI-700 is quite at up to the Nyquist limit and then drops quickly which
means that the scanner should not suffer much from aliasing. Some frequencies
are however exaggerated where the MTF is above unity. Due to its higher Nyquist
limit, the VI-910 can sample higher frequencies.
4.6 Discussion
We have presented a method to determine the modulation transfer function of a
3D range scanner using a slanted edge technique. Although dealing with three-
dimensional data poses some additional problems compared to the MTF measure-
ments for 2D imaging devices, the general simplicity of the slanted edge technique
prevails. The experimental results show that a single scan of a target provides suf-
cient data for the MTF calculation.
As expected, analysis of the acquired MTFs shows analogies to the behavior
of 2D MTFs for sampled imaging systems. Nevertheless, it is not clear what the
ideal MTF of a 3D range scanning system should look like and how such an
MTF should therefore be interpreted. As already mentioned in Section 4.3, this
will strongly depend on further processing steps applied to the scan. Although
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Figure 4.9: Inuence of export lters on the MTF. No lter, the high quality lter,
the noise lter, and the noise + high quality lter were applied to the same scan.
The bottom row shows shaded scans of parts of the edge where some smoothing
effect of the noise lter is visible at the edge (from left to right: no lter, high
quality, noise, high quality + noise)
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Figure 4.10: Inuence of smoothing. The smoothing operation of the Polygon
Editing Tool is 0, 1, 5, and 10 times applied to the unltered edge scan from
Figure 4.9 with parameter setting 0.5. The corresponding renderings of parts of
the edge. The effect of the smoothing operation is clearly visible.
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Figure 4.11: An MTF computed for the VI-700 scanner. Note the differences
compared to the VI-910. The horizontal axes have been rescaled to allow for an
absolute comparison of the two scanners (see Section 4.5.3).
a theoretical analysis can be performed, we expect that an extensive experimen-
tal study with various combinations of 3D scanning device and postprocessing
software is required in order to arrive at a well-founded answer.
But even without such a study, comparing the MTFs acquired for a single de-
vice under varying conditions (e.g., for different target materials or with different
ltering options) will at least give a hint about the relative quality of the results.
4.7 Conclusion
Accurate 3D models of real world objects are a fundamental requirement for many
algorithms: Both, the color managed acquisition of reection properties presented
in Chapter 5 as well as the acquisition algorithm for translucent objects shown in
Chapter 7 require a 3D model of the acquired object. Apart from purely image-
based methods, most rendering use the geometry of the objects in a rendered
scene.
The presented method directly improve the accuracy of 3D models acquired
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with a 3D range scanner but it allows to the scanners accuracy for the important
case of sharp features in a real world object. It can be used as a tool to cam-
pare different 3D range scanning systems but can also give guidance during the
development of such scanning systems.
Chapter 5
Color Calibrated BRDF
Acquisition and Reproduction
A visually realistic 3D model of a physical object represents both its geometry
as well as its surface properties. Traditionally, a diffuse texture is pasted onto
the geometry model but the realism of such a model is limited because a dif-
fuse texture cannot represent an object’s true reection properties. Additionally,
specular reections make capturing a diffuse texture challenging and highlights
caused by the illumination are often baked into the surface leading to visible ar-
tifacts. In contrast to that, a bidirectional reectance distribution function (BRDF)
[Nicodemus77] (see Section 2.4.3) is capable of representing all local lighting ef-
fects on an object’s surface leading to a realistic appearance without artifacts. Sev-
eral image-based acquisition techniques [Marschner99, Lensch03a, Lensch03c]
have been introduced in recent years to acquire a spatially varying BRDF for real
objects.
We build on the technique by Lensch et al. [Lensch03a, Lensch03c] but fo-
cus on the quality and color delity of the acquired models. In order to achieve
consistent color reproduction, we use in the acquisition phase a color manage-
ment system based on the International Color Consortium’s ICC proles [ICC03]
(see Section 3.2.3) which allows us to compute high-dynamic range images in
CIEXYZ color space [CIE86] from the acquired input images. The BRDF model
is then also computed in the CIEXYZ color space. We validate our approach by
comparing the model at selected surface points with spectral measurements. We
furthermore compute difference images (∆E) between renderings of the model
and real views thereby checking the integrity of both the BRDF modeling as well
as the color management workow. Using color managed output devices, we are
able to generate synthetic renderings of real objects that match the original closely
both in color as well as in specularity.
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Figure 5.1: Calibrated (left) and uncalibrated (right) carafe dataset. Both
datasets are generated from the same input images  once using the color man-
aged workow and once using standard techniques. Variations in the highlights
are caused by the optimization process used to generate the models.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the problem of correct color reproduction: The two im-
ages show renderings of BRDF models generated from the same input data that
differ mainly in color. Given any of the two images (or even both), it is impossi-
ble to determine the color of the original object. The objective of our approach is
not only to acquire a BRDF model with correct colors but also to ensure correct
reproduction of the rendered BRDF model on arbitrary output devices.
5.1 Previous Work
The approach described in this chapter draws on previous work in the areas of
high-dynamic range imaging and BRDF measurement and reproduction.
5.1.1 High-Dynamic Range Imaging
High-dynamic range imaging was rst introduced by Wyckoff [Wyckoff63] in the
1960s who invented an analog lm with several emulsions of different sensitivity
levels. His false color lm had an extended dynamic range of about 1:108.
More recently, several authors proposed methods to extend the dynamic range
of digital images by combining multiple images of the same scene that differ only
in exposure time. Madden [Madden93] assumes linear response of a CCD imager
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and selects for each pixel an intensity value from the brightest non-saturated im-
age. Mann and Picard [Mann95] construct the response curve of the camera by
observing the intensity values of single pixels in an exposure series. A more robust
method to determine the response curve, which selects a small number of pixels
from the images and performs an optimization with a smoothness constraint, was
introduced by Debevec and Malik [Debevec97]. They also introduced a white
balance step in order to determine the relationship between the channels of an
RGB color image. Robertson et al. [Robertson99, Robertson03] improved on the
response curve recovery by optimizing over all pixels in all images and using a
different weighting function.
The above methods for constructing an HDR image from an exposure series
are either assuming a linear response of the imaging system or determine the re-
sponse curve in a separate step, treating multiple color channels independently. If
the relationship between the color channels is considered at all, it is only done in
a white balancing step for the nal HDR image.
5.1.2 BRDF Measurement
Several methods for the acquisition of surface properties have been described in
the literature. Some of these methods have focused on homogeneous materials
[Lafortune97, Ward92, Lu98, Marschner99] neglecting spatially varying proper-
ties of objects. Other methods assume that only the diffuse part of the BRDF
(i.e., the color of the object) varies over the surface while the specular part (reec-
tions around the mirror direction) remains xed [Yu99, Sato97, Tominaga01]  an
assumption that does not hold for many practical cases.
More general approaches which can capture unrestricted spatially varying re-
ection properties even of complex surfaces are reectance elds [Debevec00] or
BTFs (bidirectional texture functions) [Dana99]. However, these methods require
several hundred input images for a single point of view leading to a huge effort
for the acquisition and storage of the resulting models.
Far less images are required if spatially varying BRDFs are expressed using
analytic BRDF models. An image-based technique for measuring spatially vary-
ing reection properties of 3D objects requiring only 20 to 40 views has been
presented by Lensch et al. [Lensch03a, Lensch03c]. In this chapter, we build on
this technique and combine it with a color management system in order to faith-
fully reproduce the appearance of 3D objects.
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5.2 Acquisition and BRDF Generation
We focus here on the color calibration aspects of the BRDF acquisition and
rendering. Compared to the original approach published by Lensch et al.
[Lensch03a, Lensch03c], this requires mainly adding color-related calibration
steps and color space transformations. The overall acquisition, modeling, and
rendering workow remains however unchanged. We will therefore review the
applied BRDF measurement technique only briey. Please refer to the original
publications for an in-depth description of the basic approach.
5.2.1 BRDF Acquisition and Modeling Pipeline
During the BRDF acquisition, the target object is illuminated by a point light
source in a dark and low reecting room (see Section 3.3.3). A digital camera
is used to acquire HDR images of the object from different viewpoints and for
varying light source positions. Several calibration steps ensure that the position
of both camera and light source relative to the object are known. Furthermore, a
geometry model of the target object is generated using 3D scanning technology.
Given this input data, the surface is clustered in different basis material clusters
and the parameters for the analytical Lafortune BRDF model [Lafortune97]
fr(~x, ωˆi, ωˆo) = kd +
∑
j
[Cx,j · ωˆi,xωˆo,x + Cy,j · ωˆi,yωˆo,y + Cz,j · ωˆi,zωˆo,z]nj .
are determined for each cluster (see Section 2.4.4 for a description of the param-
eters of the Lafortune model). The actual measurements per surface point are
then projected into a basis of these per-cluster BRDFs in order to recover a truly
spatially varying and highly detailed model of the reection properties.
5.2.2 BRDFs in CIEXYZ Color Space
The Lafortune BRDF model is originally dened in linear RGB color space which
is closely related to the CIEXYZ color space used in the prole connection space
(PCS) of an ICC-based color management system. The similarity of the color
spaces makes BRDF generation in CIEXYZ straightforward. We only need to
generate HDR input images in CIEXYZ color space as described in the following
section and use them for the BRDF computation. Final rendered images must also
be converted back to a suitable RGB color space as described in Section 5.5.
The different topologies of the color spaces (e.g., different denitions of the
luminance channel) require however some parameter changes in the non-linear
tting of the BRDF model to the input data which among other things considers
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Figure 5.2: The modied Gaussian weighting function w(Y ).
at some stage chromaticity and luminance separately. This could also be a reason
for the differences in the highlight regions in Figure 5.1.
5.3 Color Managed HDR Imaging
The key idea for color managed BRDF acquisition is to combine the color cali-
bration techniques employed in a color management system with techniques for
HDR image generation from a series of input images. Similar to the response
curve that is used to linearize the input images in classical HDR image generation
systems, the ICC prole of a color management system converts the input images
also into a linear color space  the CIEXYZ color space used in the PCS. These
linearized images can then combined to a HDR image using standard techniques.
Given a set of images {Ij} with different exposure times Tj of the same scene
(i.e., of a single view used in the BRDF acquisition), we rst mark all pixels in an
input image as invalid for which at least one channel is overexposed or for which
all channels are underexposed (or below a certain threshold). All valid pixels are
then converted to CIEXYZ color space [CIE86] using the Little CMS color man-
agement engine [Saguer04] with high precision setting and relative colorimetric
intent. The images are then transformed to xyY color space in order to separate
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chromaticity and luminance channels:
x =
X
X + Y + Z
y =
Y
X + Y + Z
(5.1)
Y = Y
We dene a modied Gaussian weighting function
w(Y ) =
5√
8pi
· e−0.5·(Y −55)
2
400 ·


0 invalid pixel
Y 2
900
0 ≤ Y ≤ 30
1 30 < Y ≤ 80
(100−Y )2
400
80 < Y ≤ 100
using the luminance channel Y as a condence measure (see Figure 5.2).1 The
weighting function w(Y ) is centered around Y = 55 to emphasize reliable pixels
and suppresse less reliable pixels. It is zero for invalid pixels.
The xyY value of a pixel i in the nal HDR image is then computed as
xi =
∑
j xi,jw(Yi,j)∑
j w(Yi,j)
yi =
∑
j yi,jw(Yi,j)∑
j w(Yi,j)
Yi =
∑
j Yi,jT
−1
j w(Yi,j)∑
j w(Yi,j)
(5.2)
Note that due to the division by the exposure time Tj , the range of Yi is no longer
limited to [0..100] but can take on arbitrary large values. The generated HDR
image is converted back to CIEXYZ color space using the inverted version of
Equation 5.1 (again without limiting the values to some xed range) and processed
for BRDF generation.
5.4 Experimental Validation of the BRDF
Models
Color calibrated BRDF models were acquired for several objects  a clay model
of a bird, a corroded bronze bust, and a porcelain carafe (see also Figures 5.3
1The range of valid values for the luminance channel Y for a standard image in xyY color
space is [0..100].
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and 5.5)  using the presented technique. The acquisition was performed with
the Kodak DCS 560 digital camera and a K5600 Joker Bug 800 W HMI lamp as
point light source. The bird and the carafe were captured in the MPI acquisition
lab whereas the bust was captured in a large hall in Florence where it is currently
under restauration. An ICC input prole [ICC03] was generated using Gretag-
Macbeth’s Colorchecker DC and ProleMaker 3.1.5. All parts of the acquisition
setup are described in more detail in Section 3.
We rst compare the acquired appearance model with spectrophotometric
measurements of the real objects in order to check color delity. In a second
step, we render the model illuminated by a point light source and compare it to
a photograph acquired under identical lighting conditions. These comparisons
are based on the model in CIEXYZ color space and do not take the properties of
possible output devices into account.
5.4.1 Spectrophotometric Measurements
We used a GretagMacbeth Eye-One spectrophotometer with a 45/0 measurement
geometry (see [Hunt98]) to perform spectral measurements of the target objects
at selected surface points. This proved to be difcult due to the curved surface ge-
ometry of the test objects and due to the bulky measurement head. In order to min-
imize errors, we selected near-at regions and averaged multiple measurements.
The BRDF data was generated by sampling at several locations and averaging the
results. The BRDFs are computed up to a linear scale factor. We therefore deter-
mine an optimal scale factor per object based on the luminance channel and scale
the BRDF data accordingly. Table 5.1 shows the resulting CIEXYZ values. The
color difference between the measured and modeled values is given in ∆E (com-
puted from the rescaled CIEXYZ values). All measurements were performed for
illuminant D50 and 2 degree standard observer.
The results show that a ∆E of about 4 can be achieved for some of the mate-
rials. The orange and white surfaces of the bird show a much larger error. This
is at least partly caused by the inhomogeneous color of the real model (often the
yellow color of the base material shines through). Furthermore, the complex ge-
ometry of the orange and white parts of the bird and the white parts of the carafe
make sampling with the spectrophotometer difcult and less reliable.
5.4.2 Comparison to a Photographic Image
To evaluate the quality of the complete BRDF model (i.e. including the model-
ing of highlights), we acquired additional images of the objects illuminated by a
point light source. The camera pose and the position of the light source were com-
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BRDF Spectrophotometer ∆E
(CIEXYZ) (CIEXYZ)
Bird yellow 59.41, 61.23, 14.58 61.40, 61.51, 13.42 4.158
Bird orange 42.28, 33.17, 8.02 43.73, 32.73, 5.95 7.923
Bird blue 34.99, 40.09,46.65 32.74, 37.48, 48.16 4.283
Bird white 68.79, 73.35, 61.04 76.67, 78.75, 58.77 7.168
Carafe blue 17.63, 18.67, 33.26 17.72, 19.34, 36.325 3.398
Carafe white 57.16, 58.33, 52.11 54.00, 56.23, 43.27 7.003
Table 5.1: Comparison between the BRDF model in CIEXYZ color space and
spectrophotometric measurements. CIEXYZ values are computed for illuminant
D50 and 2 degree standard observer. The ∆E values are computed from the
CIEXYZ values.
puted using the same calibration steps employed in the original BRDF acquisition
process.
Figure 5.3 shows a side-by-side comparison of a photograph of the corroded
bust and the acquired model (both images were converted to sRGB space for dis-
play using the color management workow). The false-color image shows the
difference between them in ∆E.
The BRDF model is clearly able to capture not only the general appearance
of the object but also many details: The overall color reproduction is quite good,
highlights are preserved and have the correct shape. The face and neck region
appear however to be desaturated (especially the dark green area on the bust’s
neck) while the helmet is reproduced correctly. The highlights are generally not
crisp enough. These problems lead to an average ∆E of 9.8995 for which all non-
black pixels with ∆E < 30 were counted (we assume that larger differences are
mainly caused by other problems  see below).
Some effects not related to the appearance model can be observed as well:
By far the largest error occurs in regions where the shadow-boundaries are mis-
aligned. This can be caused by a misregistration of light source and object as seen
at the shadow of the nose. Another error source is inaccurate geometry which
leads for example to the loss of detail in the hair region. The 3D geometry model
used in this example was smoothed to remove noise and contains about 120k tri-
angles which was not sufcient to represent small-scale details. These problems
unrelated to the actual color reproduction prevented also the use of the Visual Dif-
ference Predictor [Daly93] as an psychometric quality metric for this validation.
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Figure 5.3: From left to right: Photograph of the corroded bust, rendered BRDF
model, and difference image (∆E). The false-color difference image covers the
range of [0, 50]; areas with larger difference (mostly misaligned shadow bound-
aries) were cropped.
5.5 Calibrated Rendering and Output
Up to this point, we only validated renderings generated from the actual BRDF
model that did not consider the properties of the output devices. We compare
therefore in this section renderings displayed on a CRT screen and color printouts
to the real objects under identical illumination conditions.
5.5.1 Rendering of Calibrated BRDF Models
The high-dynamic range images rendered by a BRDF rendering system require
clamping and scaling in order to generate a low-dynamic range version. The re-
sulting images are then transformed by the ICC prole for low-dynamic display
into a device dependent RGB or CMYK color space. Again, a suitable ICC prole
needs to be generated for each output device (see Section 3.2.3). If no such prole
is available, the sRGB color space [IEC99] can be used as default.
An alternative approach to clamping and scaling would be to apply a tone-
mapping operator [Devlin02] which compresses the dynamic range such that
structures in dark and in bright regions still remain visible. To our knowledge,
nobody so far has reported the application of a tone-mapping operator in the con-
text of color management.
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Figure 5.4: Gamut plot of the camera system (black), the monitor (green), and
the color laser printer (red) used in Figure 5.5.
5.5.2 Validation Including Output Devices
Figure 5.5 shows two photographs of a comparison setup with a CRT screen on
the left, the real object in the middle, and a printout on the right. (The exposure
times of both halfs differ in order to compensate for the different luminance levels
of the CRT and the rest of the scene). The models were rendered under identical
conditions (i.e., same camera view point and illumination) as the real object.
The rendered image is displayed on a calibrated CRT monitor. The printout
was performed by a calibrated HP Color LaserJet 8550 color laser printer. The
system utilizes the complete color management pipeline as outlined in Figure 3.6
and no manual color tuning was performed. Under this conditions we can ex-
pect best possible color reproduction within the limits of the devices involved.
Figure 5.5 shows that our BRDF measurement pipeline based on ICC color man-
agement succeeded to reproduce the appearance on different output device with
only small color deviations. Note that part of these are also caused by the digital
camera used to capture the validation images.
The comparison between CRT display and printout shows also some of the
limitations of the output devices: The dynamic range of the color laser printer is
only 1:28 so that highlights appear very dim. In addition, Figure 5.4 shows a plot
of the gamut (the range of reproducible colors) of the camera system (black), the
monitor (green), and the color laser printer (red). The printer gamut is smallest so
that colors are most likely wrong on the printout.
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Figure 5.5: Photographic comparison of the appearance model with the original
object. The images show a rendered image on a CRT screen (left), the original
object under the same pose and illumination conditions (middle), and a color
laser printer printout of the rendered model (right). The luminance levels required
a longer exposure times for the screen compared to the other parts. The lower
image is composed from 3 individual images taken under identical conditions as
the model was broken during the acquisition.
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5.6 Discussion
The overhead to add color management to the presented appearance acquisition
system is limited as it essentially replaces only the standard HDR computation
routine. Compared to the benet to reference the recovered appearance models
to a standardized color space and to achieve best possible color reproduction, it
should be a worthwhile effort. This is particularly evident in the comparison to
spectrophotometric measurements shown in Section 5.4.1.
5.6.1 Accuracy of Color Management
The accuracy of the color management system both in color reproduction as well
as in linearity is crucial for the approach. In the current system, we therefore use
a rather aggressive weighting function w(Y ) to achieve reliable colors. Strongly
overexposed or underexposed pixel values that are quite common in an HDR im-
age series are problematic for the chosen color management setup and can bias the
result. We expect however, that this problem could be addressed by optimizations
in the prole generation phase.
5.6.2 CIEXYZ versus sRGB Color Space
The fact that CIEXYZ is one of the color spaces used in the PCS of ICC based
color management system makes it a convenient and obvious choice of working
color space. Nevertheless, the data could also be transferred to (linear) sRGB
color space at various stages of the processing pipeline.
We opted to perform all computations in CIEXYZ mainly due to conceptual
simplicity but also due to its large gamut. Our goal is to create an accurate ap-
pearance model of an object for which we utilize the full gamut of our acquisition
system that is larger than sRGB even if sRGB covers the gamut of most current
display and output systems.
5.7 Conclusion
Image-based techniques are an important possibility to model the complex be-
havior of real-world objects. Referencing the acquired models to ground-truth
standards and validating their quality is therefore imperative to achieve realistic
rendering and output.
We presented a color management workow for a long and complex image-
based BRDF acquisition pipeline starting from imaging the target object and con-
verting from the physical (spectral) representation to tristimulus values and end-
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ing with the output on calibrated devices. We showed both, quantitatively and
visually, that the output matches the original quite closely proving that color man-
agement techniques can be successfully applied for image-based modeling. The
benet of correct color reproduction without extensive manual tuning makes the
effort worthwile and we believe that most image-based acquisition techniques can
benet from this development.
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Chapter 6
Light Source Acquisition
Convincing and realistic light source models are an important prerequisite for
photorealistic image synthesis. Given the exact design of a luminaire (including
geometry, materials, and emission characteristics of the illuminant), one can apply
standard global illumination computations to incorporate complex luminaires into
synthetic scenes. This approach is however impractical in most real-world scenar-
ios since the precise design data represents an intellectual property of signicant
value, and is unlikely to be shared for rendering purposes. But even if such design
data is made available, it does not account for manufacturing tolerances. How-
ever, relatively minor variations of parameters like the glass thickness in halogen
light bulbs can have a signicant impact on the illumination patterns generated.
In addition, rendering based on the geometric model can be computationally very
demanding.
As an alternative, one can incorporate measured light data from complex lumi-
naires directly into the rendering system. Such data is provided by many compa-
nies in the form of goniometric diagrams [Verbeck84] (see Section 2.3.5), which
represent measurements of the far-eld of a luminaire. Unfortunately, the far-eld
is only a faithful approximation of the emitted light when the light source is suf-
ciently far away from the object to be illuminated  as a rule of thumb at least
ve times the maximum luminaire dimension [Ashdown95]. Furthermore, some
near-eld effects such as soft shadows cannot be generated by a far-eld approx-
imation independent of the distance between emitter and reveiver as discussed in
Section 2.3.5. Even improved models using spatial intensity maps or complex
emitting geometry [Rykowski97] are still too weak to represent the near-eld of a
complex light source.
On the other hand, a light eld [Gortler96, Levoy96] completely represents
near- and far-eld illumination of a light source, and can thus be used to represent
the light source without knowing its geometry and internal structure.
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Figure 6.1: The cloister scene illuminated by two car headlights.
We propose therefore to model the emission characteristics of complex lumi-
naires with a light eld. We describe a complete workow including acquisition
of real world light sources and rendering scenes illuminated by captured light
sources. Special attention is paid to signal processing issues and suitable sam-
pling and reconstruction lters are incorporated into the system.
6.1 Previous Work
In his work on near-eld photometry [Ashdown93, Ashdown95], Ashdown has
presented methods for measuring the light eld of luminaires in both its near-
eld and its far-eld components. The basic principle of near-eld photometry is
that a number of cameras are pointed at the luminaire to be measured (or, more
practically, a single camera is moved around). The camera positions correspond
to a sampling of some virtual sampling surface S . At each position, the irradiance
incident at the imaging sensor is recorded yielding information about the angular
distribution of irradiance at that particular point in space.
In Ashdown’s acquisition setup, a digital camera mounted on a robot arm ob-
serves a light source from many positions on a surrounding (hemi-)sphere. Both
Rykowski and Wooley [Rykowski97], and Jenkins and Mönch [Jenkins00] em-
ploy a similar setup called source imaging goniometer to acquire the light eld
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of a luminaire. In the system of Siegel and Stock [Siegel96], the camera lens is
replaced with a pinhole.
A problem of all these approaches is that a real world light source may pro-
duce arbitrarily high spatial frequencies on the sampling surface S . Sampling at
discrete locations will therefore introduce aliasing unless an appropriate low-pass
lter is applied in the spatial domain before the sampling step. This issue is rele-
vant to all light eld methods and has already been raised by Halle [Halle94]. It
is also noted by Levoy and Hanrahan [Levoy96] in their original paper on light
elds. They both propose to use the nite aperture of the camera lens as a low-
pass lter by choosing the aperture size equal to the size of a sample on the camera
plane. In terms of sampling theory, the shape of the spatial low-pass lter is thus
a side effect of the lens system rather than a deliberate choice.
In this chapter, we describe a measurement system that signicantly improves
on near-eld photometry by projecting the light eld emitted by the light source
into a nite basis before sampling using a simple optical system. The shape and
support of the basis functions acting as low-pass lters are specically designed
for a particular sampling scheme. Based on the resulting measurements we can
exactly reconstruct the least-squares approximation of the true light eld in our
basis.
In comparison to previous acquisition approaches, our optical setup lets us
move in very close to the surface of the light source. In particular, the distance
between the light and the aperture of our system is smaller than the distance be-
tween the aperture and the imaging plane. This allows us to capture a much wider
eld of view in a single photograph.
Our method is also closely related to the canned light sources proposed by
Heidrich et al. [Heidrich98] as a way to integrate complex light sources into com-
puter graphics rendering systems. A canned light source is a light eld representa-
tion of a luminaire’s emission characteristics and can act as a black box for any
type of light source (similar to the representations used in near-eld photometry).
Using projective textures [Segal92], a scene illumiated by a canned light
source can be efciently rendered using hardware-accelerated rendering tech-
niques [Heidrich98]. We introduce therefore a series of approximations necessary
to render a scene containing our acquired light sources in a similar way. We fur-
thermore derive an efcient importance sampling algorithm that allows to use the
measured light sources in many global illumination algorithms.
6.2 Overview
Our conceptual setup to ltered light source measurement is depicted in Fig-
ure 6.2. Light rays are emitted from the light source and hit a lter in the sampling
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Figure 6.2: Cross section through the conceptual acquisition setup.
plane S . This plane is opaque except for the nite support area of the lter which
can be moved to a number of discrete positions on a regular grid. The lter is a
semi-transparent lm, similar to a slide, containing the 2D image of a basis func-
tion Φ′ij(u, v). Light rays are passing straight through the lter without scattering
but are attenuated according to Φ′ij(u, v). They then hit the measurement plane
M, on which we are able to measure the irradiance with a high spatial resolution.
We assume that sampling plane S and measurement plane M are parallel so that
d = R · cos θ.
When comparing this setup with the work on near eld photome-
try [Ashdown93, Siegel96], S roughly corresponds to the plane on which the pin-
holes or nite apertures of the cameras are located, while M corresponds to the
imaging sensor of the camera. The fundamental difference in our approach is that
we can select an arbitrary lter Φ′ij(u, v) which projects the light eld emitted by
the luminaire into an arbitrarily chosen function space. This results in an opti-
cal low-pass ltering of the light eld before sampling, and thus helps avoiding
aliasing artifacts.
In principle, one also has to perform low-pass ltering on the measurement
plane M. This, however, is optically very difcult or even impossible to imple-
ment if the lter kernels overlap. Fortunately, it is technically easy to achieve a
very high measurement resolution on M, so that we can consider the measured
data as point samples, and implement an arbitrary lter kernel while downsam-
pling to the nal resolution.
Note that the lter kernels for S and M can be chosen independently as re-
quired by the reconstruction process. We are using in this thesis a box lter for
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Symbol Meaning
Ψijkl(u, v, s, t) basis function for approximating the light eld
Φi 1D basis used for reconstruction
Φijkl(u, v, s, t) 4D tensor product basis for reconstruction
Φ′i biorthogonal 1D basis used for measurement
Φ′ijkl(u, v, s, t) 4D tensor product basis for measurement
M surface on which the irradiance is measured (measurement
surface, or (s, t)-plane)
S surface on which the optical lters are placed (sampling sur-
face, or (u, v)-plane)
L(u, v, s, t) radiance passing through (u, v) on S and (s, t) on M
L˜(u, v, s, t) projection of L(u, v, s, t) into basis {Ψijkl(u, v, s, t)}
Lmn(u, v, s, t) radiance Φ′mn(u, v) · L(u, v, s, t) projected through one lter
Φ′mn(u, v)
Emn(s, t) irradiance caused by Lmn(u, v, s, t) on the measurement sur-
face M
Table 6.1: The notation used in this chapter (see also Figure 6.2 for an overview
over the conceptual acquisition setup).
Φ′kl(s, t) assuming sufciently high measurement resolution on M. To construct
Φ′ij(u, v), we use a more advanced basis such as piecewise quadratic basis. Sec-
tion 6.4 describes the design of the lters in more detail.
6.3 Theoretical Framework
Before we discuss the theory behind the proposed method in detail we rst in-
troduce the mathematical notation used throughout this chapter. This notation is
summarized in Table 6.1, an overview over the measurement setup is given in
Figure 6.2.
In our approach, we assume that the light eld emitted by the light source is
well represented by a projection into a basis {Ψijkl(u, v, s, t)}ijkl∈Z:
L(u, v, s, t) ≈ L˜(u, v, s, t) :=
∑
i,j,k,l
Ψijkl(u, v, s, t) · Lijkl. (6.1)
We assume that Ψijkl has local support, and i, j, k, and l roughly correspond to
translations in u, v, s, and t, respectively. Z is the set of intergers. Note, however,
that the translated basis functions will not in all cases have the same shape, i.e.,
Ψi′j′k′l′(u, v, s, t) may not be an exact copy of Ψijkl(u, v, s, t) in general.
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We also dene two additional sets of basis functions, one for measuring and
one for reconstruction. For reconstruction we use a 1D basis {Φi}i∈Z with the
property Φi(x) = Φ(x + i). The 4D reconstruction basis is then given as the
tensor product basis
Φijkl(u, v, s, t) := Φij(u, v) · Φkl(s, t) = Φi(u) · Φj(v) · Φk(s) · Φl(t).
For measurement, we use the biorthogonal (or dual) {Φ′i(x)}i∈Z of the recon-
struction basis with ∫ ∞
−∞
Φ′i(x) · Φj(x) dx = δij. (6.2)
and again we use a tensor-product construction for the 4D dual basis. 1
6.3.1 Measured Irradiance
Our approach is based on measuring the irradiance Emn(s, t) in the (s, t)-plane
that is caused by the incident radiance
Lmn(u, v, s, t) = Φ
′
mn(u, v) · L(u, v, s, t).
The result of such a measurement is
Emn(s, t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
cos2 θ
R2
· Φ′mn(u, v) · L(u, v, s, t) du dv
≈
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
cos2 θ
R2
· Φ′mn(u, v) · L˜(u, v, s, t) du dv (6.3)
=
∑
i,j,k,l
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
cos2 θ
R2
· Φ′mn(u, v) ·Ψijkl(u, v, s, t) · Lijkl du dv.
The geometric term cos2 θ/R2 is composed of the distance R of the point on the
(u, v)-plane from the point on the (s, t)-plane, as well as the cosine of the an-
gle θ between the plane normals and the vector connecting the two points (see
Figure 6.2 for a sketch of the setup). Note that this term also accounts for any dif-
ferences in the parameterizations on the two planes (i.e., different grid spacings).
In Section 6.5, we will discuss two physical setups for performing this kind of
measurement.
1The Kronecker delta function δuv is defined as δuv = 1 if u = v and δuv = 0 otherwise.
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6.3.2 Exact Reconstruction
We now describe an exact reconstruction algorithm given the measurements Emn.
To this end, we rst dene what the relationship between the basis functions Ψijkl
and the reconstruction and measurement bases should be. We dene
Ψijkl(u, v, s, t) :=
R2
cos2 θ
· Φij(u, v) · Φkl(s, t). (6.4)
Inserting this denition into Equation 6.3, and using the biorthogonality relation-
ship (Equation 6.2) yields
Emn(s, t) =
∑
k
∑
l
Φkl(s, t) · Lmnkl. (6.5)
To determine which reconstruction lter to use, we now rewrite Equation 6.1 using
Equations 6.4 and 6.5:
L˜(u, v, s, t) =
∑
m,n,k,l
Ψmnkl(u, v, s, t) · Lmnkl
=
∑
m,n,k,l
R2
cos2 θ
· Φmn(u, v) · Φkl(s, t) · Lmnkl (6.6)
=
∑
m,n
R2
cos2 θ
· Φmn(u, v) · Emn(s, t).
This indicates that we can exactly reconstruct L˜, the projection of L into the basis
{Ψijkl}, by using the reconstruction lter
R2
cos2 θ
· Φmn(u, v).
Note that this reconstruction lter does contain a shift-variant component in
form of the geometric term. Interestingly, this geometric term will cancel out for
the Photon Map particle emission algorithm we discuss in Section 6.6. However,
for the hardware accelerated rendering algorithm shown in Section 6.6.2 the re-
construction step should ideally only involve a convolution with a shift-invariant
lter kernel. We will therefore introduce in the next section further approxima-
tions that remove this shift-variant term.
6.3.3 Shift-Invariant Approximation
In order to introduce a shift-invariant reconstruction based on the same measured
irradiance as dened in the previous sections, we dene the relationship between
Ψijkl, the measurement and the reconstruction bases differently. Starting from
Ψijkl(u, v, s, t) := Φij(u, v) · Φkl(s, t),
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we get
Emn(s, t) =
∑
ijkl
∫
S
cos2 θ
R2
· Φ′mn(u, v) · Φij(u, v) · Φkl(s, t) · Lijkl du dv.
Note that both, θ and R, depend not only on (s, t) but also on (u, v).
To provide a real shift-invariant approximation, we use the following assump-
tion: If the distance d between the (u, v)-plane and the (s, t)-plane is large com-
pared to the support of Φij(u, v), and if θ is small, then the geometric term
cos2 θ/R2 is well approximated by one constant for each point on the (s, t)-plane:
g(u, v, s, t) :=
cos2 θ(u, v, s, t)
R(u, v, s, t)2
≈ cos
2 θkl(s, t)
Rkl(s, t)2
. (6.7)
This yields an approximation of the measured irradiance:
Emn(s, t) ≈
∑
kl
cos2 θkl(s, t)
Rkl(s, t)2
· Φkl(s, t) · Lmnkl.
Since both the geometric term and Φkl(s, t) are known, it is in principle pos-
sible to compute the approximate incoming radiance
E ′mn(s, t) ≈
∑
kl
Φkl(s, t) · Lmnkl
by de-convolution. In practice, this is only feasible for basis functions Φkl(s, t)
with a small support. This is not a major problem, however, since the practical
measurement setups presented in the previous section have a very high resolution
on the (s, t)-plane, so that a bilinear or even a box lter can be used. Like in
the previous section, we apply the denition of Ψijkl to determine the appropriate
reconstruction lter:
L˜(u, v, s, t) =
∑
mnkl
Ψmnkl(u, v, s, t) · Lmnkl
=
∑
mnkl
Φmn(u, v) · Φkl(s, t) · Lmnkl
≈
∑
mn
Φmn(u, v) · E ′mn(s, t).
Error Analysis for the Shift-Invariant Approximation
The quality of this approximation depends on the error introduced by assuming the
geometric term constant over the support of the basis function Φij(u, v) in Equa-
tion 6.7. To evaluate the validity of this approximation, we dene the following
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Figure 6.3: Error analysis for the geometric term. The plots show the relative
error Er(θ0) for angles θ0 (in degrees). The setup corresponds to Setup B in
Table 6.2 (distance M  S: 750 mm, size of measurement plane: 1.2 m × 1.2 m,
lter width of reconstruction lter: 15 mm).
relative error
Er(θ0) :=
maxθ∈F cos
4(θ)−minθ∈F cos4(θ)
cos4(θ0)
where F is the support of the basis Φij , θ0 is the angle at the center of this support,
and cos4(θ) corresponds to the geometric term g of Equation 6.7 for a distance of
1 between the planes. Its evaluation shows that the error is below 4% if the ratio s
between lter width and the distance of the two planes S and M equals 0.02 (see
Figure 6.3). This corresponds to Setup B described in Section 6.5.2 with large
quadratic lter (see also Table 6.2 in Section 6.7.1).
6.4 Filter Design
The theoretical framework and the implementations detailed above allow for the
use of arbitrary lters Φi and Φ′i with nite support. It is therefore possible to
design lters adapted to the specic properties of the light source at hand, for ex-
ample taking the structure and smoothness of the light source’s emission pattern
into account. The intended use of the data  especially the subsequent reconstruc-
tion and rendering steps  should also be considered here.
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Figure 6.4: A quadratic reconstruction basis and one dual. Left: Function Φbellq
(red) and a dual Φ′bellq (green) used for most of the measurements. Middle and
right: 2D lter images used for the acquisition (split into positive and negative
components and normalized).
In this section, we will introduce two alternative bases we used for our mea-
surements  a piecewise quadratic basis and a B-Spline basis. We furthermore
give some details about the fabrication of the physical lters used in the acquisi-
tion setups.
6.4.1 Piecewise Quadratic Basis
The rst series of the measurements shown in this thesis were performed using
manually operated translation stages. To reduce acquisition time we therefore
aimed at minimizing the number of measurements so that a small support of the
measurement lter kernel (relative to the lter spacing) was desired. This could
for example be achieved with the classical bilinear basis. We chose however to
use a piecewise quadratic basis function Φbellq
Φbellq =


1− 2x2 |x| ≤ 1
2
2 (|x| − 1)2 1
2
< |x| ≤ 1
0 else
. (6.8)
due to its C1 continuity that helps preventing Mach bands. Figure 6.4 shows a
plot of this function and one dual. Note that the optimal dual that performs an
orthogonal projection on the basis has innite support and can therefore not be
manufactured as a lter. We therefore use an approximate dual with nite support
(shown in Figure 6.4 middle and right) that still fullls Equation 6.2.
As shown in Figure 6.4, the dual Φ′bellq of Φbellq which we need to use as mea-
surement lter contains negative values which can not be implemented optically as
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Figure 6.5: A B-Spline reconstruction basis Φb-spline (green) and one dual Φ′b-spline
(red).
an opacity. We therefore split the lters into a positive and a negative component
Φ′
ij(+)
(u, v) :=
{
Φ′ij(u, v) Φ
′
ij(u, v) ≥ 0
0 else
Φ′
ij(−)
(u, v) :=
{
0 Φ′ij(u, v) ≥ 0
−Φ′ij(u, v) else
and perform separate measurements for both parts. The results are then subtracted
in software. Similarly, we can rescale basis functions with values > 1 and correct
for it in software.
6.4.2 B-Spline Basis
In a later stage of the measurements, we changed the reconstruction basis to a
B-Spline basis Φb-spline. Consider the C1 continuous quadratic B-Spline functions
over the uniform knot vector (. . . ,− 5
3
,−3
3
,−1
3
, 1
3
, 3
3
, 5
3
, . . .). This way, one repre-
sentative of them can be written as
Φb-spline =


3
4
− 9
4
x2 |x| ≤ 1
3
9
8
(|x| − 1)2 1
3
< |x| ≤ 1
0 else
.
Figure 6.5 shows a plot of this function and one dual. Unfortunately, the support
of the optimal dual basis Φ′b-spline required for capture is innite. Even using an
approximative dual with nite support as acquisition lter is quite impractical
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Figure 6.6: Left: Normalized 2D lter image of the B-Spline reconstruction basis
Φb-spline used for the acquisition. Middle and right: Testpattern for the lm writer
and one of the acquired images.
since it would not only require manufacturing a large lter but also lead to a much
higher number of sample locations consequently slowing down the acquisition
process.
The dual functions Φ′i,b-spline are however linear combinations of the basis func-
tions Φj,b-spline since they belong to the same function space:
Φ′i,b-spline =
∑
j
aijΦj,b-spline.
If we make a scalar product of this equation with Φk,b-spline and apply Equation 6.2,
we get
δij =
∑
j
aij〈Φj,b-spline · Φk,b-spline〉.
The coefcients aij can thus be computed by inverting the matrix
M = (〈Φj,b-spline · Φk,b-spline〉).
This allows us to use the basis functions Φb-spline as lter in the acquisition pro-
cess and to compute correctly ltered input images as linear combinations of the
acquired images using the weighting factors aij .
6.4.3 Filter Fabrication and Calibration
The lters were printed with 1016 dpi resolution on high density lm using a
LightJet 2080 Digital Film Recorder. To achieve linear lm response, a test pattern
containing patches with all 256 possible gray values was printed. The density of
the patches was determined by capturing multiple high dynamic range images of
the backilluminated pattern. Brighter areas were successively covered to reduce
the effects of lens are. The resulting lters achieve a dynamic range of more than
1 : 50,000.
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6.5 Acquisition Setup
In this section, we explain how the theoretical framework can be transformed into
a practical acquisition method. We propose two different hardware congurations
and discuss their advantages and disadvantages.
6.5.1 Direct Acquisition (Setup A)
The rst setup we propose  Setup A  is based on a standard photographic camera
where the lens is removed and replaced by the lter Φ′ij (see Figure 6.7). As with
conventional light elds, the camera has to be positioned at the vertices of a regular
grid within the sampling plane S and images can be captured.
Figure 6.8 shows our implementation of Setup A. A custom-built lter holder
is attached to the camera instead of a lens, so that the lters can easily be ex-
changed without affecting the geometry of the setup. The light source to be mea-
sured is mounted on manually operated translation stage so that it can be shifted
in front of the camera with high precision and repeatability (see Figure 6.14).
Although this setup is compact and easy to handle, it does have some draw-
backs. The xed and often quite small size of the imaging sensor imposes a strong
limitation on the size of the lter kernel and the incident angles of illumination
covered by the measurement. In addition, the distance between the lter plane
and the imaging plane determines the focal length of the camera (similar to a pin-
hole camera). A large distance leads to a tele-lens effect and further limits the
useful incident angles.
6.5.2 Reflector-Based Acquisition (Setup B)
These problems can be avoided with Setup B. Here, the lter Φ′ij is used to project
an image of the light source onto a diffusely reecting screen. A standard camera
system records the projected image. Depending on the actual setup, a substantial
calibration effort is required to rectify, undistort and register them to the setup
before they can be used.
For the implementation of Setup B shown in Figure 6.10, we used a
1.2 m×1.2 m at board that was spray-painted with ultra matte paint as a pro-
jection screen. A black board with an integrated lter holder was used to mount
the lter and shield the light source from the projection screen. To avoid occlusion
problems we mounted the camera above the whole setup and equipped it with a
wide angle lens allowing us to capture the whole projection screen. The camera
parameters were recovered using standard camera calibration techniques and the
images were rectied and registered to the lter setup.
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Figure 6.7: Setup A for light source acquisition: The camera lens is replaced by
a lter and the light eld is directly projected onto the imaging sensor inside the
camera.
Figure 6.8: Implementation of Setup A (Figure 6.7). A lter holder is mounted to
the camera instead of the lens. The camera with the lter holder is moved relative
to the light source.
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Figure 6.9: Setup B for light source acquisition: The lter Φ′ij(u, v) projects an
image on a diffuse reector which is captured by a camera.
Figure 6.10: Implementation of Setup B (Figure 6.9). The projection screen is
observed by the camera located above the setup. The black board contains the
lter holder. The light sources can be moved on the table parallel to the lter and
the projection screen.
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Figure 6.11: Alternative implementation of Setup B using the UBC Active Mea-
surement Facility (ACME, see Section 3.4). The projection screen is observed
by the camera located above the setup. The black board contains the lter holder.
The light sources can be moved on the table parallel to the lter and the projection
screen.
In order to be able to perform the acquisition in a fully automatic way, we
built a second version of Setup B utilizing the ACME system (see Section 3.4 for
a description of ACME and Figure 6.11 for an image of the setup). The system
allows for computer controlled movement of both, the lter and the light source.
If a high quality diffuse (Lambertian) reector material is available, the lter
size and viewing angles are (almost) only limited by the size of the reector. On
the other hand, the larger setup makes it potentially harder to use, and errors due
to indirect light reecting from parts of the equipment such as the reection screen
or the environment tend to increase. Furthermore, the calibration effort increases
since the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the camera system relative to the
projected image need to be recovered.
6.6 Rendering
In this section, we discuss the integration of our measured light sources into both,
a particle-based global illumination system and a hardware-accelerated rendering
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system.
6.6.1 Importance Sampling
The key to include our measured light source datasets into a particle based global
illumination system is efcient importance sampling of the light source. We in-
cluded the importance sampling approach described in the next section into an
implementation of the photon map algorithm [Jensen96, Jensen01a, Jensen01b]
which we chose because it is one of the most common and simple to use methods
available. Note that our importance sampling approach does not only apply to
photon maps, but to any algorithm that requires shooting from the light source
such as particle tracing [Walter97] or bidirectional path-tracing [Lafortune93,
Veach94].
For the scene description, we attach the light eld to a virtual geometric object,
representing an impostor for the area from which light is emitted similar to the
parametrization introduced for area light sources in Section 2.3.4. This can be,
for example, the glass surface of a car head light, or simply a planar polygon
representing one of the light eld planes. This geometry helps in positioning
the light source in the 3D scene and can also be used to aid the sampling in our
rendering algorithm.
To emit a particle from our light source representation, we could then use the
standard method of selecting a random point and random direction on the impostor
geometry and perform rejection sampling. While this approach might be sufcient
for a relatively uniform light source, it can be inefcient when high spatial and
directional frequencies are present. We therefore develop an importance sampling
strategy for our light eld representation.
The particles that we want to emit have to estimate the total energy E coming
from the light eld:
E =
∫
u,v,s,t
L˜(u, v, s, t)
cos2θ
R2
(6.9)
In order to achieve a constant energy for each photon, the probability density
function (PDF) of the photon emission has to be:
p(u, v, s, t) =
1
E
L˜(u, v, s, t)
cos2θ
R2
(6.10)
To generate random photons distributed according to this PDF, we use the stan-
dard approach of generating uniformly distributed random points in 4D, and pass-
ing them through the inverted cumulative density function (CDF, see [Pitman92]).
If we have pre-inverted and tabulated the CDF, then generating a new random
photon according to this importance is possible in constant time, i.e., independent
of the light eld resolution.
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Figure 6.12: A light eld cell for PDF computation formed by a single pixel on
the measurement plane M and by 1/4 of a lter on the lter plane S for the
piecewise quadratic basis. This corresponds to the region on S where Φi,bellq(u),
Φi+1,bellq(u), Φj,bellq(v), and Φj+1,bellq(v) overlap.
One complication in our case is, however, that we have the PDF represented
in terms of some complicated and overlapping basis functions instead of the usual
point sampled (i.e., tabulated) representation. We therefore do not directly gener-
ate and invert the CDF from the basis representation, but rather choose a two-steps
approach.
We rst compute a 4D table of constant probabilities for selecting a 4D cell
from the light eld (see Figure 6.12). A single 4D cell corresponds to all the
directions coming from one pixel on the measurment plane to 1/4 of a lter on the
lter plane for the piecewise quadratic basis and 1/9 of a lter on the lter plane
for the B-Spline basis, respectively. Inside these areas, the same 4 reconstruction
lters Φij,bellq (or 9 reconstruction lters Φij,b-spline) overlap. The probability on this
cell can be computed by some simple summations over the light eld coefcients.
Then, as we now have a constant probability for each cell, we can invert this table
more easily than the continuous representation of the PDF.
Note that all these steps are performed only once in a preprocessing stage. The
resulting table is part of the light source description that we save on disk.
6.6.2 Estimation of Direct Illumination
In order to efciently compute the reected radiance due to direct illumination
from the shift-invariant approximation (Section 6.3.3), we have to evaluate the
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Figure 6.13: Conguration of a direct reection.
following equation for a visible point ~x and viewing direction ωˆe:
L(~x, ωˆe) =
∑
mn
∫
S
fr(~x, ωˆe, u, v)V (~x, u, v)
cos(θ) cos(θ
′
)
R2(~x, u, v)
·
L˜(u, v, s(~x, u), t(~x, v))dudv
=
∑
mn
∫
S
fr(~x, ωˆe, u, v)V (~x, u, v)
cos(θ) cos(θ
′
)
R2(~x, u, v)
·
E
′
mn(s(~x, u), t(~x, v))Φmn(u, v)dudv,
(6.11)
Figure 6.13 shows the geometry of the setup and the notation. The BRDF
fr(~x, ωˆe, u, v) describes the object’s reection properties. V (~x, u, v) and
R(~x, u, v) encode the visibility and the distance between the light sample (u, v)
and the position ~x, respectively.
To simplify this expression, we make the common assumption that the reec-
tion properties, visibility, and the geometric term are constant on the support of
Φmn and are estimated at its center:
fr,mn(~x, ωˆe) ≈ fr(~x, ωˆe, u, v)
Vmn(~x) ≈ V (~x, u, v)
gmn(~x) ≈ cos(θ) cos(θ
′
)
R2(~x, u, v)
.
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Given these assumptions, Equation 6.11 can be approximated by:
L(~x, ωˆex) ≈
∑
mn
Vmn(~x)fr,mn(~x, ωˆe)gmn(~x)·∫
S
E
′
mn(s(~x, u), t(~x, v))Φmn(u, v)dudv
(6.12)
We then compute E ′mn(~x), the average value of E
′
mn(s(~x, u), t(~x, v)) on the sup-
port of Φmn for a position ~x in order to make our nal approximation of Equa-
tion 6.11:
L(~x, ωˆe) ≈ A
∑
mn
Vmn(~x)fr,mn(~x, ωˆe)gmn(~x)E
′
mn(~x), (6.13)
where A =
∫
S
Φmn(u, v)dudv.
Each term of this sum corresponds now to the reection of a textured spot-
light [Segal92], located at the center of a lter support, and pointing toward ~x
(similar to the canned light source approach [Heidrich98]).
6.7 Results
We rst give details about the acquired datasets and show then rendering results
using both, the photon map based global illumination system and the hardware-
accelerated rendering system.
6.7.1 Acquisition
We acquired several datasets with the presented setups. Table 6.2 summarizes
the acquisition geometry, Table 6.3 gives an overview over the number of views
captured and the lters used. The datasets were acquired using high-dynamic
range imaging techniques. The ashlight was acquired using the Kodak DCS 560
digital camera and the bike- and car headlight were acquired with the Jenoptik
ProgRes C14. (See Section 3.2.4 and 3.2.3 for a description of these cameras and
of high-dynamic range imaging). A 5×5 median lter was used to suppress the
noise in the images captured by the Kodak DCS 560 camera resulting from long
exposure times. Remaining noise appears as background illumination in the light
eld. All acquired images were downsampled to achieve a resolution of 300× 300
pixels on the measurement plane M.
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Setup Distance Size of M Filter Width Filter
M  S (Acquisition Filter) Type
Setup A 55 mm 18 mm × 27 mm 10 mm Quadratic
Setup B 750 mm 1.2 m × 1.2 m 20 mm (medium) Quadratic
30 mm (large) Quadratic
Setup B 750 mm 1.22 m × 1.07 m 49 mm B-Spline
(ACME)
Table 6.2: Geometry of the acquisition setups. The lter spacing on the lter
plane S is 1/4 of the width of the acquisition lter (the dual lter) for the piecewise
quadratic basis Φ′bellq and 1/3 of the width of the acquisition lter for the B-Spline
basis Φ′b-spline.
Data Set Setup # Views Filter Width Filter Width
(Basis Φi) (Dual Basis Φ′i)
Flashlight A 9× 9 5 mm 10 mm
Flashlight Medium B 7× 7 10 mm 20 mm
Flashlight Large B 5× 5 15 mm 30 mm
LED Flashlight B 5× 5 15 mm 30 mm
Bike Light B 9× 7 15 mm 30 mm
Car Headlight B (ACME) 13× 9 49 mm 
Table 6.3: Parameters for the acquired data sets.
Figure 6.14: Left and middle: Image of the ashlight and the bike light. Right:
The negative part of the lter Φ′bellq illuminated by the bike light.
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Figure 6.15: Flashlight acquisition with Setup A. Left: A projection on a distant
plane (3 m). Right: A global illumination solution. The acquired data set was
converted to grayscale.
Figure 6.16: Left: Photograph of the ashlight illuminating a plane at 75 cm
distance. Middle: Reconstruction of the same setup from data measured with a
lter of 30 mm width. Right: Reconstruction from data measured with a lter of
20 mm width.
Setup A
Only the ashlight dataset was captured with Setup A. Due to geometry con-
straints imposed by the dimensions of the camera (see Table 6.2), we were only
able to capture a small part of the light eld. Figure 6.15 shows on the left the ac-
quired light source pointed at a projection screen and on the right onto the crypt.
The captured part corresponds roughly to the central dark region in the projection
of the real light source (see Figure 6.16, left). The low resolution is due to the
comparably large lter size. Using a smaller lter would increase both the reso-
lution and the number of views required. In this conguration, Setup A serves as
a proof-of-concept but can probably not be used to acquire a complete model of a
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Figure 6.17: The bike light. Left: Photograph of the bike light illuminating a
plane at 75 cm distance. Right: Reconstruction of the same setup from data mea-
sured with a lter of 30 mm width.
real light source.
Setup B
With Setup B, we can generally capture a much larger portion of the light eld of
the light source due to the larger viewing angle of the conguration. Additionally,
a much larger lter kernel can be used for the lter plane while still improving the
resolution of the data set.
In Figure 6.16 we show the light pattern that a ashlight causes on a plane at 75
cm distance for a specic focus setting of the ashlight. The left image is a pho-
tograph of the ashlight pointed at a diffuse surface. The remaining images show
two reconstructions from measurements. The middle image was generated from a
dataset where a dual lter width of 30 mm has been used, while a dual lter of 20
mm width was used for the right image. In comparing the reconstructed images
with the photograph, we can see that there are some tone-mapping issues that re-
sult in slightly different colors. However, the main features of the light cone, such
as the black ring in the center, are represented very well in both reconstructions.
In Figure 6.17 we show similar images for the light eld emitted by a bike
light. The left image again shows a photograph of the light source illuminating a
plane at 75 cm distance. The image on the right is a reconstruction for the same
distance. The narrow vertical stripes are an interesting feature of the bike light
that should be preserved in a model. They are mainly emitted from the upper and
lower edges of the luminaire and are reproduced very well when rendered. The
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Figure 6.18: Light eld acquired for the bike light dataset (rotated counter-
clockwise by 90 ◦).
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Figure 6.19: Left and middle: Photograph and reconstruction of the LED ash-
light acquired using the 30 mm acquisition basis Φ′bellq. Right: Reconstruction of
the car headlight acquired with the 49 mm B-Spline acquisition basis Φ′b-spline.
image shows furthermore some artifacts due to misalignment caused by the man-
ual acquisition process and due to remaining non-linearities in the manufactured
lters.
Due to the effective size of the luminaire (5 cm×2.5 cm) and its strongly
varying emission characteristics, the near eld is quite extended and inhomoge-
neous. This is particularly evident in the overview over the captured light eld
in Figure 6.18. (The individual sub-images of the light eld were normalized for
display. Note that they also contained negative values due to the acquisition lter
so that the black or gray background in each image corresponds to 0.) Different
parts of the narrow vertical stripes are emitted from different areas of the reector.
Their behavior could probably be even modeled using a single textured spotlight.
The central bright spot is in contrast to that emitted throughout the reector.
The LED ashlight contains 3 LEDs instead of a light bulb (see left of Fig-
ure 6.19 - the fourth, smaller LED is a low battery light, and is not used in normal
operation). Although the actual ashlight is identical to the one from Figure 6.16
except for the light bulb and the reector, the cone of light produced by this setup
is quite different from the one before. In particular, the illumination is much more
uniform, although roughly triangular due to the LED layout. This illustrates the
importance of using actual measurements from real world light sources in image
synthesis, since even small changes in the reectors can cause major differences
in appearance.
Figure 6.19 shows furthermore on the right a reconstruction of the car head-
light pointing at a plane. This dataset is the only one acquired using the B-Spline
acquisition basis Φ′b-spline. It shows a strong peak pointing straight ahead and a
much dimmer spread-out pattern to illuminate the close area ensuring that drivers
are not blinded when the headlight is used in the car.
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Figure 6.20: Exploring the cloister with the bike light.
6.7.2 Rendering
Figures 6.1 and 6.20 show a global illumination solution based on the acquired
datasets. The global illumination system is based on the photon mapping ap-
proach [Jensen01b] and uses the importance sampling approach described in Sec-
tion 6.6.1. Note that the distinctive patterns generated by the real world light
sources are reproduced faithfully.
The hardware-accelerated rendering approach described in Section 6.6.2 was
implemented on a Linux workstation with an Intel Xeon 1.7 GHz processor,
512 MB memory and an NVIDIA GeForce FX 5800 Ultra graphics board. The
acquired images are downsampled to a size of 300×300 pixels. The current imple-
mentation allows for rendering the ashlight and bike light datasets interactively
with a frame rate from 3.2 fps down to 0.55 fps at a window size of 400×400 pix-
els (see Figures 6.21 and 6.22). Rendering speed depends on both, the size of the
datasets and the polygon count of the rendered geometry model.
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Figure 6.21: Rendering of the 5×5 ashlight dataset in the crypt environment
(500 polygons) with different light source positions. Rendering speed: 2.7 to
3.2 frames per second at a window size of 400×400 pixels.
Figure 6.22: Left: Rendering of the 5×5 ashlight dataset zoomed on a detail
with small soft shadow. Right: An earlier version of the bike light dataset captured
with the Kodak DCS 560 and rendered at 0.55 frames per second in the cloister
model (8000 polygons). The color difference compared to Figure 6.20 is caused
by noise in the input images.
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6.8 Conclusions
We presented a novel approach for accurate real world light source acquisition. A
model is measured using a simple optical system to project the real light source
into a nite basis. This projection allows a correct optical pre-ltering of the
acquired light eld. We introduced a theoretical framework for this approach and
two possible setups for real acquisitions. The tests we performed to validate this
approach have shown that our setup can faithfully represent rather complex near-
and far-eld information with a relatively small number of measurements. The
fact that we perform optical low-pass ltering avoids aliasing artifacts such as
missing directional peaks. In our evaluations we found that Setup B, although
larger and harder to calibrate, is more practical for real-world light sources, since
it covers a larger eld-of-view.
We also presented an efcient algorithm for integrating our new light repre-
sentation into particle-based global illumination systems. Using a pre-inverted
cumulative density function, this method allows a constant time importance sam-
pling to emit those particles. Direct lighting can be computed interactively using
graphics hardware based on a shift-invariant approximation of the acquired data.
Given the combination of acquisition and rendering, we introduced a complete
pipeline to incorporate real world light sources into virtual worlds.
Chapter 7
Translucent Objects
Light interacts with ideal opaque objects purely locally  it is scattered at the
point of incidence according to the bidirectional reectance distribution func-
tion (BRDF, see Section 2.4.3) [Nicodemus77]. In contrast, light passes straight
through transparent objects (e.g., glass) and is only reected or refracted at mate-
rial boundaries. Many daily life objects (e.g., milk, skin or marble) are translucent
and belong to neither of these categories. They are characterized by multiple light
scattering inside the object. This subsurface scattering behavior leads to a very
distinct appearance which is visually important: light shines through objects, they
appear smooth and surface details are hidden.
Translucent objects can be rendered using a variety of physical simulation
techniques. Most recent rendering systems are based on the dipole approximation
to a diffusion model [Jensen01c]. This approach enables interactive evaluation
while providing good visual quality. Furthermore, physically correct parame-
ters can be determined for homogeneous materials by a point-based measurement
setup [Jensen01c]. To our knowledge, there exists however no technique that can
derive the necessary input data for a real object with spatially varying properties
such as the alabaster block shown in Figure 7.1. Several image-based acquisition
systems are able to capture objects that exhibit subsurface scattering. Unfortu-
nately, they do not take the specic properties of translucent objects into account
and are unable to provide a comprehensive model of such an object. They are par-
ticularly not able to render translucent objects from arbitrary viewpoints and un-
der arbitrary lighting conditions where the incident illumination varies per surface
point (e.g., illumination with textured point lights, or projected shadow borders).
We therefore propose a method to acquire a comprehensive model of a translu-
cent object with diffuse light propagation inside the object and local illumination
variation due to shadows or directionally dependent light sources. To this end we
sequentially illuminate a dense set of locations on an object’s surface and observe
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Figure 7.1: Side view of an alabaster block illuminated from the top by a laser.
Light is non-uniformly scattered depending on the material properties.
its impulse response function with a high-dynamic range video camera. The ac-
quired data is resampled into a hierarchical model taking advantage of the specic
properties of translucent material such as the exponential fall-off near the point of
incidence and the smooth global response. We introduce methods to consistently
interpolate holes (mainly caused by occlusion) in the acquired data and to reduce
the variance due to noise in the acquisition process. We implemented a rendering
method that allows us to display the acquired objects interactively. Finally, we
discuss how the acquired data could be incorporated into many current rendering
algorithms as a model for real objects exhibiting subsurface scattering.
7.1 Previous Work
The theory of radiation in scattering media is a well studied problem [Ishimaru78]
and is of interest in many applications (e.g., wave propagation for communication,
medicine, remote sensing). The goal in medicine and remote sensing is to draw
conclusions about the interior of a region by analyzing the scattered response to
incoming radiation which requires solving a difcult inverse problem. The pre-
dominant goal in computer graphics is to acquire enough data to achieve a realistic
visual model of an object’s response to incident illumination. While knowledge
of the interior structure of an object is required to perform exact simulations of the
physical behavior, it is neither mandatory nor necessarily efcient. Our approach
is entirely based on external measurements and does not depend on solving an
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inversion problem.
7.1.1 Models for Translucent Objects
Translucent objects can be modeled by dening their basic physical properties
(e.g., the absorption and scattering cross sections σa and σs [Ishimaru78]) for
each point inside their volume. Rendering such an object could then make use of
physical simulations or appropriate approximations.
Alternatively, it is sufcient to record the visible effects of subsurface scatter-
ing. Translucent objects can be modeled using a bidirectional scattering-surface
reectance distribution function S(~xi, ωˆi; ~xo, ωˆo) (BSSRDF, see Section 2.4.2)
[Nicodemus77] that relates irradiance at a surface position ~xi to the reected radi-
ance at ~xo for arbitrary incoming and outgoing directions ωˆi and ωˆo. The complex-
ity of this 8D function makes handling it quite cumbersome. The BSSRDF model
of Jensen et al. [Jensen01c] consists of a directionally dependent single scattering
term S(1) and a directionally independent multiple scattering term Sd (see also
Section 2.4.5). However, for the case of optically dense material, the directional
dependency is negligible since the response is dominated by multiple scattered
particles. Omitting the single scattering term, the BSSRDF of a translucent object
can be collapsed to the 4D diffuse subsurface reectance function Rd(~xi, ~xo) that
depends only on the incoming and outgoing surface positions.
7.1.2 Acquisition Techniques
Many image-based acquisition and rendering techniques are able to record and
reproduce some aspects of translucent objects: Techniques based on light elds
[Levoy96] or lumigraphs [Gortler96] achieve this for a given set of viewing and
lighting conditions. Surface light elds [Miller98, Wood00] record objects un-
der a single xed illumination for arbitrary viewpoints. In contrast to surface
light elds, reectance elds [Debevec00] as well as polynomial texture maps
[Malzbender01] capture an object illuminated by a set of distant point light
sources seen from a xed viewpoint.
Strongly translucent and transparent objects with reection and refraction
effects can be recorded for a single viewpoint using environment matting
[Zongker99, Chuang00]. Matusik et al. [Matusik02] combine environment mat-
ting and reectance elds to acquire an image-based representation of transpar-
ent and refractive objects including their 3D shape. Even though some of the
above techniques record objects under varying illumination, they record only
cases where the whole object is illuminated by distant light sources. Hence, as
noted by Debevec et al. [Debevec00], they are unable to faithfully reproduce the
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effects of local illumination variation such as shadow boundaries projected onto
an object.
Masselus et al. [Masselus03] capture the reectance eld of a scene for a xed
viewpoint and arbitrary illumination parameterized as a 4D incident light eld.
This allows for lighting the scene with arbitrary light sources including local illu-
mination within the relatively coarse resolution limit of the incident light eld.
Jensen et al. [Jensen01c] measure the scattering parameters for common mate-
rials such as marble or skin. They illuminate a single point on the surface, capture
the reected radiance with a digital camera, and compute the absorption cross
section σa and the reduced scattering cross section σ′s. Their results allow for
modeling homogeneous objects made from these materials. Arbitrary inhomoge-
neous objects are beyond the scope of their measurement approach.
In contrast, we take advantage of the specic properties of translucent mate-
rials and acquire the diffuse subsurface reectance function Rd(~xi, ~xo) that has
no angular variance at incident and exitant surface locations. This allows us to
densely sample the incoming and outgoing surface locations. We furthermore go
beyond a pure image-based representation and transform the acquired data into a
hierarchical data structure which reduces the storage cost considerably and allows
us to interpolate missing data points consistently.
7.1.3 Rendering
A variety of rendering techniques such as nite element methods [Rushmeier90,
Sillion95, Blasi93], bidirectional path tracing [Hanrahan93, Lafortune96], photon
mapping [Jensen98, Dorsey99], Monte Carlo simulations [Pharr00, Jensen99], or
diffusion [Stam95, Stam01] are able to simulate the effects of subsurface scatter-
ing based on physical principles. Subsurface scattering can also be integrated in
the framework of precomputed radiance transfer [Sloan03].
Jensen et al. [Jensen01c] introduced a practical BSSRDF model consisting of
a dipole approximation of the diffuse, multiple scattering term and an extension of
the Hanrahan and Krueger BRDF model [Hanrahan93] for the local, directional
dependent effects caused by single scattering. The simplicity of the model implies
drastically reduced rendering times compared to a full Monte Carlo Simulation.
Although the dipole approximation is only correct for the surface of a homoge-
neous, innite half-space, it yields visually convincing results. The degree of real-
ism can be further improved by adding a modulation texture to simulate spatially
varying materials.
Rendering with BSSRDFs is expensive since contributions from the whole
surface must be taken into account. Jensen and Buhler [Jensen02] sample there-
fore the irradiance rst and hierarchically evaluate the diffusion approximation in
a second pass. Hao et al. [Hao03] use a local illumination model and precompute
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the transfer factors for all vertex neighborhoods. Mertens et al. [Mertens03a] use a
clustering hierarchy which is re-built in real time to render deformable translucent
objects interactively. They also propose a local subsurface scattering algorithm
that integrates the samples in image space at interactive rates using hardware ac-
celeration [Mertens03b]. The translucent shadow map [Dachsbacher03] augments
a shadow map by the surface normal and the irradiance entering the object. This
information is used to evaluate the dipole approximation by hierarchically ltering
the translucent shadow map in real time on graphics hardware. Carr et al. [Carr03]
built an adaptive link structure in a preprocessing phase encoding the overall re-
sponse to incoming light and evaluate it at rendering time using 3 passes on the
graphics board.
Apart from Jensen et al. [Jensen01c], none of the above rendering methods are
based on extensive sets of measured input data. The main focus of our approach is
therefore to capture the exact behavior of real translucent objects including effects
that cannot be captured by simplied models such as the dipole approximation
(e.g., cracks in an object, volumetrically varying properties, hollow objects). The
acquired model is comprehensive and versatile. We will also discuss how it can be
integrated into a variety of the above rendering algorithms and present a interactive
rendering technique for the acquired models.
7.2 Hierarchical BSSRDF Model
The bidirectional scattering-surface reectance distribution function (BSSRDF,
see Section 2.4.2) S provides a general model for basic light transport. Omitting
spectral effects, polarization, and uorescence, the outgoing radiance L→(~xo, ωˆo)
at a surface location ~xo and a direction ωˆo is related to the incident radiance
L←(~xi, ωˆi) at all surface locations ~xi and for all directions ωˆi via
L→(~xo, ωˆo) =
∫
A
∫
Ω+(~xi)
L←(~xi, ωˆi)S(~xi, ωˆi; ~xo, ωˆo)〈nˆi · ωˆi〉dωˆid~xi.
A denotes the surface of the object and Ω+(~xi) is the hemisphere of directions on
the outside of the surface at ~xi.
Under the assumption of multiple light scattering inside the object which re-
moves the angular dependencies at incoming and exiting surface locations we can
replace S with a 4D diffuse subsurface reectance function Rd(~xi, ~xo):
L→(~xo, ωˆo) =
1
pi
Ft,o(η, ωˆo)
∫
A
Rd(~xi, ~xo) (7.1)
·
∫
Ω+(~xi)
L←(~xi, ωˆi)Ft,i(η, ωˆi)〈nˆi · ωˆi〉dωˆid~xi.
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Figure 7.2: Light propagation in translucent objects. All photons incident at ~xi
and exiting at ~xo must pass through two small volumes dV around ~xi and ~xo while
their paths are spread out inbetween.
The Fresnel transmittance factors Ft(η, ωˆ) model what fraction of the ux or ra-
diosity is transmitted through the surface boundary for a direction ωˆ and a given
relative index of refraction η. The factor 1/pi converts radiosity into exitant radi-
ance. The area foreshortening is represented by 〈nˆi · ωˆi〉.
The goal of our work is to measure Rd(~xi, ~xo) per color channel for all incom-
ing and outgoing surface locations ~xi and ~xo. If we illuminate a target object at a
single surface point ~x′i with known incident radiance L←(~x′i, ωˆi), we can observe
L→(~xo, ωˆo) on the object’s surface. Inverting Equation 7.1 becomes trivial and we
can record the impulse response Rd(~x′i, ~xo) for all ~xo.
Storing and rendering the full 4D function Rd with high resolution is imprac-
tical. The nature of optically dense translucent objects (see Figure 7.2) however
makes Rd well suitable for a hierarchical modeling approach: Rd will typically
vary strongly in the proximity of ~xi due to the exponential fall-off of radiosity
inside the scattering volume. In distant areas, Rd varies quite smoothly. Sharp
features are usually caused by inhomogeneous material properties within a small
volume dV on and right below the object’s surface at ~xi and ~xo. All photons pass
through these volumes and their inuence is signicant (see Feng et al. [Feng93]
for a study of photon path distributions within scattering material).
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7.2.1 Discretization of Light Transport
The hierarchical BSSRDF model is based on a discrete version of the integral
expression in Equation 7.1 at which we arrive with a Galerkin type approach
[Heckbert91, Zatz93]. For each hierarchy level, we introduce a set of basis func-
tions for the discretization. Multiple discrete representations of the same data are
of course redundant but allow us to adapt the sampling density to the smoothness
of Rd. Appropriate blending will be necessary for correct results when combining
them into a single model.
On the nest level of the hierarchy we generally employ a set of piecewise
constant basis functions assuming a sufciently high sampling density to model
the objects response in the vicinity of an incoming light impulse. At coarser lev-
els, which will be used to represent the smoother global response, we use more
elaborate basis functions such as hat functions.
For the discretization, we rst reformulate Equation 7.1 in order to be able to
address the irradianceE(~xi) collected at a surface point ~xi and the radiosityB(~xo)
at the outgoing surface position ~xo individually:
L→(~xo, ωˆo) =
1
pi
Ft,o(η, ωˆo)B(~xo) (7.2)
B(~xo) =
∫
A
Rd(~xi, ~xo)E(~xi)d~xi (7.3)
E(~xi) =
∫
Ω+(~xi)
L←(~xi, ωˆi)Ft,i(η, ωi)〈nˆi · ωˆi〉dωˆi. (7.4)
For each of the discretizations we rst choose a set of spatial basis functions
ψu(~x) and project the irradiance E(~xi) onto the chosen basis:
E˜u(~xi) =
∑
u
Euψu(~xi) ≈ E(~xi)
The coefcients Eu are found by calculating scalar products of E(~xi) with dual
basis functions ψ˜u(~x):1
Eu =
∫
A
E(~xi)ψ˜u(~xi)d~xi (7.5)
Equation 7.3 is then transformed into a matrix-vector multiplication:
Bv =
∑
u
EuFu,v (7.6)
1The dual basis functions are the unique set of linear combinations of the primary basis func-
tions ψ(~x) that fulfill the orthonormality relations
∫
A
ψu(~x)ψ˜v(~x)d~x = δuv. The Kronecker delta
function δuv is defined as δuv = 1 if u = v and δuv = 0 otherwise.
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with throughput factors
Fu,v =
∫
A
∫
A
ψu(~xi)Rd(~xi, ~xo)ψ˜v(~xo)d~xod~xi. (7.7)
The radiosity B(~xo) at surface position ~xo is reconstructed as
B(~xo) ≈
∑
v
Bvψv(~xo). (7.8)
The conversion of radiosity into outgoing radiance L→(~xo, ωˆo) for a particular
direction ωˆo can then be performed according to Equation 7.2.
7.2.2 Modulation of Smooth Hierarchy Levels
Using a coarse hierarchy level to model the scattering behavior of an object will
lead to a smooth radiosity distribution on its surface (depending on the sample
spacing and the chosen set of basis functions ψu(~x)). For an object with inho-
mogeneous scattering properties, that exhibits high frequency variations on the
surface as shown in Figure 7.2, this will lead to a too smooth reconstruction hid-
ing important details.
If we assume that the high frequency variations depend on the properties of a
small volume dV (~xo) surrounding an exitant surface location ~xo, the effect of the
details is independent of ~xi and applies to all discretized radiosity contributions
Bv. We can therefore introduce a modulation factor Tρ(~xo) that modulates the
computed radiosity for each surface location. Using Equation 7.3, Tρ(~xo) should
be chosen such that the objective function
O =
∫
A
Rd(~xi, ~xo)E(~xi)d~xi − Tρ(~xo) ·
∑
v
(
ψv(~xo) ·
∑
u
EuFu,v
)
is minimal for all incoming surface positions ~xi.
Overall, the outgoing radiance L→(~xo, ωˆo) of one hierarchy level is now ap-
proximated by
L→(~xo, ωˆo) ≈ 1
pi
Ft,o(η, ωˆo) · Tρ(~xo) ·
∑
v
(
ψv(~xo) ·
∑
u
EuFu,v
)
. (7.9)
7.2.3 Implemented Model
For the remainder of this chapter we use an implementation of the above model
with two hierarchy levels  a model with high sampling density in the vicinity of
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the incoming impulse (local term) and a much coarser sampling in distant, smooth
areas (global term) possibly modulated by Tρ. The radiosity due to the local and
global terms is denoted B l and Bg, respectively.
The parameterization and the sets of basis functions used in the model are
chosen with the requirements of an hardware-accelerated rendering approach in
mind: We use the vertices of a triangle mesh representing the object’s geometry
as sample locations for the global term. The local term is parameterized as mesh
texture stored in a texture atlas. We assume furthermore, that during rendering the
irradiance is available for each non-empty texel in the texture atlas, i.e., that an
irradiance map corresponding to the texture atlas is available.
Global Term
The smooth global term of the subsurface light transport is represented by vertex-
to-vertex form factors Fi,j using linear interpolation of vertex radiosities. The
form factors are stored in a form factor matrix F. Linear interpolation of vertex
colors is well-known in graphics under the name of Gouraud interpolation. On a
triangle mesh, it corresponds to representing a color function by its coefcients
with respect to the following basis functions:
ψg1(~x) = β1(~x)
ψg2(~x) = β2(~x)
ψg3(~x) = β3(~x)
where
~x = β1(~x)~v1 + β2(~x)~v2 + β3(~x)~v3.
v1, v2, v3 are the three vertices of the triangle containing ~x. The β’s are the
barycentric coordinates of ~x in the triangle ~v1, ~v2, ~v3. Note that
β3(~x) = 1− β1(x)− β2(x).
We associate a basis function ψgi with every vertex i in the triangle mesh.
ψgi (~x) is zero except for the three vertices in the triangle containing ~x. When
plotted, these basis functions look like hats centered at each mesh vertex.
In order to achieve a good sampling density, an input triangle mesh with typi-
cally several 100 k triangles needs to be simplied to an appropriate vertex count
(on the order of 10 k vertices for interactive rendering). During simplication we
try to obtain equilateral triangles of similar size in order to improve the uniformity
of the basis functions.
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Local Term
To capture the strong variations of the local term in the immediate neighborhood
of an incident light impulse, we use a surface texture stored in a texture atlas to
parameterize the object. We assign constant basis functions per texel and model
the light transport by means of 7×7 texel-to-texel throughput lter kernels K(u,v)
centered at each non-empty texel (u, v) in the texture atlas.
Mathematically, this corresponds to projecting on a piecewise constant basis
functions ψl(u,v). The basis functions are 1 on the part of the model surface S(u, v)
projected in a single texture atlas texel (u, v) (the footprint of the texel). Every-
where else the basis functions are 0. The dual basis functions ψ˜l(u,v) are piecewise
constant in the same way, except that they take a value 1/A(u, v) instead of 1 on
S(u, v). A(u, v) is the area of S(u, v).
The texture atlas is generated by rst splitting the triangular mesh of the model
into different partial meshes and orthographically projecting each partial mesh
onto a suitable plane. The angle between the normals of the projected triangles
and the plane normal are kept small to limit distortion and ensure best sampling
rate. Starting with a random triangle, we add an adjacent triangle to a partial
mesh if the deviation of the triangle’s normal compared to the average normal of
the partial mesh is below some threshold (commonly pi
4
leading to a maximum
distortion factor of 1/ cos pi
4
=
√
2). We also add to each partial mesh a border
formed by adjacent triangles. The width of the border is required to be at least 3
texels to provide sufcient support for applying the 7×7 lter kernels to the core
of the partial mesh. The border triangles may be distorted in order to fulll this
constraint.
All projected partial textures are rotated to ensure that the area of their axis-
aligned bounding box is minimal [Toussaint83, Pirzadeh99]. A generic packing
algorithm generates a dense packing of the bounding boxes into a square texture
of predened size. The algorithm is able to scale the size of the bounding boxes
using a global scaling factor in order to ensure dense packing. Figure 7.9 shows
an example of a texture atlas generated for the alabaster horse model.
Blending Global and Local Term
The global and the local response cannot be simply added to obtain the correct
result. In the regions of direct illumination, both contributions will add up to
approximately twice the correct result. However, the radiosity Bg will have the
largest interpolation error near the point of light incidence while B l returns the
more accurate response for points close to direct illumination (see Figure 7.3 (b)
and (c)). Bl is actually only available for those points.
Our choice is to keep the texel accurate lter kernel for the local radiosity
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Figure 7.3: a) Ideal impulse response. b) Local response B l modeled by the lter
kernel in texture space with constant basis functions (red) c) Linear interpolation
of the global response Bg resulting from distributing the irradiance and evalu-
ating the form factor matrix F. d) Optimized global and local response: The
diagonal of F0 is set to zero, the weights for Bdi (green dots) are optimized to in-
terpolate the boundary of the lter kernel (blue dots), the blue area is subtracted
from the lter kernel.
since it represents the best local response of our model. Thus, we somehow have
to reduce the inuence of the global part at small scattering distances and must
ensure smooth blending between the local and global response where the inuence
of the local response ends.
The global radiosity Bg due to direct illumination corresponds to the diagonal
elements Fi,i of the form factor matrix F. Since the radiosity due to direct illumi-
nation will be modeled by the local term B l, the diagonal entries of F are set to
zero yielding F0 and a new global radiosity Bg0 without direct illumination
Bg0ν =
∑
i
Egi F
0
i,ν . (7.10)
To obtain smooth blending we introduce a new radiosity vector Bdi which is
directly derived from the irradiance at the kernel centers (u, v):
Bdi =
∑
(u,v)
E(u, v)ψgi (~x(u, v))wi(u, v).
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The weighting function wi(u, v) species the contribution of the irradiance inci-
dent at (u, v) to Bdi for the three vertices of the triangle containing (u, v). Using
this new radiosity vector, the combined radiosity response will be obtained as
B(~x) = Bl(~x) +Bd(~x) +Bg0(~x). (7.11)
Our approach to determine the weighting functions wν(u, v) is to minimize
the difference between the interpolated global radiosity and the correct radiosity
for each texel (s, t) on the boundary Γ of its lter kernel K(u,v)(s, t). The correct
radiosity at Γ is found by calculating or measuring a larger lter kernelK 9×9(u,v)(s, t).
Stated mathematically, the problem is to nd wν(u, v) such that
O=
∑
(s,t)∈Γ
[
K9×9(u,v)(s, t)E(u, v)−Bg0(~xc(s, t))−Bd(~xc(s, t))
]2
=
∑
(s,t)∈Γ
[
K9×9(u,v)(s, t)E(u, v)−Bg0(~xc(s, t))−
3∑
ν=1
E(u, v)ψgν(~xc(s, t))wν(u, v)
]2
is minimal. ~xc(s, t) is the surface point corresponding to the center of texel (s, t).
The new global radiosityBg0(~x) at a point ~x is the sum ofBg0ν (see Equation 7.10)
over the vertices ν of the triangle containing ~x:
Bg0(~x) =
∑
ν
ψgν(~x)B
g0
ν .
After correcting the global response, we also have to change the lter kernels.
The interpolated values of the global response have to be subtracted from each
kernel, corresponding to the blue area in Figure 7.3 (d).
The irradiance at each texel is now distributed to two different vectors: to Egi
using the dual basis functions ψ˜g and to Bdi using the weights wi described in this
section.
Modulation Texture
For the modulation texture, we make use of the parameterization given by the
texture atlas. Modulation factors Tρ(u, v) can thus be dened using the basis
functions ψl(u,v) dened for the local term.
7.3 Generation of Synthetic Datasets
Given a method to evaluate the diffuse subsurface scattering reectance function
Rd(~xi, ~xo) for arbitrary incoming and outgoing surface locations, we can compute
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the necessary parameters of the proposed model, i.e., spatially varying lter ker-
nels K(u,v), the vertex-to-vertex throughput factor matrix F, and the modulation
texture Tρ.
7.3.1 Local Response
According to Equation 7.5, the irradiance coefcients E l(u, v) correspond to
the average irradiance on S(u, v). We will approximate them by the value
at the center point in the texel. The texel-to-texel throughput factor (Equa-
tion 7.7) between texel (u, v) and (s, t) is approximated as K(u,v)(s, t) =
A(u, v)Rd(~xc(u, v), ~xc(s, t)) with Rd being evaluated at the surface points ~xc cor-
responding to the center of the texels. These texel-to-texel throughput factors
can be viewed as non-constant irradiance texture lter kernels. Equation 7.6 then
corresponds to a convolution of the irradiance texture. The convolved (blurred)
irradiance map shows the locally scattered radiosity B l(~y).
7.3.2 Global Response
We will need to project the irradiance E(x) into the basis of hat functions:
E(~x) ≈
∑
i
Egi ψ
g
i (~x).
The coefcients Egi are given by scalar products with the dual basis functions
ψ˜gi of ψ
g
i (see Equation 7.5). These dual functions are zero except for the three
vertices of the triangle containing ~x. The three non-zero values are
ψ˜gν(~x) =
3
Aν
(4βν(~x)− 1)
where Aν is the sum of the areas of the triangles sharing vertex ν, ν being a vertex
of the triangle containing ~x.
The throughput factors (7.7) are approximated in the following way, which
requires to evaluate the diffuse subsurface scattering reectance Rd only once for
each pair of mesh vertices (vi, vj):
Fi,j ≈ Rd(vi, vj) ·
∫
S
ψgi (~x)d~x ·
∫
S
ψ˜gj (~y)d~y =
Ai
3
Rd(vi, vj).
The matrix-vector product (Equation 7.6) then results in the scattered radiosityBgj
at the mesh vertices vj . The global radiosity Bg(~y) for intermediate surface points
~y is found by linear interpolation:
Bg(~y) =
∑
j
Bgjψ
g
j (~y) =
∑
ν
Bgνβν(~y)
where the latter sum is over the three vertices of the triangle containing ~y.
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Figure 7.4: Synthetic datasets. The bust on the right is rendered as skim milk. Dif-
ferences in the scattering behavior between the horse model with uniform marble
and with added veins are clearly visible.
7.3.3 Modulation Texture
Since the form factor matrix F already computes the radiosity at the vertices cor-
rectly, we have to ensure that those values are not changed by the modulation
texture Tρ. Therefore we divide the vertex radiosity by its corresponding texture
value prior to multiplication with the texture:
BTi = B
g
i /Tρ(vi) (7.12)
The complete low-frequency response is then given by
Bg(~x) = Tρ(~x)
3∑
ν=1
ψgν(~x)B
T
j . (7.13)
7.3.4 Examples
The synthetic datasets shown in Figure 7.4 were computed using the dipole ap-
proximation [Jensen01c] (see Section 2.4.5) for Rd(~xi, ~xo) and the parameters
from [Jensen01c]. The bust is made out of skim milk, the uniform horse is com-
puted using the parameters of marble. For the right horse, the marble was mixed
with a much darker material using a Perlin noise function [Perlin85]. The render-
ing was performed using the technique presented in Section 7.8.
7.4 Acquisition of Translucent Objects
We described in the previous section how synthetic data for the hierarchical
BSSRDF model can be generated. In the next sections we will introduce a method
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to acquire a model for real world translucent objects.
The system employs a laser projection system to sequentially illuminate indi-
vidual surface locations ~x′i with a narrow beam of light. Under the assumption
of diffuse light propagation inside the translucent object, the objects impulse re-
sponse corresponds to the diffuse subsurface scattering reectance function Rd.
The outgoing radiance can be captured by a high-dynamic range video camera.
The properties of this setup allow us to simplify Equation 7.1 to
L→(~xo, ωˆo) =
1
pi
Ft,o(η, ωˆo)
∫
A
Rd(~xi, ~xo) δ(~xi − ~x′i)
·
∫
Ω+(~xi)
L←(~xi, ωˆi)Ft,i(η, ωˆi) 〈nˆi · ωˆi〉 δ(ωˆi − ωˆ′i) dωˆid~xi
=
1
pi
Ft,o(η, ωˆo)Rd(~x
′
i, ~xo)Ft,i(η, ωˆ
′
i) Φlaser.
We assume hereby that an innitesimally small laser beam is incident at surface
location ~x′i from ωˆ′i. Φlaser is the radiant ux emitted by the laser which we assume
to be constant. δ(~xi − ~x′i) denotes the Dirac delta function.2 In order to compute
the Fresnel factors Ft(η, ωˆ) that represent an approximation to the real behavior
of a surface [Schlick94] we need to know the relative index of refraction η. We
follow here Jensen et al. [Jensen01c] and set η = 1.3 but acknowledge that this is
not exact.
Given the observations of the HDR video camera, we can now determine
Rd(~x
′
i, ~xo) for all visible surface locations.
7.4.1 Acquisition Setup
Figure 7.5 shows an overview over the acquisition setup in the MPI acquisi-
tion lab: The target object is illuminated by a laser projection system (see Sec-
tion 3.3.2) that sweeps a laser beam over the object’s surface. The object is placed
on a turntable in order to illuminate as many surface regions as possible. The ob-
ject’s response to the illumination is recorded by the Lars III high-dynamic range
video camera (Section 3.2.4). The camera is manually placed at different locations
relative to the projection system in order to minimize occlusions and to record the
object from all sides. We rely on the repeatability of the laser projector and the
turntable to ensure that identical surface positions are lit for all camera positions.
2The Dirac delta function is the derivative of the Heavyside step functionH(x) withH(x) = 0
for x < 0, H(x) = 1/2 for x = 0, H(x) = 1 for x > 0. We use here the following property of
the delta function:
∫
∞
−∞
f(x)δ(x− a)dx = ∫ a+
a−
f(x)δ(x− a)dx = f(a). A delta function with
non-scalar arguments can be expanded as a product of scalar delta functions, e.g., δ(~x − ~x′) =
δ(x− x′)δ(y − y′)δ(z − z′) for ~x = (x, y, z)T .
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Figure 7.5: Acquisition setup. The laser projector illuminates the target object
(resting on the turntable). The scene is observed by the HDR video camera from
several positions. The two spotlights visible on both sides of the camera in the
right image are used to illuminate the object during silhouette detection.
We record one image per view (a combination of turntable and camera position)
where the object is fully illuminated by additional spotlights for registration of
the object with respect to the camera. The whole acquisition runs at 15 fps (half
the camera speed) as we discard all frames during which the laser position was
changed. Additional breaks occur when the laser color is changed (due to the
warmup curve of the lasers) or when the turntable is rotated.
7.4.2 Geometric and Photometric Calibration
We performed a geometric camera calibration [Bouguet03] to recover the intrinsic
parameters of the HDR camera as described in Section 3.2.2. Due to the lack of
features on translucent objects and the ease of silhouette detection caused by the
global light transport, we use a silhouette based registration algorithm [Lensch01]
to recover the pose of the target object relative to the camera. Given a non-
degenerated set of laser hit points on the object’s surface and the corresponding
deection settings of the laser projector, we are able to recover the position of the
laser projector relative to the setup.
For the photometric calibration, we rely on the overall linearity of the camera
output which is conrmed by the response curve given in Section 3.2.4. We fur-
thermore assume that the radiant ux emitted by the laser is constant over time.
We then need to perform a white balancing step for the individual lasers taking
the spectral response of the camera into account. To this end, we sequentially
illuminate a white, scattering calibration target with the three lasers and sum up
the contribution of all image pixels.
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7.5 Efcient Data Access
A typical acquisition yields an uncompressed data volume of several hundreds of
gigabytes. (Data compression can reduce the size of the raw data to a few tens of
gigabytes while our nal models are typically only a few hundreds of megabytes.)
It is therefore mandatory to use efcient algorithms to access the input data when
estimating our hierarchical model. In this section, we describe the measures we
took to speed up this access before we describe the post-processing of the global
and local term in Sections 7.6 and 7.7, respectively.
Each complete acquisition consists of a small number of views (combinations
of camera position and turntable rotation, typically 2030 views). Most of the
essential information for the further processing steps is constant per view and
needs to be computed only once as the camera observes the object always from
the same perspective. This information includes the position of the object and
the laser projector relative to the camera. We precompute the Fresnel term for
all visible surface locations and assign all pixels in the input image a condence
value based on the viewing and lighting directions that is used as weighting factor
for the input data. We also reject at this stage all pixels that are close to a specular
highlight or seen under grazing angles and generate the mapping from our texture
atlas into the input images. The mapping from vertices to image coordinates and
the visibility are precomputed as well.
In estimating our hierarchical model, we evaluate all images for a given
turntable and laser projector position at the same time. These images show the
object under identical illumination conditions and contain all information that is
available for a specic illumination condition. We rst decide whether the image
tuple is valid, i.e., whether the laser spot is visible, and compute the laser spot
position in the image with sub-pixel accuracy. From this information, we can de-
rive the 3D position of the laser spot on the object and the corresponding texture
atlas coordinate. Note that Godin et al. [Godin01] have shown that 3D laser range
scanning of translucent objects suffers from a systematic bias since the peak loca-
tion is moved for varying viewing and lighting directions. The computed 3D laser
spot position will therefore not necessarily correspond to the true incident laser
position but will be the best estimate derived from the input images.
The data can now be efciently resampled to derive the global and local term
as given in the following sections using the precomputed information. Our current
implementation processes the input data streams with up to 50 images per second
on a PC with a 3 GHz Xeon CPU which is more than three times the speed of the
acquisition.
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Figure 7.6: The global term for the starfruit model. Left: A single column of
the global throughput factor matrix. The green vertex in the center marks the
point of incidence, red areas denote missing values. Right: The same vertex after
interpolation. Note that values on the ridge are interpolated consistently.
7.6 Global Term Post-Processing
As discussed in Section 7.2.3, the object’s diffuse subsurface reectance function
Rd(~xi, ~xo) away from the point of incidence is represented with a global term as
a matrix of throughput factors F. During resampling, F is lled with subsurface
reectance functions  one function per vertex stored in a column of F. In general,
the columns of F are only partially lled since Rd(~xi, ~xo) is only available for a
nite set of incoming surface locations ~xi. Furthermore, only a subset of exiting
surface locations ~xo is recorded due to incomplete coverage and occlusions.
The task in post-processing is therefore to estimate the complete throughput
factor matrix F based on the available measurements. Post-processing combines
individual observations for a specic point of incidence ~xi, it interpolates within
a single subsurface reectance function (a column of F) and between subsurface
reectance functions of neighboring vertices. During interpolation the distribution
of energy within the material needs to be taken into account. In homogeneous
material the energy falls off exponentially with distance from the point of incident
light according to the diffusion approximation. However, our method is aimed at
inhomogeneous objects with behavior which deviates from the smooth diffusion
approximation. Figure 7.6 shows an individual subsurface reectance function
for the starfruit model before and after interpolation of missing values. Figure 7.7
shows renderings with the full matrix F before and after interpolation.
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Figure 7.7: The global term for the starfruit model. Left: Irradiance. Middle:
The global term before interpolation. Missing data leads to artifacts. Right: The
global term after interpolation. The artifacts are reduced and missing data is
lled in.
7.6.1 Data Resampling
A high-dynamic range image of the object is already a scaled subsurface re-
ectance function for light entering at a point ~xi. The data consists however of
samples at discrete locations of the image plane and covers only the part of the
surface which is in a view. Knowing the 3D geometry of the measurement setup
allows us to resample the data on the object’s surface. The surface is represented
as a triangular surface mesh where each triangle represents a similar surface area.
Resampling then is the look-up of the bi-linearly interpolated image intensity at
each vertex location. The position of the incident light needs also to be resampled
and is assumed to contribute to the three vertices of the enclosing triangle. We
weight the light according to the barycentric coordinates of the point inside the
triangle. We combine measurements of the same subsurface reectance function
observed from different viewpoints and with varying laser colors. The result of
the resampling are columns of the throughput factor matrix F in RGB color space
with some missing entries due to unobserved surface area and completely missing
columns for vertices on the surface which were never lit. The interpolation of the
matrix of throughput factors which addresses these cases is described next.
7.6.2 Interpolation
Interpolation of the throughput factors within a column of the matrix is the task
of function interpolation on an irregularly meshed surface. In the diffusion ap-
proximation for homogeneous media the function is a sum of exponential decays
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which non-trivially depend on distance. Jensen et al. [Jensen01c] report difcul-
ties in tting the diffusion approximation with dipole lighting to the measured
responses of homogeneous material samples. The function is more complicated
for inhomogeneous objects and, in our case the interpolation has to potentially
ll in large unseen areas. We conclude that function tting seems inappropriate.
Instead, we use ltering of throughput factors on the mesh (similar to mesh fair-
ing [Taubin95]) with different averaging lter kernels. The edge length in the
mesh is taken into account as by Desbrun et al. [Desbrun99]. The lter operates
on the logarithm of the transfer coefcients because of the exponential decay of
the subsurface reectance function. The ltering operates on color information
which originates from separate images with sequential laser illumination. There-
fore, the noise in the color information will affect luminance and chrominance.
We choose the CIE YU∗V∗ model [CIE86] since it yields linear luminance values
and allows interpolation of chrominance values in a near-linear space with respect
to the human visual system.
On the symmetric matrix F we ll all the missing entries Fr,k in columns k
where we observe the incident light point Fk,k. Filling is performed by weighted
averaging xing the observation values. In particular, we solve the following
iteration (similar to Perona and Malik [Perona90] but on a mesh domain)
F
t+1
r,k = F
t
r,k + α(1− cr) ·
∑
n∈N
ψ
(
Fn,k − Fr,k
en,r
, σ
)
The neighbors n of a vertex r are its one-ring neighborhood N connected with
edges of length en,r. The weighting function ψ can be understood as the derivative
of an error norm ρwith the scale parameter σ [Sapiro01]. We employ least squares
with ψ(x, σ) = 2∗x/σ2 and median ltering with ψ(x) = sign(x). The choice of
condence cr in the current transfer coefcient Fr,k controls the update rate and
cr = 1 keeps the existing measurement xed. We observed satisfactory results
with this approach. For highly non-smooth transfer matrices image inpainting
techniques (e.g., [Bertalmio00]) may be able to interpolate structure as well.
Subsurface reectance functions for vertices for which the laser did not reach
the triangle surface fan are interpolated iteratively from neighboring vertices. This
is justied since a throughput factor Fk,c far from the point of illumination is typ-
ically similar to the throughput factor Fk,n connecting the same vertex k with
incident light positions n close to the position of illumination c. The neighbor-
hood N is the one-ring of the vertex c. This approach will break down for the
diagonal entry Fk,k and close-by points. The neighborhood N of diagonal el-
ements Fk,k are the neighboring diagonal Fn,n of the one-ring. We dene the
vertices of the one-ring neighborhood as close points and blend diagonal interpo-
lation and far interpolation. We dene diagonal neighbors of a close point as the
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Figure 7.8: Far and diagonal interpolation of throughput factor matrix F. The
throughput factor shown in red is interpolated based on the neighboring factors
shown in black.
distance-weighted average response of the vertices of the one-ring neighborhood
of diagonal neighbors. (This is similar to the interpolation of Green’s functions of
an elastic solid described by Pai et al. [Pai01]). Far and diagonal interpolation are
illustrated in Figure 7.8.
We ensure symmetry of the throughput factor matrix by setting Ft+1 =
1
2
(Ft + (Ft)T ) between each kind of interpolation, as well as at the beginning
and the end of the post-processing. The interpolation for missing entries in a
column of F and for missing complete columns is achieved with the same l-
tering framework. The differences between the two tasks are limited to different
neighborhood denitions. Our ltering framework could also be easily extended
to diffusion solved by forward Euler iterations and diffusion solved with implicit
schemes [Desbrun99].
7.6.3 Modulation Texture
The texture values of Tρ are derived during resampling from object regions distant
from the point of incidence of the illumination. For a texel in Tρ that is visible
and smoothly lit in an input image we record its RGB value tu,v. We select the
appropriate mesh triangle and interpolate tint based on the throughput factors at
the corresponding vertex locations. The weighted average of the ratio tu,v/tint
over all appropriate input images is stored in Tρ. At rendering time, we multiply
the global response with Tρ. The construction ensures that the radiosity remains
unchanged at mesh vertices and is consistently modulated at all other locations.
Figure 7.9 shows as an example the recovered detail texture for the horse model.
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Figure 7.9: Left: Texture atlas with borders for the horse model. Right: Recov-
ered modulation texture (color coded version of the green channel: blue areas
become darker, red areas become brighter, green areas remain unchanged).
7.7 Local Term Post-Processing
The lter kernels are estimated in the texture atlas domain based on images where
the laser spot is visible. In general, the peak of the laser spot will fall between
the discrete pixel locations in the texture atlas. In the following, we describe the
resampling necessary to ensure accurate lter kernels.
7.7.1 Data Resampling
Figure 7.10 (left) shows an example of the peak of a lter kernel mapped to the
nearest neighbor texel. All texels in an 8×8 pixel neighborhood around the peak
location are plotted according to their 3D distance to the peak texel. A clearly
structured fall-off is not visible. If we however plot them according to their dis-
tance to the sub-pixel location of the peak (see Figure 7.10, right), the general
shape of the fall-off of subsurface scattering material is recognizable (see Fig-
ure 2.11 for a comparison to the dipole approximation with arbitrary parameters).
The measurement data also reveals strong variations due to surface detail at a
given texel location. Surface detail is associated with a texel location and should
not be resampled to preserve the sharpness of features.
In order to recover plausible lter kernels, we therefore shift the peak location
to all four neighboring pixel locations while keeping the surface details spatially
xed. To separate the illumination from the surface detail, we t the approxima-
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Figure 7.10: Building the lter kernels. Left: Location of the laser peak mapped
to its nearest neighbor texel. The plot shows monochrome luminance values from
the 8×8 texel neighborhood around the highlight. The horizontal axis is the dis-
tance in mm to a neighboring texel in the texture atlas. The values show a fall-off
with distance but no clear structure. Right: If we plot the same data over the
distance to the sub-pixel peak location, a fall-off resembling the sum of two expo-
nential functions appears (see Figure 2.11 for comparison to the dipole approxi-
mation [Jensen01c]).
tion
m(d) = c1 · eα1d + c2 · eα2d
to the data. d is the 3D distance from the peak location, c1 and c2 are t per color
channel, α1, and α2 are identical for all color channels. In order to achieve a
stable t we rst set c2 to 0 and t α1 and c1 in log space to all data points with
d > ξ1. We then x α1 and c1 and t the remaining parameters to all data points
with d < ξ2 (ξ1 = 3mm and ξ2 = 1mm for the example in Figure 7.10). This
typically results in a stable t of the exponents. In the next step, we t only the
color values c1 and c2 to all data points. The difference between the measured
data points and m(d) is then encoded in a 8×8 pixel multiplicative correction
texture C.
In order to compute the four lter kernels for the neighboring vertices, we
evaluate m(d) for their respective center location and divide the result values by
C. If some pixels in the neighborhood were not visible in the input images, we
can interpolate them using m(d).
7.7.2 Interpolation
Interpolation of lter kernels is performed by vector ltering over the surface of
the object. Each 7×7 lter kernel is represented as a 49-vector. We use the same
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ltering framework as for the transfer coefcients F but on the texture atlas do-
main instead of the triangular mesh. The neighborhood N in the texture atlas
contains a texel’s four-neighbors except for texture atlas boundaries. The bound-
aries need to be treated specially in order to ensure the correct neighborhood in-
formation. Each boundary texel links therefore to a corresponding non-boundary
texel in a different map of the atlas that is used instead of the boundary texel
during ltering. Filter kernels also differ in size since different areas in the atlas
are not isometric. The functional approximation allows for an easy interpolation
independent of size at texture map boundaries.
Beside the vector of function parameters, we also propagate the multiplicative
correction textures C. Typically, most of the multiplicative textures overlap in
our examples due to their size and the laser spot sample spacing so that little
interpolation is necessary.
7.8 Rendering
We carefully chose the implementation of the hierarchical BSSRDF model to fa-
cilitate interactive rendering using a modern PC supported by graphics hardware
(see Section 7.2.3). Interactive rendering of both, synthetic and acquired datasets,
is therefore straightforward: We rst compute an illumination map and split the
computation into two branches. One branch derives the irradiance at each vertex
from the illumination map and computes the global response. The second branch
evaluates the local response by ltering the illumination map. Both branches can
be executed in parallel on a dual processor machine. Finally, the global and the
local response are combined. Figure 7.11 shows an overview over the rendering
system.
Note however that the acquisition method for translucent objects is not limited
to this particular rendering technique. Although it does not contain the basic pa-
rameters needed for a physical simulation, it can still be treated as a black box
by a Monte Carlo raytracer or a photon mapping system. Both require only a prob-
abilistic evaluation of the local and global throughput factors which can be sped
up using an inverted cumulative density function [Pitman92]. The model can also
be directly integrated in the preprocessing phase of precomputed radiance transfer
[Sloan03], the local illumination framework of Hao et al. [Hao03] or the adaptive
link technique by Carr et al. [Carr03]. The model can substitute an evaluation
of the dipole approximation [Jensen01c] although the size of the data structure
makes an evaluation on current graphics hardware difcult.
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Figure 7.11: Workow during rendering: rst, incident illumination is computed
and projected into the texture atlas. The resulting illumination map is processed
in two ways. The local response (left branch) is computed by ltering the inci-
dent illumination map with spatially varying 7×7 texel-to-texel lter kernels. The
global response (right branch) is computed by projecting the illumination to the
mesh vertices and multiplying the vertex irradiance vector with a vertex-to-vertex
throughput factor matrix. Finally the global and the local response are combined.
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7.8.1 Computing the Illumination
Since we require an illumination map based on the texture atlas, we need to con-
vert the illumination from object space into texture space. Furthermore, we have
to integrate over the illumination map in order to compute the irradiance at the
vertices.
The illumination map can easily be created by rendering the object not using
its 3D vertex positions but its 2D texture coordinates from the texture atlas. The
result is a 2D representation of the incidnet illumination in the form of an illumi-
nation map texture. Some care has to be taken that the lighting is correctly com-
puted even though the geometry is projected into 2D. We do this by computing
the lighting in a vertex shader [Lindholm01] using the original 3D vertex position
and normal. Furthermore we include a Fresnel term in the lighting calculations
for which we use Schlick’s approximation [Schlick94] (see Section 2.4.1) which
can also be computed in the vertex shader. The rendered illumination map is then
read back from the frame buffer and stored. In Figure 7.11, the illumination on
the object and the corresponding illumination map derived using the texture atlas
are shown.
Once the irradiance at each texel (u, v) is computed, we can integrate it to
obtain the irradiance for each vertex. In order to distribute the texel irradiance
correctly to vertex irradiance, we follow Equation 7.5. The vertex irradiance E gi
is given as
Egi =
∑
(u,v)
ψ˜gi (u, v)E(u, v)A(u, v), (7.14)
the sum over all texels in the illumination map times the value at the current texel
of the dual basis function corresponding to the vertex, times the area A(u, v) of
the model surface S(u, v) covered in the texel. As a result, the illumination at each
texel is distributed to exactly three different vertices. The weights ψ˜gi (u, v)A(u, v)
are precomputed into an image of the same resolution as the texture atlas.
The same distribution mechanism is also applied to obtain the second radiosity
vector Bdi . This time, the weights wi(u, v) are used instead of the dual basis
function. Distributing the illumination map to two vectors instead of just one does
not signicantly inuence rendering performance.
7.8.2 Radiosity Reconstruction
Given the irradiance at the texels and vertices, the radiosity at the object’s surface
can be computed according to Equation 7.11 as the sum of local term B l, global
term Bg0 and the radiosity vector Bd.
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The global response is calculated by multiplying the throughput factor ma-
trix F with the irradiance at the vertices:
Bgν =
∑
i
Egi Fiν .
As previously discussed, the radiosity at a particular point ~x on a triangle is in-
terpolated using the barycentric basis ψgν(~x) with respect to the vertices of the
triangle.
Depending on the number of vertices nv (given by the geometry model) and
its scattering behavior, the entries in the matrix F may drop to very small values.
In these cases a full nv × nv matrix-vector multiplication may be too costly for
interactive rendering. A higher rendering speed can be achieved by ignoring form
factors below a threshold and using a sparse matrix-vector multiplication. In our
experiments the overhead of representing a sparse matrix paid off if 40 percent of
the form factors could be ignored.
According to the factorization described in Section 7.2.3, the local response to
a light impulse impinging on the surface at point ~x is represented by a 7×7 lter
kernel K(u,v)(s, t) in texture space centered at the corresponding texel (u, v). The
resulting radiosity due to local response is thus computed by a kind of convolution
for each texel:
Bl(~x) = K(u,v)(s, t)⊗ E(s, t) =
∑
(s,t)∈ 7×7
K(u,v)(s, t)E(s, t).
Since the lter kernels for each texel are different, we currently implement this
step in software. After the convolution, the ltered illumination map is reloaded
as texture and applied during the nal composition.
Local and global response are combined in one hardware-accelerated render-
ing step using multi-texturing. Register combiners are set up in such a way that
the vertex radiosity is multiplied with the surface texture Tρ and at the same time
the ltered illumination map corresponding to the local response is added.
7.9 Acquisition Results
We acquired the following objects to demonstrate our approach: An alabaster
horse sculpture, a rubber duck and a starfruit (carambola). Figure 7.12 shows all
objects under indoor illumination, as well as illuminated by the three lasers (i.e.,
the object’s impulse response).
The alabaster horse has strong variation in its subsurface scattering properties
and complex geometry. It consists of regions with varied translucency and con-
tains cracks inside the material. The base material of the rubber duck is uniform,
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Figure 7.12: Top: The test objects under indoor illumination. Bottom: Test ob-
jects illuminated by a white laser beam (all three lasers combined). The laser
speckle is strongly visible due to the low ll factor of the camera.
Horse Duck Starfruit
# input views 24 25 20
# input images 1,065,744 541,125 401,220
input size (compressed) 31G 14G 12G
acquisition time 20.5h 11.25h 8h
# vertices 8924 5002 5001
# lter kernels 82,390 115,151 112,538
processing time (resampling) 7.8h 3.6h 3.4h
Table 7.1: Some statistics about the acquired models.
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Figure 7.13: A model of an alabaster horse sculpture acquired by our method.
Differences in material are clearly visible when the model is lit from behind.
strongly scattering rubber. The beak and the eyes are painted on the outside with
glossy, opaque paint. Incoming light is so strongly diffused at the rubber surface
that the assumption of diffuse, multiple scattering remains valid although the duck
is empty inside. The starfruit is an example of a translucent biological object with
concave geometry and a relatively specular surface.
Some relevant details about the acquired models are given in Table 7.1.
Alabaster Horse Sculpture
Our acquisition system captures models with local variation and signicant detail.
The model of the alabaster horse sculpture in Figure 7.13 nicely shows areas of
differing translucency. There is a more opaque region at the head around the eyes
while the muzzle is quite translucent. The left side of the head (when viewed from
the muzzle) has various opaque areas towards the support and in the mane. There
is a crack running top to bottom in the center at the neck as well. The model
captures these volume effects.
Figure 7.14 demonstrates how the local light transport adds surface detail and
gives an impression of the varying optical densities at the object’s surface. The
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Figure 7.14: The horse model. Top: Irradiance, local light transport by lter
kernels, and global light transport due to the throughput factor matrix. Bottom
left: Combined rendering of local and global term. The local light transport adds
surface detail and gives an impression of the material properties at the object’s
surface whose basic structure is also visible in the global term. Bottom right:
Photograph of the real object under similar conditions. A slide projector was
used to produce the sharp shadow boundary.
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Figure 7.15: The duck model illuminated with a spot light. Left: Local lter
kernels. Center: Global throughput factors. Right: Combined rendering.
Figure 7.16: Details of the duck model. Left: Head of the duck illuminated with a
small spotlight from the back. The beak and the eyes are clearly visible. The spot
near the tail is caused by diffuse reection from the back of the head during the
acquisition. Middle: Body of the duck model illuminated with a small spotlight
from the back. Right: Photograph of the duck taken under similar conditions. The
images show the specic property of the real duck that light illuminating the head
is scattered mainly inside the head and light illuminating the body is scattered
mainly inside the body.
structure is also visible in the global throughput factor matrix albeit smoother. The
side-by-side comparison of a rendering of the model and a photograph shows that
our method recovers ne structure detail (see lower images in Figure 7.14). The
highly translucent veins as well as the strongly diffuse patches which are visible
in the photograph are present in our model. The slightly brownish region in the
center is also captured well by our model in both color and shape.
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Figure 7.17: Starfruit model with global transfer function and local term (7×7
lter kernels). Left: The hierarchical model of the starfruit is illuminated from the
front right. Right: The same model illuminated from the back. The global trans-
fer function F alone is rendered in Figures 7.6 (illumination at a single vertex)
and 7.7.
Rubber Duck
The duck model in Figures 7.15 and 7.16 shows how our method can deal with
completely heterogenous objects without representing the material distribution
within the object explicitly. The rubber duck is made of regular material over-
all but head and body appear nearly separate when lit from behind. The wings
block more light probably because of the extra thickness. The beak and eyes are
marked with an opaque paint layer. The model captures these major deviation
from homogeneous behavior while being smooth overall.
Starfruit
The starfruit is visually quite interesting because of its shape. The model in Fig-
ure 7.17 is of good delity despite missing capture data due to the geometrically
complex shape. Additional input images would ll gaps better than our data inter-
polation technique.
7.10 Conclusion
We presented a complete framework for the acquisition and rendering of translu-
cent objects. The framework is based on a hierarchical model of the diffuse sub-
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surface scattering reectance function Rd that models light transport in optically
dense, scattering material. We built an acquisition system to acquire Rd for real
world objects. In a post-processing step, missing information is consistently inter-
polated and noise artifacts of the acquisition are reduced. The resulting models are
suitable for the proposed hardware-accelerated rendering approach but can also be
used by a variety of rendering systems. We validated the approach by acquiring
three translucent objects with strongly differing behavior.
With the notable exception of Jensen et al. [Jensen01c], most current rendering
systems for translucent materials suffer from a lack of realistic input data. We
are now able to supply real world data which can not only be used to drive the
rendering systems but also to validate common assumptions such as the validity
of the dipole approximation. Articial models are denitely able to mimic the
overall behavior of translucent objects but they are often too regular and smooth
compared to real objects. We believe that the gain in realism makes the effort to
acquire real translucent objects worthwhile.
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Chapter 8
Summary, Conclusion and
Future Work
In the following we rst briey summarize the contributions of this dissertation.
We then draw some conclusions and end with an outlook on future work.
8.1 Summary
We rst introduce a method to determine the accuracy of a 3D range scanner based
on the concept of modulation transfer functions. In contrast to approaches that an-
alyze the quality by acquiring a smoothly varying surface, the method determines
the system behavior when acquiring a sharp edge (or other sharp features in an
object). Since this is a common case that nevertheless poses difculties for many
3D range scanning systems, the method is of high practical relevance.
Next, we combine an appearance acquisition and reproduction system for ob-
jects showing only local reection with color management technology in order
to reference the acquired model to a well-dened color space and to ensure best
possible reproduction with the given input and output devices. One of the key
ideas of this approach is to introduce color management into the high-dynamic
range imaging computation. This idea is naturally not limited to the presented
application but can also be applied in many other acquisition methods.
We propose an acquisition system capable of acquiring the near-eld of a
light source that performs optical preltering before sampling. Due to the ge-
ometry of the setup, we can acquire a much wider eld of view than previous
approaches thereby speeding up the acquisition. Using optical preltering also
solves the aliasing problem for general light eld acquisition by decoupling the
ltering function from the optical system used for capture. On the rendering side,
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the acquired light source model can be either integrated into a global illumination
system or used in a hardware-accelerated renderer.
We nally present a rst acquisition approach for translucent objects with spa-
tially varying properties that takes the specic behavior of diffuse light transport
inside translucent materials into account. The underlying hierarchical model can
be adapted to the structure of the object, the resolution of the acquisition sys-
tem and to the requirements of the nal rendering application. We implement
a hardware-accelerated rendering system for the acquired objects and show how
models can be integrated into many other current rendering systems for translu-
cent objects.
8.2 Conclusion
The main motivation of the work presented in this thesis was to acquire realistic
models of real world objects and real world light sources for use in computer
graphics applications. Since the capabilities of general purpose computers as well
as specialized graphics hardware are increasing rapidly, more and more complex
models of real world objects can be included in a scene without slowing down the
rendering process. This leads to a rising demand for such models, e.g., in the area
of translucent objects. While a large number of specialized rendering algorithms
for translucent objects have been developed in recent years, there were only very
few methods available to determine the correct physical parameters.
In addition, acquisition methods themselves benet from better hardware ca-
pabilities for acquiring, storing, and processing input data. The properties and
capabilities of the camera systems used in this dissertation are a prominent ex-
ample for the improvements made within a couple of years. Specialized high-
dynamic range camera systems are only now becoming available. The goal of an
acquisition system will therefore always be to fulll the demands of the computer
graphics community in terms of complexity and accuracy of the acquired datasets
while at the same time making good use of the available technology.
The question whether the achievable results justify the effort is frequently
posed in the context of real world acquisition techniques. But current experience
clearly demonstrates that renderings of purely synthetic scenes look either arti-
cial or too perfect (at least when compared to a similar real scene or a photograph
thereof) or require an excessively large effort for modeling which should be seen
in proportion to the effort for acquisition. This is all the more true if an accurate
model of one specic real object is required  a case frequently occurring in the
cultural heritage eld. We expect that in the long run both, synthetic and acquired
models, will be used depending on the requirements of the applications.
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8.3 Future Work
Future work for any real world acquisition system will always be to make it faster,
cheaper, more robust, easier to use, more automatic, applicable to a larger class
of objects, and achieving better quality results. These issues are continuous chal-
lenges for researchers and application engineers. But more specically, there are
several directions of future work that could be followed  some of them were
already briey mentioned in the conclusions of the respective chapters.
Conclusions about the interpretation of modulation transfer functions of
3D range scanners have until now only been drawn by analogy to the case of a
digital camera. In order to be able to draw well-founded conclusions, an extensive
study involving a large number of 3D range scanning systems would be required.
Furthermore, tests and theoretical analyses have to be performed in order to deter-
mine the requirements of the scanning post-processing software in terms of MTF.
The examples of color calibrated BRDF acquisition shown in Chapter 5 sug-
gest that there is still room for improvement in the processing pipeline. In particu-
lar, the color managed high-dynamic range imaging system used to acquire color
calibrated BRDFs depends directly on the properties of the color management
system that could probably be better tuned to this specic application. Ultimately,
one would however like to extend the capabilities of color management systems
also to high-dynamic range images in order to link directly with high-dynamic
range camera systems.
The central part of the light source acquisition system is the projection into
an appropriate basis. The inuence of the basis on the quality of the acquisition
could be further studied and other sampling strategies could be explored.
The acquisition algorithm for translucent objects assumes purely diffuse light
transport to reduce the dimensionality of the problem. Unfortunately, this assump-
tion does not hold for a large number of real world objects leading to artifacts in
the acquisition and rendering stages. Including a BRDF to model local light re-
ection could considerably improve on this. Furthermore, the acquired datasets of
real world objects can be used to validate the dipole approximation for translucent
materials that is currently the foundation for many rendering systems for translu-
cent objects.
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